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THE SPEAKER (Mr Barnett) took the Chair at 2.15 pm. and read prayers.

SWEARING-IN OF MEMBER
The Clerk announced the return of the writ forthe electorate of Darling Range.

Mr Robert William Greig took and subscribed the Oath of Allegiance, and signed the Roll.

SEX SHOPS
Location: Petition

MR LEWIS (East Melville) [2.20 pm]: I have a petition to present as follows --

To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly in
Parliament assembled -

We, the undersigned petitioners are concerned about the recent proliferation of Sex
Shops and 'Adult' Video/Book Shops operating within shopping centres throughout
Western Australia. The ready availability of extremely offensive and degrading,
violent and sexually explicit videos and publications in our community is a matter of
grave concern to all responsible citizens, particularly the parents of young children
and teenagers and those who rightly deplore the exploitation of men, women and
children.

Extensive research highlights the destructive and desensitising role of such materials
mn undermining moral values and encouraging deviant and violent tendencies in our
society. Indeed, such materials are a major factor in fuelling the increased incidence
of crimes of physical violence and sexual abuse in our community.
Further, the distribution of explicit materials which depict and condone various
degrading homosexual and heterosexual activities can only assist the spread of the
deadly AIDS virus, Hepatitis 'B' and other sexually transmissible diseases.

Your petitioners therefore request the Parliament

To approve amendments to the local government district town planning scheme so as
to prohibit the operation of sex shops and 'adult' video/book shops within shopping
centres.

And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.
The petition bears 329 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No 74.)

RAILWAYS: "AUSTRALIND"
Waroona Stop: Petition

MR BRADSHAW (Murray-Wellington) [2.22 pm]: I have a petition which reads as
follows --

To:

The Honourable The Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the
Parliament of Western Australia in Parliament assembled.

We, the undersigned residents of Waroona and surrounding areas wish to have the
new "Australind" train stop on each journey to and from Perth so people from
Waroona travelling to Perth can return the same day.
Under the present timetable Waroona passengers will be disadvantaged by having to
pay for overnight accommodation.



Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest
consideration and your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The petition bears 124 signatures and I certify that it conforms to the Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly.

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House.

(See petition No 7S.)

BILLS (S): INTRODUCTION AND FIRST READING
I. Gold Banking Corporation Bill.

Hill introduced, on motion by Mr Pearce (Leader of the House), and read a first time.

2. Housing Loan Guarantee Amendment Bill.

3. Reserves and Land Revestmenr Bill (No 2).

4. Residential Tenancies Bill.

5. Local Courts Amendment Bill (No 2).

6. Chattel Securities Bill.

7. Bills of Sate Amendment Bill.

Bills introduced, on motions by Mr Peter Dowding (Minister for Works and
Services), and read a first time.

8. hron Ore (Cleveland-Cliffs) Agreement Amendment B ill.

Bill introduced, on motion by Mr Parker (Minister for Minerals and Energy), and read
a first time.

LOAN BILL

Second Reading
MR PEARCE (Armadale -- Leader of the House) [2.33 pm]: On behalf of the Treasurer, I
move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill seeks the necessary authority for the raising of loans requited to help finance the
State's capital works programme as detailed in the General Loan and Capital Works Fund
Estimates of Expenditure tabled on 10 September 1987. Borrowing authority is being sought
this year for the raising of loans of $300 million.

The level of borrowing authorisation required is determined after taking into account the
unexpired balance of previous authorisations as at 30 June 1987. It is also necessary to have
sufficient borrowing authority to enable works in progress to be maintained for a period of up
to six months after the close of the financial year pending the passing of a similar measure in
1988-89.
Members would be aware that our capital works programme this year was framed against the
background of cause for restraint in the level of public sector borrowings. This was reflected
in a $116.7 million reduction in Western Australia's authorised Loan Council allocations,
including a $51 million reduction in our global borrowing allocation. Although these
cutbacks made our budgetary task much more difficult, we recognise the need for borrowing
restraint, and I point out to members that this year's capital works programme uses $552.2
million of our reduced global Loan Council borrowing allocation of $584 million.

For the fourth consecutive year, the opportunity has been taken to nominate our total Stare
Government borrowing allocation for public housing. These nominated funds are advanced
by the Commonwealth at the concessional interest rate of 4.5 per cent and are repayable over
53 years. However, for the reasons I have just outlined, the amount available for nomination
has been significantly reduced and additional supplementation of $9.5 million has been
provided by the Government to Homeswest at concessional rates similar to nominated
funding.
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Mf Speaker, all members would now be well aware of the machinery nature of this Bill. In
accordance with clause 4 of the Bill, the proceeds of all loans to be raised under this authority
must be paid into the General Loan and Capital Works Fund, as required under the provisions
of the Financial Administration and Audit Act. Moreover, no funds can be expended from
the General Loan and Capital Works Fund without an appropriation under an Act passed by
this Parliament.

In addition to seeking to provide the authority for loan raisings, the Bill also permanently
appropriates moneys from the Consolidated Revenue Fund to meet principal repayments,
interest, and other expenses of borrowings under the authority of this Act.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr MacKinnon (Leader of the Opposition).

FACTORIES AND SHOPS AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands -- Minister for Labour, Productivity and Employment)
[2.36 pm]: I move --

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This Bill is intended to remove discriminatory provisions in the Factories and Shops Act and
to ensure compliance with equal opportunity legislation in the form of the Federal Sex
Discrimination Act and the State Equal Opportunity Act.

It is consistent with Government principles that equal opportunity be afforded all persons
regardless of their sex. The removal of legislative barriers is one aspect of a range of
measures which must be taken to promote equal opportunity. The exemption for existing
Statutes under the Equal Opportunity Act expires on 8 January 1988, and the exemption from
the requirements of the Federal Sex Discrimination Act is to expire on 31 July 1988. It is
therefore essential that legislation complies with the non-discriminatory requirements of these
Acts.

As members will be aware, in accordance with the recently passed Acts Amendment
(Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare) Act 1987, parts of the Factories and Shops Act
relating to health, safety, and welfare in the working environment are to be repealed.
However, the remaining provisions setting out basic working conditions for non-award
employees in factories, shops, and warehouses must be amended to remove discriminatory
provisions.

There are six amendments to be made to the factories and Shops Act to ensure that the Act
complies with the principles of equal opportunity. The major amendments relate to sections
55 and 56 which deal with the working hours of women and young persons, and of men,
respectively. Section 55 stipulates the maximum number of hours that women and young
persons are permitted to work. The amendments remove the reference to women in
subsection (1) and repeal subsections (2) and (3) which refer only to women.

Section 56, which allows male workers to work a maximum of 60 hours per week to meet the
pressure of work, compared to the maximum of 56 hours allowed women, is amended to
remove the reference to men. This allows all workers, excepting the young persons referred
to mn section 55, to work a maximum of 60 hours per week.

Section 56A is to be inserted to allow the payment of tea money to all workers after 6.00 pm
rather than to female workers only as specified in the repealed section 55(2).

The amendments to the Factories and Shops Act are a part of the continuing process of the
removal of legislative restrictions to women's employment. It exemplifies this Government's
commitment to the prevention of discrimination against women, commencing with the
removal of legislative barriers and award restrictions so that women will be afforded the
equal opportunity to which they are entitled.

[ commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr Bradshaw.
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ASSOCIATIONS INCORPORATION BILL
In Committee

The Chairman of Commidttees (Mr Burkett) in the Chair; Mr Peter Dowding (Minister for
Works and Services) in charge of the Bill.
Clause 1: Short title --
Mr MENSAROS: The short title of the Bill will give me the opportunity to reflect on some
of the comments the member for Welshpool made during the second reading debate. At that
time the member for Welshpool correctly said that the existing Act, which is going to be
replaced by the Bill before us, contains certain provisions so far as the incorporation of
associations is concerned which give the Minister responsible for the Act -- the Attorney
General -- discretional right to decide about the incorporation of associations. He went on to
say that because of this a form of political censorship could be applied.

Citing the clauses of the existing Act, the member for Welshpool said that in 1975 and 1976
the then Liberal Government denied the incorporation of an association through the then
Attorney General, Mr Ian Medcalf, because it was not in the public interest. He then
elaborated that the South-West Forests Defence Foundation, whose aim essentially were to
promote the conservation of the forests in their view regarding the best way to manage the
natural resources for the State, was denied the right to fonm an incorporated association
because, in the words of the then Minister for Agriculture, Mr Old, it was not in the public
interest to incorporate the association. The judgment of the member for Welshpool of these
actions was that the then Government, through the Attorney General, perpetrated an
outrageous infringement of civil liberties.
I have spoken to Mr Medcalf and he related to me, from memory, roughly the following
facts: When the South-West Forests Defence Foundation sought incorporation according to
the Associations Incorporation Act --

The CHAfUUVIAN: Order! Order! Members, in fairness to the Hansard reporter, it is not
especially easy for her to pick up every word that is being spoken at the moment, so if you
want to have your little meetings -- there only seven going on at the moment -- I would ask
you to pop outside to do so. The only voice I want to hear, as clearly as possible, is that of
the member for Floreat.

Mr MENSAROS: Thank you. Mr Chairman. Mr Medcalf related to me that when this
foundation sought incorporation it was noted that it sought incorporation based on the
provision which allows the Attorney General, the Minister responsible for that Act, to use his
discretion as to whether the association should or should not be incorporated. The aims of
this association were directly opposite the public interest, in that in one of the aims the
association stated that it would like to oppose the introduction and scope or implementation
of legislation which was aimed at promoting woodchipping. Another objective, which was
even more explicit, was that the association opposed the operation of any pulp mill, and
especially any pulp mill as contemplated by the provisions of the Woodchipping Industry
Agreement Act, which was an Act of Parliament at that time. So the then Attorney General,
on advice by the Crown Law Department which of course pointed out that the aim of the
association was to flout the law and to go against the existing law which definitely was not
something which he was able to accept, asked the association to change these rules. I
understand that at first it refused and therefore the Attorney General refused the
incorporation; whereupon a second notice was sent to the association, represented by Lavan
and Walsh, solicitors, indicating that the aims of the association should not explicitly be
against the law of the country, and that an undertaking should be furnished that the
foundation and its members would behave responsibly, at which time incorporation could be
considered.

The solicitors for the foundation have indeed changed the objects of the association which
now appeared to be acceptable, but they have not -- nor has anybody -- given sufficient
guarantee saying that despite the previous aims the foundations members would behave
responsibly. Thereupon the Attorney General, again considering the application to be not in
the public interest, used his discretional right and refused to incorporate the association.

I interjected during the member for Welshpool 's speech when he said that members who
were in Cabinet at that time were also responsible because it was a Cabinet decision. I
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roundly said then that I did not chink it could have been a Cabinet decision because I could
not -- and indeed, still cannot -- recall any such matter coming before Cabinet. However,
apparently it was a matter of wider interest and the member for Welt hpool satisfied me that
the decision on the first rejection of the association's application was indeed approved by a
Cabinet decision. I suppose it could have gone to Cabinet when I was not present, because I
still do not remember it. Be that as it may, the reason for the refusal was that the objects of
the foundation contained a provision which was against upholding the law. I do not think
that any Attorney General, of whatever political party, would lend his name to incorporating
an association which aims to breach the law. That would be the last thing any responsible
Attorney General or, indeed, any person could do; and because a guarantee was not given that
the members would behave responsibly, that decision of refusal of incorporation was made.
I do not think this decision would or could merit the accusation by the member for
Welshpool, even if he genuinely meant it, that it was an infringement of the civil rights or
liberties of anybody. But to prove that the Attorney General acted lawfully and correctly,
when the foundation, having suffered the second rejection, issued a writ in the Supreme
Court, the then Chief Justice, Sir Lawrence Jackson, adjourned the case -- as is usual in these
cases, I understand -- and brought it to the Full Court of the Supreme Court which ultimately
ruled that the Attorney General's decision was quite in order, and that the issuer of the writ,
the South-West forests Defence Foundation, had no case. That in itself proved that the then
Attorney General as usual, and as one would have expected, did his job correctly. I thought it
would be worthwhile and indeed my duty, knowing how he has always been regarded highly,
and having rung Mr Medcalf, to put the facts on the record in relation to the accusations or
observations made by the member for Welshpool.

Mr THOMAS:. I will reply briefly to the points made by the member for Floreat. The point I
made during the second reading debate was that the actions of the Liberal Government in
1975 and 1976 in denying the South-West Forests Defence Foundation the right to
incorporate was an infringement of its members' rights to free association and free speech. I
asserted then that by denying the foundation that right, the Liberal Government was
withholding from the foundation certain facilities that are open to most associations in this
community if they choose to incorporate. The member for Flare at just said that the then
Attorney General acted lawfully and correctly. I am not suggesting for one moment that he
acted other than quite lawfully; but it was a very bad law administered very badly.
The South-West Forests Defence Foundation put forward two applications for incorporation
under the Associations Incorporation Act 1895. The first was rejected by the then Attorney
General because he did not think that the incorporation of the foundation was in the public
interest. Thie reason he gave for suggesting that it was not in the public interest was that the
foundation was opposed to certain laws and he did not think it was a very good idea for the
foundation to have the facilities of the Associations Incorporation Act if it was opposed to
certain laws, and, by implication or inference, if it was acting illegally.

That was and is a very absurd and very totalitarian proposition. It is possible to be opposed
to laws and to use the facility of the law to attempt to change those laws. There is no
mndicat ion in the objects of the foundation or in any behaviour of its members then or in any
subsequent behaviour of its members that they would do anything other than use the process
of law to change the law. We are all members of political parties, and at some stage we have
all been in Opposition and have sought at some time Or other to oppose certain laws on the
Statute book; and we go about the business of seeking to change those laws. The South-West
Forests Defence Foundation sought to oppose the implementation of the woodchip industry
and the possible later construction of a pulp mil; both were provided for in the agreement
Act which established the woodchip industry, which would lead to a pulp industry in this
State.

Is it not a legitimate right of a group of citizens of this State if it is their wont to form an
association to further their views on particular matters? Is it not their right, unless there is an
absolutely overwhelming reason to the contrary, to enjoy the benefits of the Associations
Incorporation Act so that they are able to do the sorts of things an association is able to do if
its members are of a mind to do so? If a group of citizens in the community wanted to form a
society to prove that the earth was flat, if that was the view they held, as long as they
conformed to the law they should have the right to do so. Would it be for the Attorney
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General to say that the earth was not flat and it was not in the public interest for them to go
about perpetrating that sort of rubbish and therefore they were to be denied the right to
incorporate an association? Most of us would disagree with some law or other and would
think it our inalienable right to advance the view that those laws ought to be changed.

The South-West Forests Defence Foundation accepted the then Attorney's decision because it
did not have any chokce; it wanted to incorporate. It then drew up another constitution which
eliminated from its objects any reference to the woodchip industry and to the foreshadowed
pulp mill, the establishment of which was provided for in the agreement Act. The second
constitution spoke in generalities about supporting and promoting the establishment of
national parks and karri forests, promoting the conservation and preservation of scenic
beauty, wilderness, and so on. It did not mention any particular projects, real or
foreshadowed.

The Attorney General then decided, in the public interest, in his view, he would not allow the
foundation to be incorporated under the Associations Incorporation Act as it then was drafted
because he was not convinced that the foundation's members would act lawfully and in the
public interest -- they might oppose the law. What rubbish! The foundation was ultimately
incorporated when this Government came to power in 1983. To the best of my knowledge,
before then and since then, no-one has ever suggested that any member of the association has
done anything other than exercise his or her democratic right as a citizen to espouse the views
he or she holds.

The significant point is that this is an incident which is most unusual and it is getting to be
quite a number of years back, so I do not want to labour the point. Nevertheless, it is worth
noting that under the legislation that is being introduced now to replace the present Act, the
Attorney General will not have the discretion to make the sorts of decisions that were made
back in 1975 and 1976. A political association will, as of right, have the right to incorporate,
which is as it should be.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 2 put and passed.
Clause 3: Interpretation --

Mr MENSAROS: The Opposition has some difficulties with the definition of "financial
year". I have tried to read it slowly so that it could be appreciated that it is very difficult to
interpret it in a way which would suit an association wishing to be incorporated in arranging
the commencement of its financial year at the time when it wished. The definition reads --

"financial year" in relation to an incorporated association, means --

(a) a period not exceeding 15 months fixed by the committee of the
association being a period commencing on the date of incorporation of
the association; and

Frankly I can hardly understand that, in fact I do not understand it and I would be grateful if
the Minister explained it. It seems to imply that the first financial year could be more than 12
months. Alternatively, if it means what the Attorney General has explained in another place,
the association would have the right to choose the start and the finish of its financial year,
only within about four months plus a day of the incorporation, because the definition goes on
as follows --

(b) each period of 12 months, or such other period fixed by the committee of the
association (after having regard to the requirements of section 23 as to the
holding of an annual general meeting), commencing at the expiration of the
previous financial year of the association;

Clause 23 provides that an association shall hold annual general meetings within four months
of the end of the financial year. The first financial year is set for 15 months, which now is
not quite logical because a year ought to be 12 months; but I cannot read it in any logical
fashion because it provides another four and a half months to play with. That is the reason
that more clarity is needed so that when an association is incorporated it can say in its rules
that each financial year starts say, as with the Japanese financial year, on I April and goes
until 30 March next year. I believe the definition of "financial year" would not allow that. I
therefore move an amendment --
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Page 2, line 13 -- To insert after "association" the following --

or such other date as is fixed by the committee of the association
That would allow for no restriction on the date of commencement of the financial year of the
association and would not depend on the daze of the incorporation.
Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not understand the member's difficulty with this clause. It is
clearly designed, as is the New South Wales and Victorian legislation, to enable the
association to choose its own financial year. That is chosen to be a date within the first 15
months and thereafter it is from that date on in each 12-month period.
I do not see any point in adding any words to the clause. The member knows that this matter
has been considered in another place and the Attorney General, who had the responsibility for
carriage of the matter, made the position clear on it. I do not believe it is appropriate to
accept any amendment from the Opposition in this House on that basis.
Mr MIENSAROS: It is difficult to argue with a Minister who always replies on these matters
that he does not accept any proposition or if there is no opposition that he thanks the
Opposition for supporting the Bill. He has never contributed more than that to a debate. I
understand that the draftsman wants the clause worded this way. However, a financial year is
not a day; it is a period of 12 months. The clause, though, refers to a financial year as
meaning "a period not exceeding 15 months fixed by the commnittee of the association".
Mr Peter Dowding: The member should read the rest of paragraph (a) which says "being a
period commencing on the date of incorporation of the association". The first element of that
paragraph refers to the first period. That gives the association the flexibility essentially to
select any date within 15 months of the commencement of association, and thereafter what
follows in the paragraph.
Mr MENSAROS: I know I will not be able to win this argument. I cannot get out of it that
the association can set the commencement date of the financial year for whatever period it
wishes. The best I can get out of it, if I combine this clause with clause 23, is that the
association can commence its financial year four months from the date of incorporation.
Mr PETER DOWDING: The proposal gives the associations the flexibility to fix their
financial years. That is a very sensible suggestion. The flexibility arises out of the setting of
the anniversary date in the first 15-month period, and that is how it is achieved.
Amendment put and negatived.
Clause put and passed.
Clause 4: Eligibility for incorporation --
Mr MENSAROS: Before I move my amendment I want to make three comments, The first
is a reflection on the comments on clause I made by the member for Welshpool. He
criticised the existing legislation as being bad legislation because it gave a discretionary right
to the Mjiister to decide, in certain circumstances, which associations should be
incorporated. One has to take into consideration that this Bill does precisely the same thing
except that it gives the discretionary right, in the first instance, to the commissioner instead of
to the Minister, but allows for an appeal "review" against the commnissioner's decision to be
made to the Minister. The Bill enumerates the circumstances under which an association can
be incorporated. They are virtually the same as appeared in the Act. However, new
paragraph (f) in the Bill allows for eligibility of incorporation for any other purpose approved
by the commissioner. The environment purpose does not feature in the eml, as it does not
feature in the existing Act.
Mr Thomas: Paragraph (f) of clause 4(1) refers to the commissioner, not the Minister.
Mr MENSAROS: I said that. It is exactly the same as the example raised about an
environmental association, which is not set down in the clause.
Mr Thomas: Would the South-West Forests Defence Association be regarded as a political
association?
Mr MENSAROS: Absolutely not.
Mr Peter Dowding: That is why you knocked it out at the time.
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Mr MENSAROS: Absolutely not, but because its object was to breach the law.

Mr Peter Dowding. Its object was not to breach the law.

Mr MENSAROS: No, it would not. Anyhow, I do not want to go back to that debate. I am a
member of an environmental association in which politics do not play any part. It has
nothing to do with politics. I suppose there are a number of environmental associations
which fit into that definition. It is interesting to hear the comments of the member for
Welshpool. He is obviously of the opinion chat every environmental association which is
working towards safeguarding the environment, must be political. According to him, the
Environmental Protection Authority is political. I do nor know what it would say about that.
I do not think it is political and I wonder what the Minister would say about it.

Mr Hodge: I was interested to hear you say chat you belonged to an environmental group.
Which one is it?

Mr MENSAROS: I belong to the Yanderup Delta Society.

Mr Hodge: I have never heard of it.

Mr MENSAROS: The Minister may not have heard of it, but I am very proud chat, together
with a gentleman who became a Federal Attorney General -- Peter Durack -- I wrote the rules
of the constitution of the society. I make no bones about it: I have been a member of the
society for 25 years and some members of it are very good supporters of the Labor Party.
One of them, a gentleman whom I respect -- John Oldham -- used to reside in my electorate.
Before every election John came to me and apologised profoundly because he was unable to
vote for me because he voted for the Labor Party. That was understood. There certainly are
no politics in the association.

Mr Thomas: What about the Uniting Church? It is opposed to the Casino Control Act and
presumably it would like it repealed. By that same argument, it could be denied the facilities
of the Associations Incorporation Act.

Mr MENSAROS: I have no knowledge about that. Without trying to use more time than is
necessary I want to make it clear that I do not think that an environmental association should,
by necessity as the member for Welshpool said, be political. In fact, it should not be political
and when it becomes political it no longer takes on the correct role of an environmental
society. I am simply saying that under this Bill and the Act there is no special enumeration
for an environmental association, If it wanted to become incorporated the application would
be subject to the discretionary power of the commissioner, appealable to the Minister.

Mr Thomas: It is a very important difference. It is the commissioner, who presumnably is an
objective officer, rather than a politician who might bring his own prejudices into it.

Mr MENSAROS: I do not chink it is. If the member for Welshpool had been in Government
longer than he has, he would teal ise that even a Minister who is knowledgeable -- no-one can
seriously contradict me when I say that Hon Ian Medcalf was a knowledgeable lawyer --

always seeks advice.
Mr Peter Dowding: He also acted very politically.

Mr MENSAROS: I do nor know of many people who have such a vast knowledge of the law
as he has. Despite the fact that he was a good lawyer, he always sought advice. Every step
he took was based on advice from the Crown Law Department.

Mr Peter Dowding: And he rejected advice.

Mr MENSAROS: Yes, as good Ministers do. The situation was not different because
without a statutory prevision the Under Secretary of Law was recommending to the Minister
and the Minister either accepted or rejected che recommendation. What will happen with
regard to this Bill is that the commuissioner will make a decision of his own volition, subject
to the Act, and if anybody is dissatisfied with the decision he can appeal to the Minister.

Another matter to which I refer is in connection with the matter of appeals. I would be
grateful if the Minister would give his interpretation of subclause (6) which states that the
Minister's decision on a review under this section shall be final and the commissioner shall
give effect to it accordingly. Does this subelause mean that the general appeal principles --

that is, to be able to go to the judicial authority, the courts -- apply? Of course, similar
circumstances apply in clauses 7, 8 and 9 where the same provision is repeated.
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I move an amendment --

Page 4, line 24 -- To delete "notice of the refusal".

The aim of the amendment is that if the association is not incorporated and certain things
have not been approved by the commissioner, the information should be given not only to the
applicants by way of notice of refusal, but also by way of a written notice and the reasons
should be stated. It is quite obvious that if someone wants to appeal against the decision of
the commuissioner, that person who perhaps is representing an association, or associations
collectively, should be in a position to know the reasons the commissioner has refused the
application. If that were not the case, the applicant would only be in a position to say, "T'he
commissioner rejected me and, therefore, I would like to be incorporated." That does not
make a great deal of sense. It comes back to the fact that it is a discretionary right which,
according to the member for Welshpool, may be used in a political way. If we want to move
away from this procedure, why should not the commnissioner give his refusal in writing and
state the reasons that he refuses it? If he did that, it would be much more logical for the
association, or its representative, to appeal to the Minister saying, "Do you think the reasons
given by the commissioner for rejecting the application for the incorporation of the
association are correct? We ask you to review the application." It makes sense to do that and
I cannot see that members would argue against it. It might result in more paperwork for the
commissioner and his employees, but I suppose that the incorporation of an association is not
as complicated as many of the company law matters with which they have to deal. It would
be a minor matter to state the two or three reasons for the refusal of the application for
incorporation. In the case mentioned by the member for Welshpool, there was a very brief
reason given as to why the association was not incorporated, and the letter which went to the
solicitors of the association was also a fairly brief explanation and it would not have taken a
skilled officer more than 10 minutes to dictate that letter. I therefore urge members to
support my amendment.

Mr WIESE: The National Party fully supports what the member for Floreat has just said. It
is absolutely essential and pure comnmonsense if an association or organisation is to be given
notice that its application for incorporation has been refused that, first, it should receive
written notice of the refusal; and that is what is being written in by the amendment which the
member for Flarest is putting forward.

Secondly, it is essential that the reasons for refusal be given by the commissioner and should
be notified to the association because following on from the initial refusal of permission to
incorporate, the association which is seeking incorporation then has the power or the right to
go before the Minister for a review of the commnissioner's decision. It is going to be very
difficult, if not impossible, for the association to put a case before the Minister supporting the
reasons why the Minister should review the decision and the grounds on which the Minister
should look at the application unless the association has some idea of what are the reasons for
the refusal.

We support the amendment moved by the member for Floreat.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I suppose onlookers to this debate would assume that it was just
some boring, rather academic discussion of a piece of legislation, whereas it is rather
extraordinary for the member for Floreat to be urging the view that he takes this afternoon. It
is extraordinary because this Act does something which the previous Act did not: It secures
the privilege of incorporation to a whole range of organisations. The member for Floreat was
party to the deliberate exercise of what was a slightly paranoid judgment about the risk to the
community if a conservation organisation gained incorporated status. This paranoia emerged
perhaps first from the conservator of forests of the day, but was certainly triggered in the
minds of the then Attorney General, Mr Medcalf, and the then Minister for Agriculture, Mr
Old, and indeed, the whole of the Cabinet. That is how the politicians of the member for
Flareat's day prevented a perfectly legitimate organisation firomn being incorporated.

What we have done in this legislation is to secure the privilege to the organisations
nominated in clause 4(1)(a)-(e). Those organisations will be able to be incorporated under
the Statute, and failure to incorporate under those sections of the Statute would be a breach of
the Statute. In respect of those organisations which do not fall within clause 4(l)(a)-(e) -
and there is an enormous swag and breadth of organisations defined, and I invite the member
for Narrogin to have another look at them -- there is the opportunity to go to the
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commissioner. The member for Floreat was not prepared to allow this opportunity when his
party was in power, and this is an opportunity -- which has not hitherto existed -- to go to a
senior public servant and argue for the exercise of a discretion by that senior public servant.
First, it is only in respect of clause 4(l)(f) that a senior public servant can exercise that
discretion; so one can understand that it is an extraordinarily rare event that this discretion
will be called upon to be exercised. Secondly, this discretion is being exercised by a senior
public servant. Thirdly, the Government proposes that there should be a further port of call --
but only one other port of call -- namely, to the Minister.

It is not proposed and has never been the case that the right to incorporation should be the
subject of litigation because in the old Act the right or privilege to incorporation was the
privilege of the Attorney General. As we have seen, the then Attorney General, Mr Medcalf,
in conjunction with the member for Floreat, exercised that discretion on at least one occasion
in purely political terms. This Bill guarantees the right of incorporation to a whole section of
the community and provides the safeguard of the senior public servant's decision; and there
is no right on the part of the Minister to interfere with that decision. There is no right of
appeal for aggrieved parties to the granting of incorporation by the commuissioner. The right
of appeal is against the commissioner's determination not to grant incorporated status.
Finally, we get to the Minister and we simply say then that there is no case for extending the
review of the incorporation process into the legal arena.

Mr Mensaros interjected.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes. Secondly, it is not proposed that the argument to the Minister
should be in the form of the commissioner having to defend or not to defend his or her case.
The argument is not intended to be between the commissioner and the aggrieved group. I do
not know who the aggrieved group is likely to be. There is a very small chance of such a
group ever existing. However, granting that, it is not intended that a dispute will come about
between the commissioner and the aggrieved party; the matter simply goes to the Minister for
the Minister's decision. As the Attorney General has said in another place, he can only recall
one case in his four-and-a-half years in that position where an application for incorporation
has been refused -- only one case under an Act which did not provide the absolute rights that
are proposed under this Bill. So let us be clear about this: It is a low level of risk; it is a risk
which is covered by those two instances which I mentioned; and it is not intended to allow
appeal beyond that. So that is the justification for not meeting the argument of the member
for Narrogin and for not meeting the amendment of the member for Floreat. I say
unequivocally that I support the proposition as contained in this Bill, because I believe that
Parliament is laying down the nature and class of organisation which ought to receive
incorporation as part of the appropriate process.

Mr WIESE: I do not believe that the Minister has addressed the amendment at all in his
answer to the proposition or to the point that has been put before him by bath the member for
Floreat and myself. I am prepared to sing the Minister's praises to the sky, if he wants me to,
for including paragraphs (a)-(e) in the legislation. We realise those paragraphs are there and
we are happy to see them remain, and the Minister would not be doing his job if they were
not there. However, we are talking about paragraph (f), and I defy the Minister to predict
how many times this paragraph is likely to be made use of. He says it will be used on only
rare occasions. I defy the Minister to give me any grounds on which that claim can be
justified because I have no doubt that the provision will be used on occasions in the future.

Mr Peter Dowding: How? You give me an example of an organisation that is not covered by
(a) to (e). Name an association you have ever come into contact with that would not fall
within that ambit.

Mr WIESE: I think we have pretty well canvassed the issue of all the environmental groups
which do not come under it. All we are talking about is clause 4(l)(f), and I do not believe
the Minister is correct in saying that that will be used only extremely rarely. I am not going
to live in the past or make my judgments on this Bill based on a past refusal by a Minister to
permit an association to incorporate. What we must look to is what will be done under the
present Act in the future.

The Minister referred to extending the review. I do not believe this amendment endeavours
to extend the review one iota. What we are intending and endeavouring to do is to request or
make it mandatory for the commissioner, when he gives the refusal, to provide, first, the
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reasons for his refusal and secondly, to give those reasons in a written notice. That is not
extending the review provisions; it is not opening up the field any further than what is already
covered in paragraphs (a) to (f). We are simply asking that the commissioner give a written
reply if he does refuse, and that in that reply he state the reasons for his refusal.
The other question, which the Minister has not addressed at all, is: Why should not the
commissioner be requested to give the reasons for refusal? Why should he not justify those
reasons?

Mr Peter Dowding: I did address it; you might not accept it but I did address it.

Mr WIESE: I do not believe the Minister did.

Mr Peter Dowding: I said it was not a matter between the commissioner and the applicant for
the Minister to determine. It is a matter for the Minister to deternme, again, on the review of
all the material before him.

Mir WIESE: On what basis is, firstly, the commissioner going to be making his decision;
secondly, the Minister going to be refusing his decision; and thirdly, the applicant going to be
refused to be able to put a request to the Minister for a review of the decision? What is he
going to put in his representations in writing to the Minister in respect of the application
when he does not know why the commuissioner has refused his application?

Mr Peter Dowding: But the Minister is not there to determine whether the commissioner's
arguments were valid; the Minister is there to review the whole application. It is not a matter
of the Minister's being there to determine a dispute between the commnissioner and the
applicant. The Minister simply reviews the whole application. That is what I said. That is
the reason for not giving written reasons.

Mr WIESE: That is a yery Irish argument, and I hope the Irish will forgive me. But the
Minister still does not give us any idea of the grounds on which the decision was made. We
in this House, and the applicant, will have no idea of the grounds on which the application
was refused. The applicant will have no guidance as to what he should request in his
representations to the Minister.

Mr Peter Dowding: Yes he has. He receives a notice -- that is what is covered in subclause
(6).
Mr WIESE: And what does the notice say?

Mr Peter Dowding: "You have been refused".

Mr WIESE: Full stop.

Mr Peter Dowding: And then the applicant says, "I want the Minister to make a decision,"
and the Minister reviews it.

Mr WIESE: I accept that is what is in the Bill. What the member for Floreat is putting
forward in the amendment is a request that the applicant be given written notice of the refusal
and that the reasons for the refusal be given. I do not believe that is an unreasonable request.

Mr MENSAROS: I really would very much like to be in a position -- which I know I never
will be -- to argue with the Minister before a court because there the logic would have to
come out, whereas in Parliament each of us can talk and that is the end of it. I fully agree
with the member for Narrogin that the Minister has not addressed the question. Let us see
what he has said. He said, "You cannot allow the commissioner to put his approval or
rejection of approval in writing and give reasons because it is not a matter between the
applicant and the commissioner." That was his first statement.

Mr Peter Dowding: No, the review is not a matter between the commissioner and the
applicant, it is a matter between the applicant and the Minister.

Mr MENSAROS: Why would it be such a matter if it is put in writing and the reasons given?

Mr Peter Dowding: Because you would be challenging the reasons, not the review.

Mr MENSAROS: Exactly. That is not a matter between the applicant and the commissioner.
The Minister should take the proper connotation of the word "review". If the legislation
meant to use the word "review" as a first looking-over to see whether to allow
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incorporation, it would not have provided in clause 4 '. . for any other purpose approved by
the commiissioner" -- not "reviewed" by the commissioner but "approved" by the
commissioner in clause 4(1)(O. Later on, in clause 4(6), if the commissioner refuses to
approve the purpose of an association the applicant may within one month request the
Minister to review this decision of the commissioner.

Nobody argues that there is a relationship between the applicant and the commissioner, but
there certainly is a relationship between the commnissioner and the Minister because that is
what 5(a) says: "request the Minister to review the decision of the Comm-issioner". How can
the Minister review the commissioner's view, unless he acts in the way in which the Minister
for Works and Services does? If he does not take part in the argument, how can he review it
if no reasons are given?

Mr Peter Dowding: Not the commissioner's view, the commissioner's refusal. It is simply a
refusal.

Mr MIENSAROS: How can he review a decision if reasons are not given? How can a
Minister, or anyone, review a decision intelligently if we bar the person who gives the first
decision from giving reasons for the decision in writing? The member for Narrogin very
rightly said that this is Irish. The Minister then said -- which I thought weakened his position
tremendously -- that in any event there are so few cases that it is not wonth bothering about.
That is an argument for my amendment because if there were few cases -- and there would be
even fewer cases, the Minister said, because that law is much better than the existing one and
therefore there would be fewer arguments -- why argue against it? Is it simply because the
Opposition puts it up, as in so many cases? There is no reasonable argument against it.

The Minister asked for an example and I will give him a very serious one. According to the
provisions of this Bill -- and I will not rake time to look up the clause but those who have
read the Bill will know -- there is a compulsory provision to which I will speak when we
come to the clause, which says that the association seeking incorporation has to use after its
name the word "Incorporated" or its abbreviation "Irc". Later on, in the original Bill as
introduced in the Legislative Council, there was a penal provision to the effect that if an
association does not do so it commits art offence. On persuasion, the Attorney General
dropped this provision but he retained the compulsory, mandatory provision that the
association must have after its name the word "Incorporated" or "Irc". If one looks at any
file where incorporations were recommended according to the present Act by the Under
Secretary for Law, it says very briefly that the name of the association is not contrary to the
Act and the objects of the association are not contrary to the Act. That is his recommendation
to the Attorney General, the Minister in charge of the Act.

Upon this recommendation, the Attorney General incorporates the association, so presumably
that would happen in the future as well. When an association comes forward that does not
use the word "Incorporated" or "Inc", the conrunissioner in this case, because I am presuming
this Bill is the Act in force, will say that the objects are all right but the name of the
association is not in accordance with the Act because it does not include after its name the
word "Incorporated" or "Inc". There are many reasons for that. Consider any association
operating Australia-wide or event worldwide which is incorporated in many other places but
does not use the "Inc". For instance, the Salvation Army does not use the "Inc" although it is
incorporated in many States of Australia. It suddenly finds that in Westrn Australia it is
compelled to use the "Inc". There is now no penal provision included in the Bill but the
obligation remains. The commissioner, on reading the Act, will say that he must refuse the
approval for incorporation because the name of the association does not comply with the Act.
The Salvation Army is a prime example.

Mr Peter Dowding: But subclause (6) talks about refusal of the purpose of the association,
not for some other reason-
Mr MENSAROS: I am not talking about subclause (6); I am talking generally about an
appeal against the incorporation. It seems reasonable to assume that the commnissioner will
not incorporate an association if it does not use the mandatory "Inc" at the end of its namne.
That is the simple answer to the Minister's question. Therefore the amendment is justified
and the Minister's lack of a reason for not accepting it does not justify his opposition to it.
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Mr WIESE: During the second reading debate on the Bill [ mentioned my concern to the
Minister about subclause (3)(h)(ii) which deals with trading in substantial volumes and the
Minister said he would reply to my query during the Committnee debate. What does constitute
substantial trading?
Mr PETER DOWDING: There has always been an understanding that incorporation status is
not there for trading concerns and that trading concerns ought to come under the standard
commercial incorporation status, which means they become incorporated under the
companies legislation. That is as I am advised by the Attorney General and that has always
been the position, and this maintains the position. The principal purpose of the association
outlined by the member for Narrogin is not trading, and given some analysis of the
organisation's other activities, its trading arm is not substantial.
Amendment put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (19)

Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Lewis Mr Tubby
Mr Bradishaw Mr Crane Mr MacKinnon Mr Watt
Mr Cash Mr Greig Mr Mensaros Mr Wiese
Mr Clarto Mr Grayden Mr Schell Mr Williams (Teller)
Mr Court Mr Hassell Mr Stephens

Noes (26)

Dr Alexander Mr Peter Dowdwig Dr Lawrence Mr Tomas
Mr Berta Mr Evans Mr Marlborough Mr Troy
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Parker Mrs Watkins
Mr Bryce Mr Grill Mr Pearce Dr Watson
Mr Brian Burke Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
Mr Cair Mr Gordon Hill Mr D.L Smith
Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr P.J. Smith

Pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr Rushton Mrs Beggs
Mr House Mr Wilson
Mr Trenorden Mr Taylor
Mr Lightfoot Mr Tom Jones

Amendment thus negatived.
Mr MENSAROS: I do not expect any success with my second amendment but nevertheless I
wil continue with it. I move an amendment -

Page 4, after line 30 -- To insert the following subsection --

(7) Written notice of the Minister's decision on a review under this section
and of the reasons for that decision shall be given to the applicant.

This amendment is on the same theme as the earlier one. I do not know what the argument
against it will be. The amendment does not relate to any relationship between the Minister
and the applicant. It stands to reason that the Minister should review the situation and that
when he gives a decision people should know the reasons for it. People who advocate that
the Minister should give no reason are for secret Government; people who advocate open
Government see no reason for the Minister to hide the reasons for his decision. If something
is to be hidden legitimately, it should be written into the legislation that the public should
know the reasons for decisions. If open government is to be advocated, a reasonable request
would be for the reasons for decision to be communicated to the applicant by way of review
and that those reasons be written down.
I have asked the Minister for his interpretation of the provisions in this clause regarding the
Minister's review being final, or whether there is a judicial appeal, and his answer was that
there is not. That is an important factor because since the Interpretation Act was amended the
courts are bound to look at the legislators' intention. The Minister's reply indicates to me
that the intention of the legislator is that there will not be a judicial appeal. I disagree. Based
on discussions I have had with various lawyers, opinions were given that despite the
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provisions of this Bill if a writ were submitted to the Supreme Court, as writs were issued,
based on the previous Act -- the point the member for Welshpool raised in connection with
the South-West Forests Defence Foundation -- it would not be rejected out of hand. Indeed,
the writ we were specifically talking about went to the fu court which decided that the then
Attorney General acted within his powers based on the provisions of the Act.

Mr Thomas: It does not mean he was doing the right thing. He was acting within the Act.

Mr MENSAROS: I am simply saying that I was given an opinion that despite the view of the
Minister, and despite the provisions in subclause (7), a properly constructed writ against the
review of the Minister would be accepted by the Supreme Court. This opinion supports the
argument that the Minister's refusal should be accompanied by reasons.

These cases are so few -- perhaps one in four-and-a-half years -- and there will be even fewer
now, according to the Minister; therefore, why should the Minister not give his reasons?

Mr WIESE: I support the amendment. I believe it is sheer common decency and
commonsense that when a refusal has been given by the Minister, a mandatory provision
should be put in place that the Minister notify the body concerned regarding the refusal for
incorporation.

Reutring to the situation relating to the South-West Forests Defence Foundation, I ask the
Minister whether reasons were given for the refusal on that occasion. One would have
thought the reasons would be very helpful to that body.

Mr Peter Dowding: They would not have been given the real one. The real one was
Government paranoia.

Mr Mensaros: Reasons were given, and the case finished up in the full court. The Minister
may accuse the Supreme Court of paranoia. The full court said that the Attorney General
acted correctly.

Mr WIESE: [ thank the member for Floreat for letting mec know that reasons were given in
that case. If it was good enough on that occasion, why is it not good enough now? This Bill
is supposed to be improving the parent Act; therefore, a provision should exist requiring the
Minister to give those reasons. The situation goes beyond an academic one: If this Bill is
passed, a refusal may be given, and the organisation will have no redress. Undoubtedly the
organisation facing a refusal will examine its articles, and its aims, and I believe the body will
return in a new form and reapply for incorporation if it is a worthwhile body. Any group of
persons with mutual interests, getting together, as most bodies do, will have a need for
incorporation. However, if no reasons are supplied for refusal it will be very difficult for that
body to reapply in another form.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The position has been succinctly expressed by the Attorney
General to me on the following basis: The clear intention of the Bill, and one which he
believes ought to be maintained, is that there is one review only; that is, the Minister's review
of the earlier refusal. There is no further review possible. To give reasons at that point
would be to invite the belief and the supposition that what would follow would be the
capacity for further review. That is not the model of this eml.
Mr MENSAROS: I will not divide the Chamber but that does not mean I do not strongly
object to the Minister's stance. As I said before it is illogical for reasons not to be given as
there is no relationship between the two examples given. There is provision for appeal, but
no provision for reasons for refusal. Now the Minister says reasons should not be given
because there is no appeal. I hope members understand the logic of that -- maybe I am not
that clever.

Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 5: Application for incorporation --

Mr MIENSAROS: I refer members to subclause (2). The provisions of the present Act,
where they have not been taken over, as explained by the Attorney General, were considered
either to follow the recommendations, or for certain reasons those provisions were changed.
No explanation is given here, but the present Act provides for five or more members. In two
places this Bill says "more than 5 members't -- in other words the number of members is to
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be increased. My understanding is that the expression "more than 5" means at least six
members, as opposed to the expression 'five or more". Can the Minister explain what
prompted the Government to increase the main-imum number of members with which an
association can be incorporated?
Mr PETER DOWDING: I cannot see it figuring in my briefing notes as a mailer of great
moment. It was obviously decided by the Attorney General that that should be the criterion.
However, I do not think the old Act actually said that.

Mr Mensaros: No, the old Act definitely said that.

Mr PETER DOWDING: I do not have a substantial reason for that change.

Mr Mensaros: It will appear in another place as well.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It is hardly a matter of great moment, is it?

Mr Mensaros: It is not. Perhaps it was a different draftsman who was trying to use a
different expression. I want to know if the change was made willingly or unwillingly.

Mr Trenorden: Perhaps it is change just for the sake of change.

Mr PETER DOWDING: It may be. That does not hurt either, does it?

Clause put and passed.
Clause 6 put and passed.
Clause 7: Request for refusal or incorporation --

Mr MENSAROS: I will not move the amendments under my name for clauses 7, 8 and 9,
because I do not want to extend unduly the time used for debating this Bill. I simply reiterate
that it is very difficult to accept the argument -- if it was an argument at all -- put forward by
the Government. Clauses 7, 8 and 9 deal with different matters from clause 4. There is no
provision there for the Minister's decision to be final. Clause 4 is interesting. It could be
argued that it was meant to apply only to that clause and not to the section or to all the
provisions of the Act.

It is very difficult to accept that there should be absolute secrecy, even if there is no further
appeal. The applicant, or even the whole world, should be entitled to know the reason for a
decision made by a Government, by its Minister, by the commissioner, or by any public
servant. The political argument has always been that we have either a secretive Government
or an open one. I have yet to hear a defence by the Minister on the basis that this is not a
secretive Government but an open one. Here we statutorily deny the public, the citizens who
elect the Government, the right to know why a decision is made.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 8Sand 9 put and passed.
New clause 9A --

Mr MENSAROS: I move --

Page 7, before line 25 -- To insert before Part III the following new clause to stand as
clause 9A --

Record of office holders to be lodged

9A. An association shall, as soon as practicable after issue to the association
of a certificate of incorporation, lodge with the Commissioner a copy of the
record referred to in section 29 and, as soon as practicable after any alteration
to that record, lodge with the Commtissioner a notice of that alteration or a
copy of the record as altered.

The amendment is similar to, although not exactly the same as the one already debated.
Section 29 deals with office bearers. The amendment seeks more security for members of an
association, particularly a larger association, where inevitably arguments arise between
members. This happens not only in political parties but also in sporting clubs and various
other associations. They could arise as the result of different interpretations of the rules and
the records kept by the association, hence the proposition by the Opposition that these records
and the names of the office bearers themselves should be submitted to the

(63)
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commissioner so that other members of the association can check at any time when they want
to improve the affairs of the association or have an argument with the association.
This provision is not a strange one, because the Bill itself has similar provisions regarding
names of members, because they should be registered and other members should have the
right to check them at any timne. A later amendment enables members to take photocopies of
the list, so it is logical to extend these provisions to this amendment.

Mr PETER DOWDING: The Attorney General advises me that a great mass of material is
kept in the Office of Corporate Affairs which is absolutely out of dare and totally inaccurate,
and by and large this is one of the provisions in the old Act that is constantly breached in the
observance. As a result the advice he has received is that it provides a pointless exercise.
However, he will give an undertaking to keep the matter in view and if there are problems
from an administrative point of view with the Act, he will bring the matter back. Obviously
he does not believe it is necessary. The advice is that the information is not accurate and the
obligation to keep material should not rest on the shoulders of Corporate Affairs but on the
shoulders of the association itself.

New clause put and negatived.
Clause 10: Effect of' incorporation --

Mr MENSAROS: I refer the Minister to subclause (c). I raised a query during the second
reading debate which the Minister said he could not answer without breaching Standing
Orders. [ therefore repeat my question. Why is it that the liability will remain in respect of
liabilities incurred on behalf of the association prior to its incorporation? Later in the Bill it
states that an office holder or a member of the association may give a verbal undertaking on
behalf of the association and that then binds the association after its incorporation, even
though the undertaking may have been given ignorantly, without having full knowledge of
the circumstances, or could have been given without the approval of the association as the
legal body entitled to make decisions. I query why that liability remains.

Mr PETER DOWD)ING: Where a party purports to contract on behalf of an association
which is not incorporated that party incurs the liability. Where a party purports to contract on
behalf of an association which is about to incorporate in his capacity as an office holder and
exercising his powers as an office holder, he does two things. First, he takes on the personal
obligation, as he would under the ordinary law and when he purports to bind the association
he binds the association. Secondly, an incorporation which alters the legal status of the
association does not remove the binding nature of the obligation. This clause imposes a
continuation of what is in fact a current law; that is, a person binds the association and
himself when the association is not incorporated, the association remains bound but the
person does not by reason of the association's remaining bound escape the liability
established when he incurred the obligation.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses I I and 12 put and passed.
Clause 13: Powers of an incorporated association --

Mr MENSAROS: This clause enumerates many things which an incorporated association
may do, subject to the Act and its rules. However, no provision is made that notwithstanding
subclauses (a)-(g), it may do other things. Is it intended that the list of powers be a guideline
or an exhaustive list which expands the powers and means that the incorporated associations
may do nothing more or nothing less?

Mr PETER DOWDING: The member for Floreat is a great one for this sort of question,
knowing full well the provisions of the interpretation Act. The difficulty of giving an
interpretation in a second reading debate or during the Committee stage is that one may
effectively be giving an opinion on a Bill without any consideration of the implications which
could arise in a practical sense and that explanation could be used as part of the interpretation
of the clause.

The clause states that "an incorporated association may" -- it does not have to -- do all things
necessary or convenient for carrying our its objectives and business and in particular may do
certain things. I leave the plain and literal sense of those words to the good sense of the
member for Floreat and other members in this House.
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Clause put and passed.
ClaUSeS 14 to 17 put and passed.
Clause 18: Change of name of incorporated association.
Mr MENSAROS: In order to save time I will not move my amendments on the Notice Paper
to clauses 18 and 19. The provisions are similar to the previous amendments which were
explained and replied to and, therefore, I do not expect the Government to accept them. I
emphasise that the Opposition has not changed its mind, and it is considered that the
amendments requesting a written explanation of decisions, giving reasons, are just as valid in
this case as they were previously.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 19 and 20 put and passed.

Clause 21: Disclosure of interest--.
Mr MENSAROS: The clause talks about the committee of an incorporated association and
the declaration of interests in certain cases. It is quite obvious that mostly the rules or the
constitution of the association will provide for a committee and a general meeting. If there is
a general meeting, that general meeting has more power than does the commnittee.
Consequently it would be logical to imagine that if the members have to disclose their
interests at the committee stage they equally should have to do so at the stage of the general
meeting. That is not provided for, and, as I said during the second reading debate, my
question is whether that applies.

I move an amendment --

Page 13, line 33 -- To delete '$500" with a view to substituting "$1 000".

My amendment simply seeks to increase the penalty from $500 to $1 000. The reason for
this is that there are huge associations and a lot of money being handled by them which
represents a very direct temptation to some of the members who have some pecuniary
interests to misuse the moneys and to enter into contracts without declaring their interests.
Therefore, I think the penalty would be more appropriate if it were somewhat higher,
although my amendment suggests only a very modest increase from $500 to $1 000. I will
mention at this stage -- and I mention this in connection with various Emls and/or
amendments debated in the Parliament -- that I still cannot understand why the Governmnent
does not decide to apply penalty units such as those applied in Victoria where, instead of
going back to Parliament all the time, they simply specify certain penalty units for certain
offences. These penalty units are reviewed from time to time according to the cost of living
or any other factor and automatically the penalties in each Act of Parliament increase
accordingly -- or decrease, who knows, when we look at the deflationary period ahead of us.

I would appreciate the Minister's explanation.

Mr WIESE: On behalf of the National Party I support the remarks of the member for Floreat.
I aired my thoughts on this matter during the second reading debate; that is, that the amounts
of money and the size of the contracts being handled by some incorporated bodies are very
considerable. I can think of some within my own electorate that are looking at contracts
worth $50 000 to $ 100 000 or more to undertake works, and the size of the potential reward
for a person who wishes to use his position within the committee to influence a decision
towards himself is extremely great. I do not believe the penalty of $500 reflects the severity
of the offence, so I am happy to see this amendment proposing to raise those fines to $1 000.
Mr PETER DOWDING: As the member for Narrogin will know, since he carefully followed
this legislation through the Hansard debate of other places, this penalty has been set at $500
for a variety of reasons: First, this is the first occasion on which there has been a fine in the
Act; secondly, the great majority of these associations are staffed by voluntary people who
are there for voluntary purposes associated with community works rather than for their own
personal benefit; thirdly, the vast majority of those people probably never even read the Act;
and fourthly, the purpose of these associations is not commercial but is as per the list of
objectives identified. For those reasons it was not thought appropriate to introduce for the
first time a penalty as high as that proposed by the member for Floreat. I think everyone
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must admit that there are things about which one makes a judgment. The judgment made in
all these circumstances is that $500 is an appropriate amount.
Mr WIESE: [ must make the comment that every answer given by the Minister completely
neglects to include all the paints raised by both the member for Floreat and myself.
Mr PETER DOWDING: That simply is not true. If the member for Narrogin wants to be
taken seriously he ought to listen to what I am saying. I have given a perfectly reasonable
explanation as to why the penalty is not appropriately set at $1 000. 1 can take a bit and give
a bit, like everyone in this Chamber, but the member should not accuse me of not answering
the issue, because I had answered it.
Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 22: Voting on a contract in which a committee member has an interest --

Mr MENSAROS: I move an amendment --

Page 13, line 33 -- To delete "$500' with a view to substituting "$1 000".
I move this amendment for the same reason I outlined during the discussion on the previous
clause.
Amendment put and negatived.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 23 put and passed.
Clause 24: Special resolution --
Mr MENSAROS: My query on this clause is quite important because of the amended
Interpretations Act. An association could be in a dilemma as to what this clause really means
to express and would be entitled, as the courts are now, to go to the Hansard record and see
what was the intention of the legislatur. This clause talks about special resolutions and
says --

..if it is passed by a majority of not less than three-fourths of the members of the
association who are entitled under the rules of the association to vote and vote in
person or, where proxies of postal votes are allowed by the rules of the association by
proxy or postal vote, ...

To my mind it is not clear whether that means simply that three-fourths of all of the members
eligible to vote must be voting for the special resolution, or only three-fourths of those
members who are present who do vote, either personally or by proxy at the meeting, because
the provision is sadly ambiguous. I repeat the example: If the association has 100 members
and of those 100 members 50 are present at the meeting but 60 votes are cast -- 10 by
proxy -- is it necessary that the special resolution be passed by three-fourths of those eligible
100 members, or is it enough if only three-fourths of those 60 members present personally or
by proxy cast their votes for the special resolution?
Mr PETER DOWDING: I will give the member my answer: "and" means "and" and
therefore both conditions have to be met.
Mr Mensaros: They can't both be provisions.

Mr PETER DOWDING: Yes they can. Three-quarters of the members who are both entitled
to and present can vote in person.

Progress

Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Mr
Peter Dowding (Minister for Works and Services).

SWEARING-IN OF MEMBER
The Clerk announced the return of the writ for the electorate of Gascoyne.

Mr Dudley John Maslen took and subscribed the Oath of Allegiance, and signed the Roll.
[Applause.]
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SEX CHANGE
Legal Status: Grievance

MRS HENDERSON (Ciosnells) [4.35 pm]: The issue I want to raise this afternoon is one
which was first brought to my attention by one of my constituents in 1983. It is an issue I
have pursued since then because I believe it needs to be raised in a forumn such as this place.
It is an issue which probably affects only a small number of people, but that number is
increasing. I refer to a decision made by a person who has a strong conviction -- usually over
many years -- that their physical gender does not conform to what they believe it ought to be.
Many of those people, after perhaps many years of holding a strong conviction, make the
decision that they ought to undergo a change of sex to enable them to take on the gender that
they felt they really ought to be. Some of the people who do this are married and have
children, and it is my belief that this must be one of the most difficult decisions that anyone
could ever have to make. for a person to decide to tell their workmates, colleagues, friends
and family members, including their own children, that they have decided to undergo a
change of sex must be extremely difficult. I believe that not only must it take a considerable
amount of courage but also the reasons that cause that strong conviction must be strong
enough to overcome the difficulties people must face in making that decision. However,
there is a growing number of people in the community who are doing that and, as I said at the
outset, one of those people is a constituent of midne. She underwent a change of gender three
years ago. She had to travel overseas for the surgery that went with this procedure. The
treatment she underwent was long and extended over many years. It did not commence until
after she had spent many years with the strong conviction that she was of the wrong sex.
Most people whom I have seen interviewed in the media also seem to have had this strong
conviction that they were of the wrong sex from a fairly early age. Often this conviction has
persisted for 10, 15, or 20 years before they decided to take some action. In the case of my
constituent her conviction remained strong for more than 20 years. Most people who make
this decision undergo a lengthy period of psychological counselling. That is usually the first
step and it lasts for the first two years. It is designed to ensure that the person is not
undergoing some temporary mental illness or disturbance and that they have indeed a strong
conviction which has persisted for a long time. When they have undergone extensive
counselling, there is a lengthy period of hormonal treatment. During this period their
physical attributes change and they have to adapt not only to their physical changes but also
to the reaction of other people to those changes. They usually continue to have extensive
counselling during the hormonal treatment stage. The final step in the process is usually
some form of surgery. At the moment quite a number of people who decide to embark on
this course of action must travel overseas to obtain the necessary treatment. After the
surgical treatment, they need to undergo further counselling to ensure that they are able to
adjust both at work and at home. This amounts to an adjustment to change and an adjustment
within society, within their familial group and among their friends. At the end of that road, a
lot of these people express feelings of great fulfilment, happiness and well being; sometimes
they say that for the first time in their lives they now feel comfortable with themselves.

At the end of that period, however, the problem remains towards which I am directing my
grievance today -- the legal status of the person concerned is very much in limbo. They
continue to hold a birth certificate which shows their former sex. If their name appears on the
electoral role it may be with the name they had when they were of the previous sex, and at the
moment the roll shows the sex of all electors. If that person holds a passport that too shows
their former sex. People such as my constituent have told me there is nothing more
embarrassing than embarking on a flight from Perth airport and turning up with a passport
with a current photograph which shows a person with one gender and the passport clearly
shows the legal status as being of the opposite sex. That is a very difficult thing for a person
to cope with.

In relation to employment, in modem times and particularly with enlightened Governments
such as ours, a person's sex is not usually a condition of employment. However, it can
present problems in terms of the facilities the person can use while working and also mn
relation to superannuation. Which scale- of statistics does the person relate to when their
superannuation is calculated? We had a recent situation in Western Australia where a person
who was employed as a nurse had difficulties in terms of which facilities she was able to use
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in her job. Insofar as eligibility for Federal Government pensions and benefits is concerned
the legal status of the person and their gender is significant.
The other difficulty which is perhaps even more significant than most of these arises if the
person was single at the time of undergoing the change. In that case they cannot marry. If
they decide to form a close attachment to someone else of the opposite gender they are not in
a position to undergo a legal marriage. If they were married at the time of changing their sex,
and this is not uncommon, the legal status of that marriage is questionable. So the person's
new legal status can only be described as being in limbo. They jack any documentation
which clearly shows their new sex, and it is an area where we need to look closely at the
issues.

Obviously in tackling this problem we need to ensure that only reputable hospitals are able to
carry out these procedures. Perhaps we need to look at some system which produces a
certificate showing a reassigned sex. Perhaps we need to establish a register of reassigned
birth certificates. Perhaps we need to establish a high level body that approves the
procedures of hospitals and which may have on it medical practitioners, psychologists, and
community representatives. Certainly we need to provide protection against the possibility of
anyone making a rash decision in this area to ensure they undergo complete and lengthy
counselling and fully understand all the implications of the decision they make. We would
certainly have to provide protection for minors.

In my view all these things need tackling. They are extremely difficult, and it will not be an
easy area in which to legislate. However, it is also my view that it is a very human problem
which is affecting an increasing number of people, and it is one we cannot continue to ignore.
MR PETER DOWDING (Maylands -- Minister for Works and Services) [4.43 pm]: On
behalf of the Attorney General I thank the member for her very thoughtful contribution to the
grievance procedure. I will draw to the Attorney General's attention the issues she has
raised. It is often thought that such issues are so remote from one's day to day experience
that they are almost irrelevant, but in my personal experience, and I am sure the member for
Pilbara knows the person I am speaking of, a person who had worked for a period of years in
the iron ore industry as a truck driver got a job as a barmaid and underwent an extensive
period of hormonal treatment and sex change before the very eyes of the studious drinkers of
the Roeboumne Victoria top bar. This very brave lady, as she emerged in due course, then
took a very vigorous and active part in community life, including being a very good Labor
supporter, which shows that not only was she a personality but also she had considerable
political taste and brains; she then took an active and vivid position in pursuing women's
issues in the Pilbara. It was a remarkable transformation and something which everyone who
came into contact with her was enriched by.
I will certainly draw the issues raised to the attention of the Attorney General because from
my point of view it would be very depressing if someone like that were unable to have a
fulfilling life when they were making such a contribution to the community.

EDUCATION: MUKINBUDIN DISTRICT HIGH SCHOOL
Mixed-mode Facilities: Grievance

MR SCHELL (Mt Marshall) (4.45 pm]: My grievance is directed to the Minister for
Education and it concerns a very serious problem in relation to students in remote areas of
this State not receiving adequate senior secondary education with particular reference to the
Mukinbudin, Westonia and Mt Marshall shires and the refusal of the Minister and the
Ministry of Education to apply the mixed-mode concept for years 11 and 12 at the
Mukinbudin District High School.

Primary and junior secondary education is weUl catered for by Mukinbudin District High
School and several small primary schools, although many students have near-maximum bus
travel. Once students reach year I11 they have to leave home to go to either private schools,
agricultural colleges, or a senior high school hostel in a major country town, or in the
metropolitan area. Because of various circumstances a large percentage of the students from
this area will be leaving school this year at the end of year 10. There are 17 students, two of
whom will be going on to high school, and the other 15 will be leaving school. The major
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reason is economic circumstances caused by the rural recession. I am fully aware that much
of the cost of accommodation can be covered by the remote areas subsidy, but some parents
because of the distance involved and the serious economic situation they face cannot afford to
travel to pick up their children at weekends.

Members may be aware that Mukinbudin and Merredin are 80 kilometres apart, but members
must bear in mind another factor. I have here a map of the area, and I point out that many
parents have to travel up to 150 or 180 kilometres. Members can see from the map that
Mukinbudin and Merredin are that distance apart, but many students come from the Beacon-
Wyalke-Bonnie Rock area and the North Westonia Shire. So before they get to Mukinbudin
they have already travelled 80 to 100 kilometres in some cases. With the economic plight of
these parents the trip twice a week to Merredin to pick up the students is beyond their means.
There are other reasons why some of these students are not prepared to continue their
education, one of them being religious. There is a religious group in the Mukinbudin Shire
who are not prepared to send their children away from the influence of their home while they
are still minors. This is a situation I disagree with, and probably many other people do, but
the fact is those students will not get their secondary education unless it is brought to them.

I refer to the case of two girls from one family who are doing year 11 by correspondence at
the moment. This is one alternative, but it is certainly not as good as the mixed-mode
concept. The second case I refer to is that of three Aboriginal children. I was talking to the
headmaster of the school on the phone only this afternoon; these children are in year 10 at
this stage and they are quite capable of continuing their education to a much higher level.
Theme is certainly no way their parents would send them away to gain years 11I and 12
education at another centre. He said it is the type of family situation in which a straight
correspondence method would not work. These children would have to be supervised and the
mixed mode would be able to cater for them. Most of these students have the ability to
achieve higher education levels. I find the present situation totally unacceptable and I believe
these students can be catered for by the mixed-mode concept within the current education
system. The scheme runs on a combination of instruction at school and instruction from the
distance education centre through correspondence. This is certainly not as satisfactory as a
senior high school situation but it is certainly much better than no education at all or a pure
correspondence situation. It gives the students the opportunity to continue their education to
a higher level which would improve their chances for employment after leaving school. The
Minister must be very aware that the economic opportunities in the north eastern wheat-belt
area are certainly not capable of providing a large work force in the future. Many of these
students will have to leave the area eventually and move to the city or larger towns to find
employment and without further education, their cha-ces. will be severely limited.

The parents and community leaders in these three shires have been worried about this
situation for some time. On I I November last year, the Minister for Education issued a Press
release on the mixed-mode concept which I think answers all of their questions. However, it
has not been implemented. The Press release says --

The State Government will provide upper-secondary courses for students at six
country district high schools from next year.

The schools are at Kununurra, Exmouth, Beverley, Lake Grace, Laverton and
Faraburdoo.

The Minister for Education, Mr Bob Pearce, said today that this would elimninate the
need for students to board away from home.
The financial burden on parents would be reduced by the provision of Years 11I and
12 studies at local schools.
The Government's aim is to ensure that these advanced secondary courses are
available to students regardless of where they live, Mr Pearce said.
The downturn in the rural economy has made it increasingly difficult for parents to
pay boarding fees for their children.

Increasing numbers of students now are seeking to take their education as far as they
can. by staying at school for one or both of these final two years.
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We want to make sure that no student is prevented from doing this by isolation or the
economic circumstances of his or her parents.

Mr Pearce said that the education provision would be made at the schools in response
to detailed submissions from the schools and their communities.

The studies would be offered partly by teachers at the school and partly by teachers at
the Distance Education Centre through correspondence materials -- a style of
education known as "mixed mode".

In that Press release, the Minister has virtually supported my argument and has said that the
Government will implement the actions specified in it.

The Minister referred, in that Press release, to the towns of Beverley and Lake Grace.
Mukinbudin District High School covers an area far more remote than Beverley and equally
as remnote as Lake Grace. One has only to look at the map to see the vastness of the area. I
do not believe the Minister has fully examined the situation or I am sure he would have
accepted the mixed-mode concept for that school. The parents were assured by the
Minister's statement at that time and believed they would get that formn of education for their
school.

The Department of Education, in the last Budget, refused to do anything about implementing
the proposal. I do not know whether the Miister has any plans to re-examdie the situation in
next year's Budget, but I recommuend that he look at the situation very carefully. The
community has given the principal and me a clear indication that it is very keen to imnplement
this scheme through the Better Schools programmae. They firmly believe that it would be
successful for the Mukinbudin area and would achieve their aims which are to give these kids
a chance to reach higher levels of education so that their employment chances can be
improved. The rural recession has hit this area perhaps a lot harder than other areas of the
State. The local people believe that, if the programme is implemented, their children will
receive a good education at least which will enable them to move to the city or other larger
country towns to obtain employment if necessary. Those who stay behind in the district will
also be better prepared to continue with farming and town businesses.

MR PEARCE (Armadale -- Minister for Education) [4.55 pm]: I do not require any
convincing about the value of mixed mode. In fact, no Governiment has done more in terms
of providing education up to years 11I and 12 in the remote country areas than this
Government. The concept is not our invention. I think one or two schools were working on
the system when we came to office. However, we have extended the concept over the last
few years to include about 15 schools. There are two reasons for this. The first was
brilliantly summed up in my Press release, from which the member for Mt Marshall quoted at
length. The second is a conviction of mine that the schools are moving to a stage where all
students will go to year 12 or the TAFE equivalent. At present the compulsory school-
leaving age is 15, but the age is slowly increasing to 17 and, over the next 10 or t5 years, the
vast majority of students will go through to year 12 or its TAFE equivalent. We are
beginning to prepare the ground to make that happen.

I do not lack conviction in respect of that mixed mode. The member should be aware that I
cannot just look at what is happening in individual schools without considering the impact
that change will have on the rest of the schools in the community surrounding it. I think what
militated against Mukinbudin was the viability of the upper secondary classes at Merredin
Senior High School. There is a declining population in both smaller and larger centres in that
area. Merredin Senior High School is finding it difficult to sustain class sizes, certainly in
some classes, and languages will be the first to go.

Mr Schell: I raised the point that the largest number of students come from the outer areas of
the Mukinbudin Shire to Menredin, sometimes travelling 160 and 180 kilometres, and
Menredin is no longer a proposition for these students. They are nearly as close to Northamn
and Wyalkatchem.

Mr PEARCE: Most of the years 11I and 12 students go to the hostel at Merredin Senior High
School and that should be encouraged.

Mr Cowan: The member for Mt Marshall is referring to the students who chose to stay at
Mukinibudin rather than go to the hostel. Many of them would prefer to stay at Mukinbudin.
The hostel numbers at Merredin have been increasing and there will not be a significant fall-
off if this is implemented.
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Mr PEARCE: The member for Merredin is interested in what is happening at Merredin. He
wrote me letters when we cancelled the German classes and now the French classes are under
threat.

Mr Cowan: I don't thinik that 10 students at the hostel will make all that much difference.

Mr PEARCE: Mukinbudin is down the list somewhat when we consider extending the
mixed-mode concept. It is not a cheap form of education. We have to provide additional
teachers at schools and at the distance education centre to cater for it. It makes the cost of
education of years ItI and 12 students roughly comparable to the costs of educating students
at universities. It is a very expensive form of education. Each year we put more schools on
to mixed mode and we look at a range of factors.

Mr Cowan: You cannot say that because there is a difficulty with language classes at the
Menredin Senior High School Mukinbudin cannot have mixed-mode education facilities.
That is what he is saying.

Mr PEARCE: I know that that is what the member is saying.

Mr Cowan: That is what you are saying.

Mr PEARCE: What I am saying is not quite that. What I am saying is that last year we had
funds to provide mixed mode in six schools. When we looked at the applicants we chose the
six which were mentioned in the Press release. There are a range of reasons for that. For
example, Beverley had been pushing for mixed mode for three or four years, as had Lake
Grace. Lake Grace was successful because of its isolation. Beverley was successful because
it had a large number of students and it was not in a position of impacting dramatically on the
size of the Northam Senior High School where the student numbers are greater than those at
Merredin. The application for Mukinbudin is relatively recent and we had to look at the
potential impact on the Merredin Senior High School in tenms of student numbers, of other
communities which feed into the Merredin Senior High School, and the hostel if they were to
believe that they could have mixed mode at their district high schools.

It is an issue which in a political sense the National Party, more than other political parties,
will have to face up to; that is, the balance between district high schools, particularly those
with m-ixed mode, and the viability of the few senior high schools in the wheat-belt area. The
National Party must also consider the extension of mixed mode to more district high schools,
particularly as district high school numbers generally are dropping as the population in the
wheat-belt area is dropping; one must ask which way it wants to go. We may end up with
district high schools in all the centres with mixed mode, including Merredin if it cannot
sustain a senior high school with a viable upper school because, in the case of Merredin, it
does not draw students only from Merredin; students also come frm a large part of the
Leader of the National Party's electorate to make both its lower and upper schools work. If
National Parry members are prepared to see the destruction of senior high schools, with
viable upper schools in order to have mixed mode in all the district high schools, they should
say so and make it a policy of the National Parry.

Mr Schell: I would like to see them all go to Merredin Senior High School, but the
conmmunity has stated that of the L7 students involved, only two will go to Merredin
regardless of whether Mukinbudin gets midxed mode.

Mr PEARCE: That is the kind of thing that will be considered when a decision is made as to
who will get mixed mode next year. A decision has not yet been made and, therefore,
Mukinbudin's case has not been entirely ruled out. All we decided last year was that we
would not make the provision for mixed mode at Mukinbudin at the beginning of this year.

The issues I am pointing to about the viability of senior and district high schools are
significant issues for the wheat-belt generally. I have initiated policy studies in recent times
to look at the way in which we might get the best mix. In times of financial constraint we
cannot have a position where we will provide senior high schools, irrespective of the cost, for
those people who want them, or provide hostels for those who want them, and also provide
mixed mode in any area. The net result would be that people would have three choices even
though none of them is economically viable because the small student population is being
spread too thinly in termns of the choices which are available, particularly if we include the
choice of using the distance education centre direct rather than travelling to a centre where
mixed mode is available.
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The Government is prepared to make available a reasonable level of choice for parents. It
does chat everywhere and it does not rule it out in isolated areas. This Government has done
more than any Government in making provision for year 12 students in even the mast remote
areas, but that does not mean that every centre which makes an application will automatically
have it approved immediately. It also does not mean that the Government is prepared to
imperil the viability of existing and important senior high schools by too lavish a spread of
the mixed mode arrangerments in the district high schools.
However, I do not rule out Mukinbudin's application. I met with the people concerned and I
have a good understanding of the case. I am prepared to see an updated set of figures and to
consider the application again next year. The issues will not go away because the member
for Mt Marshall has raised them in a grievance.

Mr Schell: Are you prepared to meet with the parents again to discuss the updated situation?

Mr PEARCE: I work long hours already and I have met with the parents. I understand their
case and their circumstances. They can send to me by letter, or through the member, an
update of the figures -- an amendment to the case they put to me last year -- and I will review
the situation. I do not need them to come to me personally to show me a picture of the
building they propose to use. I remember it well. If they want to send the updated
information, I am happy to receive it.

HEALTH: MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS

Fees: Grievance

MR DL. SMITH (Mitchell) [5.05 pm]: My grievance is to the Minister for Health and
Minister for Consumer Affairs and concerns medical fees. I do not want anyone to think that
because I raise this matter in the House it implies any view that I might have about the
medical profession. I have many friends who are doctors and I know many doctors who
provide a very valuable service, at very reasonable cost and in a most professional manner.

The House will be aware that currently there are three types of medical fees. First, there is
the schedule fee which determines the amount of rebate a person receives from his Medicare
cover or from his private medical fund. Secondly, there is the recommended Australian
Medical Association's charge for a particular item and thirdly, there is the amount that an
individual doctor chooses to charge. Recently, a constituent of mine from Eaton, Mrs Anita
Dylchuisen, had occasion to take her daughter, Angie, to a neurologist named Dr Bajada of
Fremantle. Dr Bajada conducted two tests over two days and then rendered Mrs Dykhuisen
an account for the amount of $236 which she understood was for two separate tests, but
precisely what tests and what items they were under the schedule arrangements with
Medicare, she did not know. She took the account to her ilocal Medicare office and found
that it would not pay on the account because there were no items shown on it. She then went
back to Dr Bajada's rooms and requested that an itemnised account be given to her. For
reasons of his own, Dr Bajada refused to provide an itemnised account, which left Mrs
Dykhuisen in the situation where she could not obtain a refund from Medicare and was not in
a position to pay the doctor's account. The doctor did relent later and said that he would
provide an itemised account after it had been paid. However, she did not have the money to
pay it and the only way in which she could pay it was by instalments over a period.
Approaches were made on her behalf to the AMA which indicated that the matter was one
between the doctor and the patient arnd it was not prepared to intervene. I understand that an
approach was made to the Minister's office and a similar response was received. The
Minister for Health has no capacity to intervene in such matters.

The question was then raised as to whether Mrs Dykhuisen would be entitled to refer the
matter to the Small Claims Tribunal. This met with the normal response that the Small
Claims Tribunal has no jurisdiction in relation to professional fees and, therefore, that was
not an avenue which was open to her. In the end the only advice I could give was that she
should wait until she was sued and when that occurred she would, under the rules of the
Local Court, be able to claim from the doctor particulars of the services rendered. The
problem with that of course is that by that time she would have incurred both the court fees
and perhaps solicitors' fees on the issue of the summons and she would be substantially
worse off than she was at present.
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If I can rake the example of a kindred profession -- that of the legal profession -- members
will know that its level of fees is controlled, in terms of the amounts charged, by the scales
prescribed by the court or in the manner that is applicable under the amendments to the Legal
Practitioners Act. Secondly, if one has a complaint regarding the level of fees being charged
by solicitors one could refer the mailer to the Barristers Board or to the Law Society which
will look at it and correspond with the legal practitioner concerned to bring the matter to
resolution.

Mr Taylor: It does not stop solicitors charging like wounded bulls.

Mr D.L. SMI1TH: It does not, but at least people who have the misfortune to meet one of
those rare kind of solicitors have the opportunity of having the mailer resolved. Indeed, if
they do not get any satisfaction from the approach by the Banristers Board or the Law
Society, they have the right to have the mailer referred to the Master of the Supreme Court
where the account can be taxed at a hearing, and a determination made as to whether the
appropriate fee has been charged. Professional ethics are also laid out in a code of conduct
for legal practitioners which covers the question of amounts which should be charged, and
the way in which solicitors shall approach clients who have a dispute with them in relation to
the level of charges.

It seems to me that in a situation where medical costs are a very substantial part of one's
personal expenditure, especially for families with children, there ought to be a system where
at least doctors are obliged, preferably under a code of conduct developed by the AMA, to
print out on their accounts three items; that is, the schedule fee, the AMA recommended fee,
and the actual fee charged by the doctor. The patient using that doctor does not then have
any of the problems experienced by Mrs Dykhuisen in relation to getting Medicare to pay
part of her account. Secondly, the patient can see the difference between the AMA
recommended fee and the schedule fee. If patients are affronted by that, perhaps they could
make representations to their Federal member. Finally, as a matter of consumer protection, to
ensure that if the doctor is charging an excessive fee above the AMA recommended fee, at
least the patient is aware of that and has the opportunity to attend another doctor or specialist
who may be willing to charge either the scheduled fee or the AMA recomnmended fee. There
should be a system devised by the AMA or, if it is unwilling to enter into such an
arrangement, to enable an organisation such as the Small Claims Tribunal to arbitrate on
issues of this kind where problems over accounts arise between doctors and patients.

I do not wish this grievance to sound in any way as if I have a personal view on the conduct
of medical practitioners. I admire the work that they do, and I agree that in some cases they
are underpaid for some of the services they perform. In Mrs Dykhuisen's case she has
obviously found herself in a situation which is unfair to her. On further research, by asking
other people what the services rendered were, in this case it appears that Dr Bajada was
charging only slightly in excess of the schedule fee. I can only presume there was a mailer of
principle, personal dignity, or personal affront which caused him to take the stand that he did
with Mrs Dykhuisen, rather than that he is charging substantially in excess of the schedule
fee.
I have briefly summarised what I see as a problem confronting many people in the
comutnity in relation to their dealings with doctors. I ask for the Minister's views on the
matter in relation to both the consumer affairs aspect and the medical aspects.

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie -- Minister for Health) [5.15 pm]: The member for Mitchell
ended his comments by saying that this matter would be a problem for many people in the
community. The problem raised by the member in relation to doctors refusing to itemise
accounts is in fact a little unusual. I am told by the Health Insurance Commission and
Medicare that a very small number of doctors in this State refuse for whatever reason -- be it
a matter of so-called principle or whatever -- to provide itemised accounts, or issue accounts
with insufficient data regarding the nature of the service provided. Many thousands of items
are covered by Medicare in this State on a daily basis and of those, at the very most, probably
30 to 40 are in the category described by the member for Mitchell. Nevertheless, that number
is too great because it causes unnecessary trauima to the patients involved if the medical
practitioner should take that hard-line approach. I am told also that up until early this year
doctors were required to issue itemised accounts with a numerical code in relation to the
different services provided. Many doctors were concemned about that requirement
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because they believed that if the wrong number were in~advertently given they could be
charged by the Federal Governent with fraudulent practice in relation to Medicare. As a
result of those concerns, the Federal Government this year amended the Act to enable doctors
to issue either an item-ised account or a plain, worded description of the serices provided.
Some doctors give both; some give one or the other. There is no excuse whatsoever for the
doctor named by the member for Mitchell to adopt such an approach. There must be in this
State a relatively small number of doctors who remain paranoid about the Medicare system
and who refuse to give the information required by the patient whom the member for
Mitchell represented here today.

To overcome this problem,!I believe that the AMA in this State as well as the Royal Colleges
of the various aspects of the profession have a duty of self-regulation as far as their members
are concerned to try to impose on them the need to provide this sort of service for their
patients. If a small mninority continue down this path they bring upon the profession a
disrespect which it does not deserve. Therefore, I believe there is a necessity for the Royal
Colleges involved, and the AMA, to take a strong line with the practitioners making it clear
to them that that sont of approach is unwise, unnecessary and certainly one which does
nothing as far as the image of the profession is concerned.

The member for Mitchell suggested approaches the Government could take in relation to this
issue. The matter is not one which should concern the Small Claims Tribunal. As the
member said, the Small Claims Tribunals Act quite specifically excludes matters relating to
the provision of professional services. However I believe there is no reason why the AMA or
the Royal Colleges concerned should not take the matter on board themselves. There is no
reason why the Medical Board in Western Australia should not have a role in these sorts of
cases. Indeed, there is good reason for the board to take on the cases from the point of view
of the medical profession.

I refer now to those doctors who charge the scheduled Medicare fee. As the Federal member
for Canning, George Gear, said the other day, in comparison with the other States, Western

Australia has a lower percentage of doctors prepared to charge the scheduled fee. That is
unfortunate but part of the answer, to that problemn is to allow doctors to advertise their
services in a way that shows some doctors are in fact prepared to charge the scheduled fee for
particular services. If consumers as a whole are aware that there are doctors in our
community -- about 60 per cent of them, in fact -- who are prepared to charge the scheduled
fee, no doubt more people will be attending upon those doctors. That may be another avenue
through which this can be provided, and of course that would place financial pressure upon
those doctors who choose not to charge the schedule fee.

Talking about the scheduled fee, at the moment discussions are also taking place between me
and the Australian Medical Association in relation to the recent changes in the Medicare
benefit schedule. Those changes took place on I August and caused some trauma in some
parts of the medical profession. In Western Australia we have had a moratorium on any
changes to that Medicare benefit schedule, and that moratorium will come to an end on 1
November. I have now agreed to extend it to 1 December so that the AMA, the Health
Department, and I have time to sort out rearrangements to that schedule which I hope will
suit everyone, including doctors in country areas and those providing services in metropolitan
non-teaching hospitals, and especially those doctors who provide after hours services in
country areas and in metropolitan non-teaching hospitals. I hope we can sort out that trauma,
and I think we will be able to if there is a comnmonsense approach by the AMA, the doctors
involved, and myself. I would like to think thai my own approach will be a commonsense
one.

To return to the matter raised by the member for Mitchell, it is a problem but a very isolated
one. I think it is appropriate that he should have raised the matter here today to draw the
attention of the House to the problems that a doctor can cause to one of his patients when he
takes such a hard line. When doctors do that sort of thing, all they do is bring upon their
profession, and themselves, a lack of respect that the profession does not deserve. It just
shows how a minority within a group, be it the medical profession or any other, can cause
damage to the image of the majority who in fact do the right thing most of the time.
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DY-ELECTIONS
Government's Actions: Grievance

MR N'acKINNON (Murdoch -- Leader of the Opposition) [5.22 pin]: My grievance is
directed to the Premier and is a comment about the Government's abuse of its position during
the recent by-elections. Before I make those comments, I want to be the first member in this
Parliament to congratulate the new members for Gascoyne and Darling Range, who were
sworn in today.

Opposition members: Hear, hear!

Mr MacKINNON: They are both outstanding young men who I know will make a great
contribution, not only to the Liberal Parry but also to the Parliament and the people of
Western Australia. I congratulate them on their victories.

The comments I am about to make should be seen in the light of those by-election victories
and not as a case of sour grapes, because we won and won well. It was a victory based on
several factors: Firstly, in South West Province there was a clear message from the people
that they are interested in a strong House of Review, a democratically elected and properly
based upper House with strong powers to ensure it can carry out that review programme.
Secondly, there was a rejection of the Government's support of the ID card, and it was
interesting to see during that campaign the Premier's attempt to distance himself from that
issue, he having been the loudest and most vocal proponent of it during the debate; thirdly,
and this applies right throughout the State, there was a message from the electorate that the
people are looking for performance, not promnises, especially in the south west, where the
Government must be extremely disappointed at the massive loss it has incurred on its
investment in that region -- an investment it has made over four-and-a-half years which in
terms of dollars has been directed largely to how to look good rather than how to, do good.
Finally, and this point is as important as all of the others, there is the fact that in each
electorate in which the by-elections were held we had the quality candidate.

Mr D.L. Smith interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: If I were the member for Mitchell looking at that election result last
weekend and the fact that we had the quality candidate in each area I would be very, very
worried. I think I would be sticking to the slick picks.

In terms of the by-election I have indicated that my concern relates to abuse by the
Government, both of its position and of the manner in which it used that position in the light
of the bribery sections of the Electoral Act. This mailer was referred to briefly by a couple of
my colleagues in this House prior to the by-elections. The relevant sections of the Act are
sections 181 and 182, especially 182, which states --

Without limiting the effect of the general words in the preceding section, "bribery"
particularly includes the supply of food, drink, or entertainment after the nominations
have been officially declared,.. .

I could quote from many examples but, given the fact that I have only 10 minutes in which to
speak on this matter, I will examine only three.

The firs: relates to a function held in the South West Province electorate. It was held at the
Geographe Bay Motel on 9 October, two weeks before the election, so of course it falls
within the amnbit of section 182 of the Act. The invitations to that event -- in fact, it was a
luncheon -- were sent out by the Government under the invitational head of the Premier.
Indeed, my brother received an invitation and asked, "Should I go along and listen to the
Minister for Police?" -- who was addressing that function. I said to my brother, "If you want
to get some direction about law and order policies from the Government you will probably do
better by reading the road signs around the district than by listening to the Minister." H-e
agreed with me and I think he probably went surfing that day and used his time more
productively.

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: That was the first event run under the invitation of the Premnier, and the
account was paid by the Department of the Premier and Cabinet. That function was, firstly,
an abuse of section 182 of the Electoral Act and, secondly, the error was compounded by the
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fact that the taxpayer funded the event. In fact, it would probably be the only time my
brother would have received anything from this Government, as he has worked hard in his
own right to make a living.

Mr Brian Burke: How can he go surfing? What does he do, make surfboards?

Several members interjected.

Mr MacKINNON: He works seven days a week and occasionally can afford to have a bit of
time off.
That is the first example of a clear breach of the Electoral Act and of the Government's
position. The second example is probably even more blatant. The Premier went to Bunbuxy
on 7 October and addressed a breakfast of business and professional women at the Lord
Forrest Hotel. Inerestingly enough, when that event was being organised I understand the
Women's Advisory Council rang chat group and said it would pay for the event. The event
was paid for by the Government to allow the Premier to address chat group just a little over
two weeks before the election. Again, the group did not ask for the event to be paid for but
that section of Government rang and offered to pay for it. That is a clear breach of section
182 of the Act, and is also a clear breach by the Premier of his position in Government. He
was abusing his position and the trust of the taxpayer by funding chat event.

The third example came out of the Premier's own mouth in this Parliament when during the
debate on 21 October my colleague, the Deputy Premier -- the Deputy Leader of the
Opposition rather; that was a Freudian slip -- was talking about the Government's rally in
Ex-mouth. It was a Goverrnecnt rally at which, the Premier indicated, 96 people attended. At
the end of that function the Government laid on drinks.
Mr Brian Burke: You know that's not true. Before you go on telling lies, the Government
didn't pay for the drinks after that function. When I interjected in the Parliament I said
mistakenly that it did. You have checked since and you know the truth, so don't go telling
lies.

Mr MacKIN4NON: Let me quote from page 47 of the daily Hansard for Wednesday, 21
October --

Mr Brian Burke: We had 96 people at a meeting in Exmnouth, so do not tell us we did
that. Mir Burkett said it was the biggest political meeting he could remember in
Exmouth. He said it was five times bigger than the previous biggest Labor meeting.

They all met in a telephone box the time before. To continue -

Mr COURT: Who paid for the drinks?

Mr Brian Burke: The Government paid for the drinks, of course.

Mr Brian Burke: I just corrected you.

Mr MacKINNON: The Premier indicated that the Government paid.

Mr Brian Burke: But you knew before today that the Labor Parry had paid because the
details of the account were forwarded to you.

Mr MacKIINNON: "The Government paid for the drinks, of course.'

Mr Brian Burke: Why tell untruths when you know?

Mr MacKINNON: I have never received an account about that function. I must admit I am
quoting a very unreliable source -- Brian Burke! H-e is my authority. No-one has sent mue
any information to the contrary since, and I have not seen anything from the Government to
show that the Government did not pay. Even if the ALP did pay for the drinks, which I
doubt, unless the Premier has been telling untruths to the Parliament, unless he has been
misleading the Parliament and the ALP did pay for the drinks, it is still in breach of section
182 of the Act.

Mr Brian Burke. You wouldn't recognise the truth if it hit you in the face.

Mr MacKINNON: If that is not the truth it is the Premier who is guilty of misleading the
Parliament -- not me. I for one object to the Government's misuse of its position and its
abuse of the Electoral Act.
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[Questions taken.]
Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.15 pm

MR BRIAN BURKE (Halga -- Premier) [7.15 pm]: The Government rejects the allegation
by the Leader of the Opposition that it was somehow unacceptable for the Government to
have paid for absolutely legitimate functions and that the unacceptability of the
Government's action is a result simpiy of those functions being held in the period prior to the
by-elections after the issue of the writs.

Clearly the Opposition believes that the functions of Government should come to a halt
during the period of any by-election and just as clearly the Government believes that that is
unacceptable. As far as the third example given by the Leader of the Opposition is
concerned, as I pointed out to him during his grievance, I told the Parliament on the date that
was quoted by him that the Government had paid for the cost of drinks associated with that
function. There was another function at Carnarvon of a simiar nature and I am not sure
whether I indicated during the same debate that the Governent had paid for drinks at that
function. I subsequently found that those drinks had in fact been paid for by the Labor Party
and I informed at least one news media outlet of that fact. I understood the member for
Kalamunda to have said during the debate that he was arranging for the invokces to be sent
down from Exmouth to demonstrate that the costs had been paid for by the Government. I
think it was a natural and logical presumption for me to make that the member for
Kalamunda had in fact done what he said he was going to do.

In respect of the meeting at the Geographe Bay Motel attended by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services, I do not see anything wrong with that at all. I suppose we would be
accused of not doing our job if we failed to keep people informed of areas of interest to them.
Similarly, the breakfast I attended --

Mr Blaikie: It is coincidental that you have not had a breakfast before or afterwards but you
did it in the middle of an election campaign.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I personally have had lots of breakfasts.

Mr Blaikie interjected.

Mr Pearce: You look like you have had millions.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I do not think that it was unusual or that there was anything wrong
with it. The meeting with the business and professional women's guild in Bunbuiy was a
well-attended breakfast at which was discussed a wide range of matters of great interest to
those women who came along.

Mr MacKinnon: Did you have to pay them to come?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: I suppose the Leader of the Opposition is so smart he will win all the
elections but I do not intend to take any notice of those sorts of comments. That was a silly
thing to say.
The third example has been appropriately dealt with. When I explained to the Leader of the
Opposition that the Labor Party had paid for the cost of the Exmouth drinks, that did not
deter him from his allegation of a breach of the Electoral Act. If the Leader of the Opposition
is truly stating his case, on all of those occasions when he or his party have contributed to the
costs of functions during election times -- when people have had food and drink -- the Liberal
Party has been guilty, by the same token, of the breach that it now claims the Government is
guilty of. As far as the Act is concerned, the source of the funding does not determine the
guilt or otherwise. That is not the point. What the Leader of the Opposition is apparently
saying is that all of those functions that Liberal Party people have held from time to time.
including those ones leading up to this by-election, when food or drink have been purchased
for people coming along, have been functions of which they have been guilty under the Act.
I do not make that allegation of the Liberal Party because it is not true; in fact I do not believe
that the Leader of the Opposition can say that 'This drink is swapped for this vote' or "This
vote is conditional upon or is determined by this particular function." If that were the case,
the Liberal Party would not be able to have any functions prior to an election and neither
would we. So I do not know where --
Mr Blaikie: There is a slight difference when you use the public purse.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: Not under the Act, there is not.

Mr Blaikie: Under the general principles of how elections should be carried out.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition did not talk about the general principles.
I agree there can be an argument about the morality of that, and I would reject toe member's
view, but under the Electoral Act there is no distinction between the source of the funds. I
am trying to say thar legally the allegation made by the Leader of the Opposition must apply
to members opposite because it does not matter where the funds come from, the Act simply
says it is an offence to induce people to vote -- to bribe them to vote -- by giving them food
or drink. One is not bribing people to vote in a certain way by putting on a function for ten.
One is not making it conditional or inducing them, or somehow or other coercing them. If
one did that and it was an offence, every function the Liberal Party has had during the period
between the issue of the writs and an election day would be a function at which an offence
was committed. Surely no-one believes that. One is then left wit the question of principle
to which part of the speech of the Leader of the Opposition addressed itself.

On the question of principle, I suppose it is possible to say that the Opposition's view is that
to have a function of the sort referred to is a bad principle or an immoral act. I do not agree
that that is the case. I would think a far more blatant misuse of taxpayers' money was the use
to which I have referred previously when there were those double-page spreads about Job
Bank prior to the 1983 election. The member for Cottesloe sponsored tern, and in my view
it was a blatant misuse of taxpayers' funds. That misuse of taxpayers' funds causes to pale
into insignificance the cost of a breakfast at which the Minister actually explains the
Govornment's policies. This was a plain, direct and outspoken newspaper advertisement.

Mr Blaikie: It pales into insignificance when you see the colour spread taken out by the
South West Development Authority two days before the election which was intended to be
used for blatant political purposes. Don't start calling rho pot black because you are pretty
damn black yourself.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: All I am trying to say, and the member for Vasse is succeeding in
assisting me, is that it is not as clear-cut as the Leader of the Opposition at-tempts to make it.

Mr MacKinnon: I was not talking about advertising; I was talking about this type of
function.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It suits the Leader of the Opposition not to talk about advertising
because in the question of advertising his party stands condemned to a greater and quicker
extent. The former Chief Secretary, Hon R.G. Pike, regularly used to have meetings in his
office on Friday afternoon to which people were invited for drinks. That happened right up
to the election. I understand the present member for Coutesloe had the same practice; he
invited people in for drinks.

Mr Stephens: The point is, does he do it after an election has been called?

Mr BRI.AN BURKE: My understanding is that the former Chief Secretary certainly did.
However, we are arguing about the principle now because I do not think anyone legally says
that to give someone a drink is to swap them a drink for a vote. That is what the law says.
That may be something one can argue, but leaving that aside and addressing the principle, it
is unworthy to then talk about the date of the writs. If the day before the date of the writs one
spends $1 million doing something to gain votes or provide a good climate one is as guilty of
an inmoral act as one would be by doing it the day after. The issue of the writs does not
matter. It does matter legally but not morally, so I reject the point of view put by the Leader
of the Opposition.

The SPEAKER: Grievances noted.

POLICE AMENDMENT HILL

Second Reading: Defeated
Debate resumed from 21 October.

MR GORDON HILL (Helena -- Minister for Police and Emergency Services) [7.27 pm]: In
introducing this Bill it appears that the member for Mt Lawley has confused the issues. He is
either confused or being totally dishonest in the way in which he presented his
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arguments. In his second reading speech he said in referring to Detective Constable Paul
Filing that he believed at the time of his resignation to contest the Federal seat of Cowan, that
the Police Act provided sufficient means for him to be reinstated into the force without loss
of rank or privilege should he fail to win that seat. The member based much of his argument
on that comment. He went on to say at a later stage that there was great confusion on the
Government's part as to whether the officer was entitled to be reinstated. I regard that as a
blatantly dishonest comment because the member was not able to substantiate at any time in
his speech any confusion on the Government's part. There never has been any confusion.
The Government has been quite clear on this issue in stating that it was not possible for me to
reinstate Detective Constable Filing following his failure to win the election earlier this year
for the Federal seat of Cowan. I made that statement following approaches to me by the
Leader of the Opposition and the member for Mt Lawley to reinstate die officer. I want to go
through the timne frame and the series of events which led up to the resignation of Detective
Constable Filing.

On 27 May of this year, Detective Constable Paul Filing applied to the Commissioner of
Police for 42 days' leave from 1 June to 12 July. He stated in his application that he intended
contesting the Federal elections. Under section 32 of the Police Act, the Commissioner of
Police had inquiries made concerning the legality of his officers contesting elections while
being serving members of the Police Force. The advice to him was that, under section 32 of
that Act, and also under section 44(4) of the Commonwealth of Australia Constitutions Act
and the Public Searvice Board Administrative Instruction 606, it would be appropriate for the
member to resign. Subsequently, the Commissioner of Police sought the advice of the Crown
Law Department. However, before doing that he requested the Assistant Commissioner of
Police (Personnel) to advise Detective Constable Filing of his rights and his position.
Detective Constable Filing was duly interviewed and advised that he would be required to
resign from the Police Force if he wanted to contest the Federal election, He was, therefore,
well aware of the actions he would be required to take prior to his resignation. In response to
a comment in the media on the matter, the Commissioner of Police said publicly that the
police officer concerned knew of the consequences of his actions. That gives the lie to the
first comment made by the member for Mt Lawley which really forms the basis of the
legislation before the House.

Mr Stephens: Have you actually analysed the advice and believe it to be correct?

Mr GORDON H-ILL: The Commissioner of Police sought that advice from the law review
unit of the Police Department. He discussed it with me and told me that it was his intention
to advise Filing that the appropriate course of action was for him to resign. That was the
commuissioner's decision on the basis of the advice given to him by experts in the law review
unit. I asked the commissioner to obtain advice from the Crown Law Department. That
department advised him that his earlier advice was correct and the police officer would be
required to resign.

Mr Stephens: Did any investigation rake place into the provisions of part 11 of schedule 5 of
the Constitution Acts Amendm-ent Act?
Mr GORDON HELL: I assume so.

Mr Stephens: I think that is important.

Mr GORDON HILL: I do not believe the Crown Law Department would have based its
advice on only one section of an Act. I believe the member's comments reflect on the
officers of that department.

Mr Stephens: I am not reflecting on them. Anybody can be mistaken, even in good faith.
Those officers have been wrong before.

Mr GORDON HILL: The advice from the Crown Law Department and the advice from the
law review unit was that the officer had to resign. The commissioner accepted that advice
and the police officer subsequently resigned.

I have said previously that the Commissioner of Police and the Western Australian Police
Union oppose the re-entry of members into the force in this way, the union because it
disagrees with lateral entry and the commissioner because he does not believe they should be
allowed to re-enter immediately and take up previous levels of employment automatically.
That has also been the view of previous commissioners. The view has been that any
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individual who wished to contest elections should reapply for re-entry and go through the
normal interviewing procedures by a selection panel. I do not believe that they would be
required to go through the normal recruiting procedures, but the interviewing process is
necessary. The commissioner needs to be assured that that person wants a long-term career
with the force. It is not my position to make a decision on these matters. Police officers are
employed by the Comm-issioner of Police. I make recommendations to Cabinet only on
matters such as this legislation introduced by the member for Mt Lawley. The commnissioner
has discussed this matter with me on more than one occasion and has presented me with a
very detailed report expressing his views and the views of previous Commissioners of Police.

I believed a question of principle was involved which should be considered by Cabinet. I
rook the matter to Cabinet which decided to refer the matter to the Solicitor General for him
to review the disqualification for Parliament provisions of legislation. The Solicitor General
is required to report to the Attomey General. I understand the investigation will take a
considerable time. Pending that review, the Government does nor believe it is appropriate to
support this legislation. It appreciates that the member for Mt Lawley may well be raising
questions of principle. However, the proper course of anion needs to be followed.

The Government, therefore, opposes the Bill.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) (7.37 pml:. I am exceedingly disappointed with the
Goveffrnent's attitude on this matter. I will get down to details later, but irrespective of
anything else, I believe a mistake may have been made. In those circumstances, I feel it may
be appropriate for this Parliament to take action to correct the mistake and also to clarify the
matter for future occasions.

Mr Gordon HI: Do you have legal advice? On what are you basing your view that a
mistake may have been made?

Mr STEPHENS: I ant giving a general view of the National Patty's attitude on the matter. I
think there is a degree of confusion about it and the legislation proposed by the member for
Mr Lawley wil clarify the matter and avoid any future repetition of it. Let us get down to the
specifics. Reference has been made to the Electoral Act and section 213A reads as follows --

The Governor may make regulations --

(a) requiring a person who holds any office or place mentioned in Part 2 of
Schedule V to the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899, not being an office also
mentioned in Part I of that Schedule, and who is nominated for election under this
Act to take leave of absence from that office or place and --

(i) prescribing the period during that leave of absence shall be taken;

(ii) authorising that leave of absence to be granted and taken
notwithstanding anything contained in the Ant under which that person is
appointed or employed;

ORi) providing for that leave of absence to be taken without pay except
to the extent to which that person has an accrued entitlement to, and applies
for, leave of absence with pay;

Reference was made to the Constitution Acts Amendment Act, but when one looks at part 1
there is no reference to a police officer. However, there is reference to the Commissioner of
Police, but he is distinct from a police officer. We then go to part 2 which reads, inter abia,
any person who is a member of the Police Force under the Police Act 1982. I am not a
Crown Law Department officer and I am not a trained legal man, but as a person who
understands plain English with a degree, I hope, of commonsense, that would indicate that he
can seek leave of absence and be reappointed.

The officer about whom we are speaking went to his superiors in good faith and asked advice
and it appears his advice was wrong. He did the right thing; he did not act foolishly. He
sought advice, and on my interpretation of the section of the Electoral Act which I have just
outlined, I believe the advice he received was incorrect. In any case, it is obvious that there is
a misunderstanding and it would be appropriate for this House to take action to correct the
situation. As I said earlier this House must make the situation quite clear so that in future this
sort of thing will not happen.
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Mr Gordon Hill: Does this Bill deal with chat retrospectively?
Mr SThPHENS: Possibly it does not. I can accept that point. The point I am making is that
if my interpretation of the Act is correct the person concerned was incorrectly advised and it
is up to the officers concerned and this Government to take action to overcome the problem
of the incorrect advice.
I can remember that sometime in about 1953 or 1955 - it was a long time ago and I cannot
be specific -- a sergeant of police contested an election on behalf of the Country Party. I am
aware that be sought leave of absence to contest the election and the leave was granted. He
was not successful in that election and he was reinstated in the force. It may well be that in
the interim the laws have changed.

Mr Gordon H-il:. Was he reinstated at his previous level?

Mr STEPHENS: Yes, and I know it happened.

Mr Gordon Kill: Perhiaps that was a mistake.

Mir STEPHENS: I have read the Act. Rather than wipe it out --

Mr Gordon Hill: We are not wiping it out. You missed the point. Two different areas of
legal interpretation have given advice to the commissioner. It may well be that that advice is
incorrect. I thinlc not, but it is possible that it is. What we are doing is asking the Solicitor
General to review the matter and a report will be delivered to the Attorney General and the
Government will then make a decision.

Mr STEPHENS: That is totally unnecessary. Let us do it as clearly and precisely as
possible. The Government acted very quickly in handling a certain situation the debate on
which took place 24 hours ago. It was a serious situation and we accept that. The matter was
debated at length yesterday and the National Party was happy to give its qualified support.
This matter concerns one individual and it is a simple matter. It would not hurt the
Government to act as quickly and precisely in correcting this matter as it did the other day to
correct a financial matter. It is just as important to the person concerned as the events of the
past few days have been important to those people concerned.

Mr Gordon Hilll: We will be with the advice of the Solicitor General.
Mr STEPHENS: I know. I do not think the Government is being fair to the person involved
especially as he sought advice and he was incorrectly advised. Nevertheless he acted in good
faith.

Mr Gordon Hill: The Bill is not retrospective.

Mr STEPH-ENS: Perhaps, by arrangement, we could adjourn the debate so that these matters
could be resolved and the debate continued at a later stage. I do not know whether that
arrangement will be acceptable to the member who is handling the Bill.
Mr H-odge: It appears that you want to ride roughshod over the commissioner's view.

Mr STEPHENS: I do not want to ride roughshod over anything. I want fair play and is that
too hard for the Minister to understand?

Mr Hodge: What about the commissioner's view.

Mr STEPHENS: I am not worried about the commissioner's view. Perhaps the Minister will
tell me I am wrong in my interpretation of the Act. A similar situation has occurred in the
past; a sergeant sought leave of absence from the Police Force and he was reinstated.
Mr Hodge: You are talking about something that happened 30 years ago.

Mr& STEPHENS: I know, but it has happened. I believe that the Government's attitude is
overly harsh. There is another point; that is, apart from anything else it is a waste of
resources. We have a trained man -- I know nothing about his record but I can assume that
he has no blemish on his record -- and we should get him back into the position he previously
held and utilise his services.
Mr Gordon Hill: What is the position in the armed services?

Mr STEPHENS: I understand that if they resign to go into private enterprise they can, after
12 or 18 months -- no doubt the conditions vary -- be reinstated in the services. I have a son
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who sewved as an officer of the Regular Arny and he resigned and went into private
enterprise. He was given 12 or 18 months in which he could re-enlist in the Army at the rank
he previously held.

Mr Read: I was told when I resigned my teaching position that if I wanted to go back I
would have to start at the base level again.
Mr STEPHENS: I will take up that point. I have a great deal of respect for Mrs Joe Lynch
who contested the seat of Albany at the last election for the Labor Party. She applied for
leave of absence and when she was not successful at that election she was reinstated in the
position she previously held. It is reasonable. It is also reasonable in this situation and from
my interpretation of the legislation it should have been possible without amending it.

However, there has been some confusion. Let us rectify the situation and allow Paul Filing to
go back into the Police Force and resume the position he held prior to resigning to contest the
election. It is fair and reasonable.

I have made the position of the National Party clear. The Government's attitude is
unreasonable. I repeat my suggestion that in order to save the problem of reintroducing the
Bill the debate on the Bill be adjourned so that these matters can be considered and the Bill
be further debated next week.

The National Party supports the Bill.

MR LIGHTFOOT (Murchison-Eyre) (7.49 pm]: Being a former policeman I would not like
to have gone through the situation that former Detective Constable Paul Filing has gone
through. Over many years we have seen candidates in elections from all walks of life,
including people from Government departments. One person that springs to mind is Peter
Holland from the ABC who recently unsuccessfully contended a Federal seat and he was
back on air a few days after his unsuccessful candidacy .
Mr Troy: Under what terms of employment? He is on a contract.

Mr LIGHTFOOT: It appears that he went back under exactly the same conditions.

Mr Troy: He did not.

Mr LIGHTFOOT: He seems to have come back under the same conditions. He certainly
held the top position as a news presenter and he does not appear to have lost anything.

Mr Troy: You are wrong.

Mr LIGHTFOOT: The former detective constable has lost his career and in doing so the
State has also lost. One of the great losers is the State. You know, Mr Acting Speaker, how
much it would cost to train a man of Paul Filing's calibre. He was a brilliant student and I
understand he was the dux of his class on graduation from the police academy. That training
costs the taxpayers of this State a lot of money. How much effort would have been made had
Mr Filing in fact been an unsuccessful candidate from the other side and sought to be
reinstated?

Mr Gordon Hill: Is the member saying the Commissioner of Police is political?

Mr LIGHTEOOT: I am saying Mr Filing would have received more favourable
consideration from the other side of the House.

Mr Gordon Hill: The answer is, "Yes".

Mr LIGHTFOOT: The Minister's questions are often irrelevant. I have had difficulty
finding answers to irrelevant questions.

Regardless of his political background, Mr Paul Filing was far too valuable an asset to this
State for him not to be reinstated to his fulfl rank prior to nominating as a candidate. I do not
know how many thousands of dollars it will take to get someone as good as Paul Filing into
the Police Force again. I do not think that even the Minister will deny he was in fact a good
police officer. He was an excellent detective, and we all know that in this time of surging
crime the State needs officers of the calibre of this brilliant young man. To those who do not
know him, I can describe him as a particularly clean cut, very astute, dedicated young police
officer. It grieves me to think the State has lost such a man.
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If, as the Minister pointed out by way of interjection, this matter should not be a political one,
I put that back to the Minister and members on the other side: If members do not want to
make it political, support the Bill.

MR CASK (Mt Lawley) [7.52 pm]: [ thank the Deputy Leader of the National Party, the
member for Stirling, for his constructive comments, and the member for Murchison-Eyre for
his positive comments. I also thank the Minister for Police and Emergency Services for his
contribution in respect to this manter.

The member for Stirling pointed out quite rightly that he believes that the Acts Amendment
and Repeal (Disqualification for Parliament) Act contains provisions to allow police officers
to resign from the force prior to an election and contest the election and, should they fail to be
elected, to make application to rejoin the force without loss of rank or privilege. I am very
disappointed with the Minister for Police and Emergency Services who admits this case first
came to the notice of the Police Force on 27 May this year when Detective Constable Filing
advised that he wanted to take 42 days' leave in order to contest the Federal election. Later,
on advice from senior officers in the Police Deparnment he was told that under existing
legislation it would be necessary for him to resign from the farce; that is to say, he could not
just go on leave; he had to actually resign from the force. I understand he was also told that
the matter was being studied and that a number of Police Force people thought existing
legislation would enable him to be reinstated without loss of rank or privilege or status should
he fail to be elected at the Federal election.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is not the case.

Mr CASH: Quite obviously, that has not happened. I say to the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services that I am disappointed at the Government's lack of action in seeking
legal advice on the real position in respect of not only Paul Filing but also the Police Force
generally to enable officers to stand for Parliament.

Mr Gordon Hill: I received advice.

Mr CASH: The Minister now says advice has been given. The member for Stirling clearly
pointed out that during his timre in this Parliament he has seen mistakes made. The advice the
Minister may have received, in good faith, may have been wrong.

The member for Stirling has referred to an Act of Parliament which he believes in its present
form would allow Paul Filing to be reinstated to the Police Force. That is his view. It is also
my view, based on legal advice in respect of this matter, because as Parliament would know
when it became obvious that Paul Filing may wish to contest the election, I made the point at
the time by way of a Press release, that should he be unsuccessful -- and given the Minister's
comments at the time, which reflected a negative attitude -- I would bring into the House a
Bill to try to rectify the situation for future police officers who may wish to resign to contest a
State or Federal election. At the rime the Leader of the Opposition and I were negotiating
informally with the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I think it is fair to say that
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services believed in good faith that the matter could
be rectified.

Mr Gordon Hill: I have never said that.

Mr CASH: The Minister now says that was not his position. Quite obviously he did not
intend the matter to be rectified. We on this side of the House believe the Act should be
amended to clear up all the confusion that exists within the Minister's mind, and, indeed the
Government 's mind.

Mr Clarko: Is it not unfair that a teacher can have his entitlements completely suspended and
then be completely reinstated, as was the case applying to me in t971 when I sat and lost;
then I sat again in 1974 and won? If the Minister had remained in education his situation
would have been the same, being a civil servant. Is it not unfair that a policeman, also paid
by the Crown, should have a different set of rules?

Mr CASK: I agree with the member for Karrinyup. One could almost suggest this is
discrimination against members of the Police Force.

Mr Troy: What about members of the defence force?

Mr CASK: The Minister for Transport now wants to bring in members of the defence force.
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They come under a Commonwealth Act and tonight we are dealing with a State Police Act.
We should confine our comments to that for the time being. I would be happy to address
myself to Commonwealth matters and problems with the defence force but let us understand
that the defence force comes under Commonwealth legislation and the Police Force in
Western Australia comes under State legislation; hut if the general tenor of the Minister for
Transport's comments are that he believes all people employed by either State, Federal or
local governments should be treated equally in respect of their right to stand for elections, I
agree wit him.

Mr Troy: The member to your right debarred that opportunity.

Mr CASH: I thank the Minister for his commients. I also share his view, as [ was pleased to
see the member for Karrinyup elected to this House. He was elected because of the way the
laws were framed allowing him to take leave to contest an election. However, that is not the
case in respect of police officers, or it is argued by the Minister that that is not the case at the
moment. Both the member for Stirling and I argue that the present legislation would enable
police officers to resign, contest an election and be reinstated without loss of status -- but that
is disputed. It was because of that dispute that the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services referred to my going to a number of people in Perth to advise them of the problems
so obviously affecting police officers, and in particular Paul Filing. 1 invited them to advise
me on the best remedy in this case.

Dr Alexander Would it have made any difference if it was a Labor candidate?

Mr CASH: The member for Perth has asked me iffI would have worked as bard had it been a
Labor member. The answer is yes, because I am interested in equality for people standing for
election. I am also interested in trying to prevent discrimination against a particular section
of the community, in this case the Police Force.

Mr Stephens: I don't think you would have had the opportunity, because the Labor Party
would have acted that quickly.

Mr CASH: As the deputy Leader of the National Party says, the matter would have been
rectilied within hours, everything would have been square, and that Labor candidate would
have been back in the Police Force not only with his previous rank, status and privileges, but
he would have probably been the assistant commissioner. There are wheels within wheels,
and that has come out very clearly tonight as the Minister for Police and Emergency Services
and the member for Perth have made their interjections.
The proposition that I put before the House was not designed to be political. It was designed
to rectify a situation that presently discriminates against police officers. As I have said, if the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services does not act within a reasonable time, it would
be reasonable for the Opposition to assume that duty for him. In fact, there is now a Bill
before the House but regrettably the Minister is not prepared to accept it. Not, I might add,
because he believes it to be wrong in word, but because he is unable to comprehend the
advice that he has been given. I go further than that: He has been unable to comprehend the
existing Acts which have enabled police officers to stand for election in this State. That is
regrettable, but obvious from the statements the Mlinister has made. It is fair to say that when
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services rose, he intended to make as few statements
as he could because he has not done his homework on this Bill.

This Bill, being an amendment to section 12 of the Police Act, will allow police officers to
resign their positions to contest an election, and if they fail, they can be reinstated. There
would obviously be some conditions attached to their resignation. They will have to advise
the commissioner in writing that they intend to stand for an election. They will have to
become candidates at that proposed election. They will have to fail to be elected, and then
will be required to make written application for reappointment as a member of the Police
Force. If those conditions are complied with, the amendment which I propose to this House
will enable the commissioner to readmit those officers to the Police Force.

It has been shown tonight that this Bill is not retrospective. It was never intended to be
retrospective. However, I accept the points made by the deputy Leader of the National Party
that the case of Paul Filing requires Government intervention right now. He stood in the
recent Federal elections and, regrettably, failed to be elected. He is a person of great
competence. He has been trained by the State.
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Mr Gordon Hilt; Are you aware that it is the commissioner's right to hire and fire, and not
the Mintister's? You are obviously not aware.
Mr CASH: I ask the Minister to understand that when I say "M1inister", in some contexts I
mean the Minister and/or the commissioner. I would not expect him to require me, every
time I speak, to distinguish between the two roles. I would have thought that if he were
genuine in his attempt to help -- and quite obviously by his interjections he has now proved to
be a person who does not want to assist in this situation -- he would at least hear me out and
make constructive comm-ents.

Mr Clarko: Can I make a comment about interjections by the Minister for Police and-
Emergency Services?

Mr CASH: Yes.

Mr Clarko: He has said many times that he does not direct the police, but Peters said on the-
Satler show one day, that he went to Sydney because he was directed to go there by the
Minister. How do those two things line up?

Mr CASH: That is a question on which only the Minister could comment. There are a
number of examples where this Minister has admitted that he has directed the police to do
certain actions.

Mr Gordon Hill: That is untrue.

Mr CASH: One only has to look at the speeches which the Minister has made in this House;
I am not going to do his research for him, but I can assure him that on a number of occasions
he has said that he has directed the police. On other occasions, when he has been asked
questions in this House, he has hidden behind the defence of saying, "That is the
comm-issioner's responsibility" or, "That is an operational matter", and because it is an
operational matter he knows nothing about it. The Minister uses those excuses as a matter of
convenience, and he is not consistent in his replies when it comes to operational matters. if
he thinks he knows the answer to the question he will try to give it, but if he does not know
the answer he relies on old faithfuil, "That is the commissioner's problem, he is the one who
handles operational matters."
Paul Filing was highly trained by this Government at the taxpayers' expense. He has worked
as a police officer in this State for a number of years, and is regarded by his peers to be a very
successful and competent person. I do not think anyone would dispute that. I know that
many of his peers would like him to be readmitted to the Police Force, and if he is to be
readmitted, they would want him to be readmitted at his previous rank with the privileges that
he previously enjoyed.
Although the Bill presently before the House is not retrospective, there are certainy unusual
events which surround Paul Filing's resignation from the force to contest the Federal election
which require the Government to investigate his situation. Perhaps the Government could
make some ex gratia payment to him for the time that he has been off work, or unable to
work pending his readmiss ion into the Police Force. The Minister should take that on board.
I expect the majority of members in this House would recognise that irrespective of whether
this candidate was Liberal, Labor or National Party, he was a good serving police officer who
had contributed much to the State by way of his service to the Police Force, and he deserves
to be readmitted to the Police Force without loss of privilege or status, and certainly at no
financial loss to himself. I invite the Minister to give consideration to making an ex gratia
payment to him.
I will quickly address the proposal advanced to me by the deputy Leader of the National
Party. He suggested that, given that the Minister for Police and Emergency Services was
unsure of the real position of police officers resigning to contest elections and then reapplying
to join the Police Force, it would be wise to have this debate adjourned. That would allow
the deputy Leader of the National Party to do more research in respect of a police officer
who, he believes, resigned to contest a previous election, failed to be elected and was later
readmitted to the Police Force. Further, that adjournment would give the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services an opportunity to go back to hi advisers and clarify some of the
positions about which he appeared to be so unsure.

I elected not to rake that course. I ant advised that as this amendment was prepared by
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officers of the Crown Law Department in Perth, the Minister, his Government and his team
of advisers have had many weeks in which to consider the ramifications of this Bill, and to
come forward tonight, if necessary, with particular amendments which they consider proper.
I considered that, because the Minister had not done those things, the proposition was too
important to be put aside perhaps to wait for another week and also to face the possibility that
this matter may not be discussed next week or the week after; and I have elected on behalf of
the Opposition to see the matter taken to a vote tonight to test the bona fides of the
Government and whether all the statements made by the Minister and the Government
generally about supporting police officers represent the truth or whether in denying this Bill
the Goverrnent wants to demonstrate its lack of support for the Police Force generally and,
more importantly, for the taxpayers across this State by not allowing police officers who wish
to resign to contest elections to do so, knowing that they can reapply to join the Police Force
should they not be successful at the election.

I am very disappointed at the Minister's response on behalf of the Government. I do not
believe that response necessarily represents the view of all individual members of the
Government. However, one can only put that to the test, and obviously the police officers
around the State, their families, and their friends, will be able to learn once and for all
whether this Government supports members of the Police Force or whether the Government
is just mouthing words with no actions to back them up.

I thank both the member for Murchison-Eyre and the deputy leader of the National Party for
their comments. I regret that the Minister claims he is unable to support the Bill.

Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (18)
Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Lightfoot Mr Tubby
Mr Bradshaw Mr Crane Mr Maslen Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros Mr Want (Teller)
Mr Clarko Mr Greig Mr Schell
Mr Court MrHasseli Mr Stephens

Noes (24)
Dr Alexandier Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr P.J. Smith
Mr Bridge Mr Evans Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor
MrfBryce Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Troy
Mr Brian Burke Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mrs Watkin
Mr Burkett Mrs Henderson Mr Read Dr Watson
Mr Can Mr Gordon Hill, Mr D.L. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr Rushton Mrs B eggs
Mr House Mr Wilson
Mr Trenorden Mr Parker
Mr MacKinnon Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Williams Mr Bertram

Question thus negatived.

Bill defeated.

ROAD TRAFFIC AMENDMENT BILL (No 3)
Second Reading: Defeated

Debate resumed from 23 September.

MR GORDON HILL (Helena -- Minister for Police and Emergency Services) [8.15 pm]:
The Government opposes this legislation, for reasons I will outline. The Government
recognises that there is an escalation in the theft and unlawful use of motor vehicles, and it
has been considering for a considerable time alternative approaches to addressing the
problem through legislative change.
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The Opposition, predictably, has again sought to pre-empt the Government's considered
response with its own hastily prepared eml and calls upon the Government to do what the
Opposition already knows the Government is proposing to do. This superficial response by
the Opposition does not win any support within the community because it knows very well
that the Government is intending to take very positive action art this matter. I have a Bill in
preparation at the moment to introduce legislation to address this matter during this
parliamentary session.

The address of the member for Floreat in support of his Bill may have persuaded some of his
own colleagues to support him, but it contains a confusion of concepts which, in the
Government's view, call into question whether the member for Floreat actually understands
what he is talking about. The first area of confusion is that the member does not seem to
understand the difference between a direction by Parliament contained in an Act which
requires a judge to impose a penalty which is not less than a prescribed amount, and a
direction upon sentencing by a judge or magistrate to the Parole Board that a prisoner is to
serve a specified term of imprisonment before being eligible to be considered by that board
for parole.

The second area of confusion is that I do not believe the member understands when indictable
offences may be prosecuted summarily. Where the facts of the taking of a motor vehicle
disclose a fraudulent intent on the pant of the taker, as defined in section 371 of the Criminal
Code, the police may prefer a charge of stealing, and the member may be aware of that.
Subject to the provisions of section 426 of the Crimninal Code, the charge may be dealt with
either upon indictment or summarily.

In respect of the taking of motor vehicles, the stealing provisions of the Criminal Code are
supplemented and enhanced by section 89 of the Road Traffic Act, which provides the
additional offence of unlawful use of a motor vehicle, to enable a charge to be preferred
where there is a non-consensual taking of a vehicle in circumstances which fall far short of
section 371 of the Criminal Code. It is then for the police to determine which charge is
appropriate in any particular case.

An amendment to section 89 of the Act in the way which is proposed by the member for
Floreat does no more than simply tinker with the maximum monetary penalty, which may not
necessarily be a deterrent in dealing with the problem before us. The Government will be
introducing a more extensive amendment to section 89 of the Road Traffic Act into this
Parliament in the current sessionIl have given notice of that -- I have advised the Parliament
on a previous occasion and I have advised members opposite through Press comment that
that is in fact the intention of the Govemnment.

In addition to that I have a consultant making a comparative study of the approaches used in
other places to deal with the unlawful taking of motor vehicles, because it is my view that
there is a need to address this matter and that tough action must be taken to address it.
However, there are difficulties in addressing it simply by transference to the Criminal Code,
as I believe the member for Floreat recognises. There is a difficulty of definition under that
code. That is a matter I am keen to address -- I have a consultant addressing it -- and it is my
intention to toughen up this area in this session of Parliament with legislation which is more
comprehensive and which the Commissioner of Police advises me will be better legislation
than that proposed by the. member for Floreat. I intend to further examine the matter wit a
view to introducing even tougher measures in 1988, but in the short term the measures
proposed by the Government are more comprehensive than those proposed by the member
for Floreat.

It is a well-known fact that previously, in this place and publicly on many occasions, I have
invited the Opposition to submit policies in the police area for considered implementation on
a bipartisan basis, but to date the Liberal Party has failed to respond, preferring to play a
cheap political trick instead, as it has done on this occasion.

I say to members opposite that the Government's approach to this issue, developed as a result
of a close working relationship with the Commissioner of Police and senior members of the
Police Force, and in fact the Police Force as a whole, is superior to this Bill, and rejection of
this Bill is recognition of that fact.

The Government opposes the Bill for the reasons outlined.
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MR CASH (Mt Lawley) (8.22 pm]: I am somewhat offended by almost the last statement of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services when he referred to this Bill as a cheap
political crick. That is absolutely disgraceful. There was no political trickery intended when
this Bill was put forward; in fact, it was put forward in this House because of the inaction of
the very person who just suggested it was political trickery. Perhaps the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services should go out and talk to the more than 13 000 people in this Stare
who last year had their vehicles stolen. The Minister knows that the number of cars stolen in
Western Australia has increased dramatically each year for the last five years.-

Mr Clarko: And on Monday the former member for Whitford had his car stolen.

Mr CASH: Is that so? That is another one to add to the list, yet this Minister comes in and
says "political trickery"! Iris aninsult.

Mr Cowan interjected.

Mr CASH: The Leader of the National Party suggests he put a steering lock on it. We have
heard all these good ideas from the Government.

Several Opposition members interjected.

Mr CASH: I make the point that other members, by way of interjection to me, have indicated
that they also were offended by that comment by the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I have said before in relation to answers that the Minister for Police and

* Emergency Services has given in this place that I think he is pretty childish and incompetent,
* and I stand by those statements because I believe them to be true. But because the member

for Florear, or 1, or any member of this House from whichever side, comes up with a
constructive proposition, there is no need to take a negative view and refer to it in the terms
that he just did. In fact, if we look at some of the Press statements the Minister has made in
the last 18 months we will see that he has promised all sorts of things in that time, but what
has come of them? Exactly nothing.

Mr Wan: Until we introduce a Bill, and then they are going to do it.

Mr CASH: It is the "gonna" club -- they're gonna do this, they're gonna do that. But I am
afraid we are not going to wait for the Government to get off its backside and rectify the
problems that face the community at the moment. We want action and we want it now. I
was just making the point that for 18 months we have been listening, to the Government
generally, and to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services in particular, telling us the
things he is going to do. He told us 18 months ago about young drivers and the fact that he
would introduce amendments to the Road Traffic Act to correct some of the problems that
presently face us in respect of the accidents that are being caused by or are happening to
young drivers. But as yet nothing has come into this House.

There is also talk about a dozen different things in respect of traffic laws -- the Minister is
always promising that the matter is being considered and that as soon as it is fixed it will be
brought into the House, but nothing has happened; and that nothing is not really good
enough. We are not prepared to wait for this Minister or this Government to come out of
their deep slumber and start recognising exactly what is going on in the community.

[ made mention earlier of the retort the Minister made in respect of inviting members of the
Opposition to join him in policy discussions in support of the police or road traffic problems
in Western Australia. I have written to the Minister for Police and Emergency Services; in
fact I wrote a letter almost two years ago which proposed a bipartisan committee.

Mr Gordon Hill: I was not the Minister for Police and Emergency Services then.

Mr CASH: I think the Minister was Honorary Minister for Police and Emergency Services at
the time.
Mr Gordon Hill: Two years ago I was not.

Mir CASH: If the Minister was not the Minister for Police and Emergency Services at the
time, perhaps it was only 18 months ago. Certainly, soon after the Minister became the
Honorary Minister for Police and Emergency Services I wrote to him and said I believed it
would be in the interests of the Parliament -- more than that; in the interests of the people -- if
there were a bipartisan committee comprising one member of the Government, one member
of the National Party, and one member of the Liberal Party, who could sit down
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with, say, a surgeon from the road traumna committee, a road traffic engineer, and some other
professional people and try in a constnuctive way to address the road traffic problems chat
currently beset us.
I spoke informnally to the leader of the National Party about it, and he endorsed the
suggestion. He believed it was a positive move and said that if the Government agreed he
would be pleased to be a member of that committee or would appoint one of his members to
it. Eighteen months later, I anm still waiting for a reply to that letter.
Mr Gordon Hill: No such letter came to this Minister, and you know it.
Mr CASH: Eighteen months later I am waiting for a reply to that letter, yet the Minister
comes into this House and says he would like us to work in cooperation with him. I am
prepared to cooperate, but it is about time the Government itself started doing a bit of
cooperating.
This Bill is a clear example of an Opposition that is concerned for the community generally.
We know because we speak to the community; we know because the Minister himself
answers questions in this Parliament to the effect that cars are being stolen in this State every
day of the week. We wanted to do something about it and we proposed to the Minister
various ways of addressing the matter. The Minister has said he has a consultant looking at
the matter. Again, we do not have the time to wait for all these reports that the Minister
allegedly has people looking at. We want some action taken now, and that is the reason for
this Bill's being before the House.
It is not good enough for the Minister to come in here, knowing that the member for Floreas
introduced this Bill on 23 September last, and say, "Well, it has not been here long. I have
not really had time to study it," That is just not good enough. He has a myriad of advisers
who can tefl him where the Government should act; and if he is not satisfied with the Bill
before the House his advisers can propose various amendments. Did we get that? We got
nothing. We had the Minister reading what was obviously a departmental speech which be
was unable to understand. I must say that most members of the Opposition were unable to
understand it. The whole matter reflects badly on the Government. It is a Government that is
in slurnberland. I refer now to section 371 of the Crimidnal Code --

Mr Taylor: The Minister for Police and Emergency Services is a good bloke.
Mr CASH: I think the Minister for Health must be the only person in this place who has any
confidence whatsoever in the Minister for Police and Emergency Services. You know, Mr
Acting Speaker, that I am not one to attack personalities; I like to stick to the facts. One of
the facts I want to bring to the attention of the Parliament is that recently the Minister for
Police and Emergency Services said, by way of a Press release -- and in fact I am sure it was
in response to the member for Floreat's Bill -- that he wanted people who are caught
joyriding or stealing cars to be prosecuted under section 371 of the Criminal Code. I was
astonished to hear that. The Minister mentioned section 371 of the Criminal Code tonight --

Mr Gordon Hill interjected.
Mr CASH: Why does the Minister think I asked an attendant to get me a copy of it? I did so
because I recognised that if we were to prosecute joyriders under the Criminal Code, they
would be liable for prison sentences far in excess of what is presently in the Road Traffic Act
and certainly what is proposed by this Bill. I wonder whether the Minister is actually in
touch with what the Government is saying because only today in the other House the Minister
for Corrective Services read a 22 or 23-page statement dealing with changes to the prison
system, one of which is to try to prevent people being sent to gaol unless that was the only
alternative available to the courts. However, the Minister for Police and Emergency Ser-vices
came in here and suggested that joyriders should be prosecuted under the Criminal Code and
that the kids should be liable for sentences under that code.
Two of the reasons the police prosecute under the Road Traffic Act is that firstly it is easier to
get the prosecution, and secondly there are many options available to the courts under the
Road Traffic Act. I was extremely surprised that this was not made clear tonight. I believe
that the member for Floreat brought this Bill forward in good faith. In fact, I know he did
because we discussed is before it camne to this place. The member for Floreat and I sat down
together and discussed whether it should be an amendment to the Criminal Code or the Road
Traffic Act. We bosh agreed thaz it would be more appropriate to amend the Road Traffic
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Act and have the police prosecute under the proposed amendment moved by the member for
Floreat.

I am disappointed at the Minister's comments tonight. Mare than that, I know that the
community generally will be disappointed with the Government's stance on this matter,
particularly when they find that the Government really could not care less about addressing
the problem of car stealing in this State.

Dr Alexander That is nonsense.

Mr CASH: I would refer the member for Perth to the debate on vandalism that occuirred in
this House exactly one week ago tonight. I suggest that he read the various comments -- I do
not know whether the member for Perth contributed to the debate -- of the people involved
and he will see general principles come out. One of those principles is that members on the
Government side believe that throwing money at a problem will make it go away, while we
on this side continue to take the position that if one exercises a certain amount of
responsibility, one can address a problem. It was acknowledged by both sides in that debate
that this was a very complex issue which should not be simplified. I did not want to simplify
it but I did so because of the interjections.

Without question this Bill is worthy of the support of all members. It seeks to address a
problem which faces the community at the moment. Members of the community are
suffering because of this matter and if the Government's inaction is any indication of where
we are going with law and order, it is a problem that will be faced by many more people in
the future.

Mr Gordon Hill: Did you hear me say that the Commissioner of Police advised me that he
believed, as did his officers, that the Bill I will put forward this session is more
comprehensive --

Mr CASH: No, I did not hear the Minister for Police and Emergency Services say that. As I
said before,!I was confused by a lot of things the Minister said tonight.

I support the Bill.

MR STEPHENS (Stirling) [8.35 pm]: The National Party definitely supports this
legislation.

There is no question that the community is seriously concerned about the escalation of the
unauthorised use of motor vehicles. That is really a euphemism for stealing and it has
reached serious proportions. The member for Floreat in bringing this Bill before the House
did not advance the view that it would cure everything but that it was one step towards
alleviating the problem. It is a very simnple Bill. All that is proposed is to increase under the
Road Traffic Act the maximum fine from $1 004) or one year's imprisonment to $2 000 or
two years' imprisonment for the first offence, with an increase in subsequent offences. The
member for Florear also referred in his second reading speech to maximum penalties. His
second reading speech reads in part as follows --

Firstly, they only specify maximum penalties in both cases. The policy of the Liberal
Party is to convert to maximum penalties only instead of specifying a minimum and a
maximum penalty.

That is a principle I have supported for many years. I take the point that the member for
Floreat made: It leaves it to the discretion of the court to use the legislation appropriately. It
could go further, of course, and the court could decide in the circumstances that it did not
have to impose a fine of any substance at all. However, it leaves the matter open to the court
according to the circumstances that are put to the court at the time of the prosecution. [ think
that is a principle we should adopt and support in respect of all penalties. Penalties should
have a maximum and should not be given a minimurn. As a matter of fact, in the short period
of my life when I was a Minister and introduced legislation to this place, it did not have
minimum fines, only maximum fines. That is an indication of the period I have supported
this principle.

I think the Minister for Police and Emergency Services is seriously out of touch with reality
when he accuses the member for Floreat of a cheap political trick. The Minister is certainly
out of touch with public opinion. Although I know Ministers are very busy, I suggest that it
would pay the Minister for Police and Emergency Services to mix with the community a
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little more to find out the opinion of the man in the street. The Minister would soon discover
that the public are seriously concerned about the unauthorised use of motor cars, and about
vandalism and juvenile delinquency. The Minister earlier stated that he will introduce a Bill
which is better. That may well prove to be mrue but what is wrong with passing this
legislation? What is wrong with allowing it to be enforced almost immediately until such
time as the Minister's legislation sees the light of day? It is a simple Bill. The National Party
was exceedingly disappointed that the Minister and the Government did not see fit to support
this legislation, which the public would definitely support. I offer the Government the
warning:. If the Government goes on ignoring public opinion and keeping out of touch with
the public, it will make our task of capturing the Treasury benches so much easier.

The National Party supports the legislation.

MR WATT (Albany) [8.40 pm]:. I wish to speak briefly in this debate to add my support for
the Bill. I do so for two or tree reasons. First, all of us in this Parliament must accept a
share of the guilt that should be ours because it has taken so long to bring in a Bill to rectify
this anomalous situation. I give great credit to the member for Floreat for seeing fit to
introduce this private member's Bilm. There can be absolutely no question that this is an issue
about which the community has been and is very concerned. Constant criticism is directed to
members of Parliament about the fact that for the offence of car stealing in its broader sense
the punishments either do not fit the crime or the available charge is not suitable for the
crime. We all know that young people in particular go out and steal the most expensive
motor cars and it does not matter to them what they do with them. I am sure every member
has had heart-rending experiences of people coming into their offices whose cars have been
stolen; some uinder hire purchase, and some under-insured, which is perhaps their own fault,
and when offenders are apprehended they are sometimes charged with unlawful use which
carries far too light a penalty.

I want to commnent on the most offensive remarks made by the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services which, although made in a fairly general way, reflect most directly on
the member for Floreat. The Minister should be ashamed of himself for making those
derogatory remarks suggesting the Bill was hastily conceived and so on -- one could perhaps
make out a case in that respect for anybody else in this Parliament -- when he knows that that
simply is not true. This House should be ashamed of him for making such an outrageous
statement about a member whose integrity would stand up to examination and scrutiny ahead
of that of anyone else in this place.

I refer to the comments of the member for Floreat as to the reason he chose this course. We
have had debates in this House about the dilemmna facing the Police Force because of a
shortage of manpower.

Mr Gordon Hill: Oh, what crap!

Mir WATT: Would the Minister care to repeat that remark?

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Thomas): Order! The member will address the Chair.

Mr Gordon Hill: This is the same tired old story, and it is quite irrelevant.

Mr WATT: That is not what the Minister said.

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order!

Mr WATT: Obviously you, Mr Acting Speaker, do not want to hear what he said either.

The reason the member for Floreat chose this method of dealing with the problem was to
enable the police to vigorously pursue these cases without loading them with additional
burdens. I would like to read one or two sentences from his speech. The member said --

Criminal offences in the code are more cumbersome to prosecute, for which the
police have less facilities nowadays. Hence proceeding within the Road Traffic Act
does not give them additional work and gives them more chance for successful
prosecution.

I have spoken with the member for Floreat about that and he assures me that method was
chosen by him after discussion with police officers who said that in the current climate with
the shortage of manpower they would be more able to administer the work without placing
undue burdens on the manpower position facing the police at the moment.
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This Bill is an excellent one. I want to completely dissociate myself from the comments of
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, especially as they reflect on the member for
Floreat's integrity.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) [8.45 pm]: I thank the National Party for its support of the Bill
and also the members for Mt Lawley and Albany for their special contributions and support.
I was very sorry to bear the Minister say that this Bill pre-empts his endeavours because I
chink the factual situation, at least judged from issued statements which can be easily
compared and placed in time, is exactly the opposite. This Bill was introduced before any
statements to this effect were made by the Minister. I think the opposite is true because the
ministerial statement followed the introduction of this Bill. Therefore, a proper construction
would be not that I have pre-empted his action but that he has announced he will copy my
action.

This has of course been the case with almost every private member's Bill that we have
introduced on public demand, because it was necessary to have some sort of provisions where
they were lacking. The Minister said that the commissioner and high officers had
recommuended that he reject this Bill. I do not doubt what he is saying; I have no right to do
so, but if that is so I submit with a great deal of sadness that the comnmissioner is not in touch
with his officers. As the member for Albany said, as a result of a conversation I had with
him, I have built up these provisions after lengthy talks with police officers and a sergeant
who begged me as a member of Parliament to do something about it, because, "We have
these youngsters who just pinch cars one after another and the penalty is not serious enough."
Most of them belong in the Children's Court, hence my other amendment which the
Government rejected as well, to lower the age of jurisdiction of the Children's Court.

I have discussed it with those police officers and they were knowledgeable people who knew
the law very well. I discussed which way to go about it, and precisely as the member for
Albany has said, they told me it was better to go this way than perhaps the way I wanted to
go by amending the Criminal Code because it was easier for them to prosecute and more
would be achieved. That is the story of the situation.

The Minister said he wants to take a different course of action to achieve a solution. Of
course he can; there are hundreds of different ways we can solve the problem. Nor do I query
that the Bill which he intends to introduce will be much better. As the member for Stirling
said, it would be sad if it was not better because the Government has all the resources behind
it. We have a single, part-time parliamentary draftsman dealing with many more measures in
this Parliament, and besides we have other duties with not half but a fraction of the staff
which the Government has. Naturally if the Minister introduces a Bill it is bound to be better.
If not, it would be a sad reflection on the Public Service. That is not a point of argument.

We are arguing that this Bill does not pre-empt any action. There was a lack of action, and
therefore the Opposition tried to do something. I have enough experience not to be getting
excited about whether this Bill succeeds or not. I knew very well it would not succeed
because anything coming from the Opposition side cannot succeed with this Government.
However, it did succeed in a sense because it was a spur, as in every other case with the Bills
introduced by the member for Mt Lawley and the former member for Gascoyne. They were a
success because the Government said it would do something about the matters raised. I can
assure the Government we will be watching, and if it does not introduce the Bill we will ask
the Minister when he is going to do so. So the Opposition has still achieved something
indirectly, if not directly.

It is necessary for private members to present these Bills because the Glovernrnent does
nothing. Members should consider the number of private members Bills introduced at the
time of the Brand, Tonkcin and Court Governments and compare it with the number we
introduce today. Nobody will deny that the proportion presented these days is much higher.
The fact is that the previous Governments were more in control. They responded quicker to
the demands of the public. I referred to the Tonkin and Court Governments because I had
some experience with those Governments. Private members did not have to try to fill the
holes left by the lack of action by the Governent. That is the reason we introduce more
private members Bills these days.

I wish to express a certain amount of sadness about the way debates are conducted these days
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and the personal attacks by members. Every subject that is raised in this place is responded
to with personal attacks. About 18 months ago, my younger brother who was visiting me
from the United States -- he is a professor at the SMU University in Fort Worth -- sat in the
public gallery and watched the proceedings of Parliament. When I arrived home I asked him
what he thought. He said he was astonished by the ad hominemn arguments used. He is used
to dealing with things objectively and was astounded that, in this Legislature, personal attacks
were made by members without speaking to the subjects before the House.
Unfortunately, very few members do not do that. I am not bragging, but I try to speak to the
subject matter and not attack other members. Often, I might say that the Minister made a
mistake or that perhaps he interpreted things wrongly, but I do not indulge in personal attacks
as only a comparatively small number of members do not. I have never heard the Minister
for Local Government attack another member and I do not know why other members cannot
follow that example. I have come to the conclusion that only members with little knowledge
of the matters before the House use that personal attack method of debate.
Mr Gordon Hill: I did not attack you personally, unlike some members on your side.
Mr MENSAROS: All I know is that I do not use that method of debate. I believe that
debates should be approached much more objectively and that we should comply with the
rules of the House.
I thatk Opposition and National Party members for their support of the Bill. If the Minister
undertakes to do what he said he would do, we have achieved our purpose.
Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (18)
Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Ughtfoot Mr Tubby
MrBradshaw Mr crane Mr Maslen Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr (hayden Mr Mensaros Mr Watt (Teller)
Mr Clarko Mr Greig Mr Schell
Mr Court Mr Hassell Mr Stephens

Noes (24)

Dr Alexander Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr PJ. Smith
Mr Bridge Mr Evans Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor
Mr Bryce Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough r Troy
Mr Bian Burke Mr Grill Mr Pearce Mrs Watkins
Mr Burkett Mrs Henderson Mr Read Dr Watson
Mr Carr Mr Gordon Hill Mr D.L. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Pairs

Ayes Noes
Mr Rushton Mrs Beggs
Mr House Mr Wilson
Mr Trenorden Mrt Parker
Mr MacKinnon Mr Peter Dowdirng
Mr Williams Mr Bertram

Question thus negatived.
B ill defeated.

ACTS AMENDMENT (TAXI-CARS) BILL
Second Reading: Defeated

Debate resumed from 27 May.
MR TROY (Mundaring -- Minister for Transport) [8.58 pml: It is appropriate that 1 refresh
the memories of members about the time that the former member for Gascoyne introduced
this Bill. At that time, a national television programme reported on offences being commidtted
against Sydney taxi drivers. Unfortuniately, the item appeared to promote a significant
outbreak of offences against taxi drivers in the city of Perth. The former member for
Gascoyne, being the political opportunist that he was, took the first opportunity available
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to him and introduced this Bill as a solution to the problem without consultation with the
elected representatives of the industry. A small group of taxi drivens, particularly late night
drivers, were very concerned about what was happening. Quite clearly the taxi industry was
gireatly concerned about die undue attention given to the industry in Perth at that time and it
felt that nothing was done to solve the problem which existed. It is pleasing to note that the
representation in that industry was examdied subsequent to those events. In fact, the night
drivers association was able to have two of its members appointed as commnittee members on
the Western Australian Taxi Operators Association. The annual elections of the Taxi Control
Board had a significant impact on the industry.

I wholeheartedly agree with some of the observations of the former member for Gascoyne in
his second reading speech in May. One comment was that taxi drivers perform a very
important function in the transport industry and I am sure that view is shared by every
member in this House. The 2(000 registered taxi drivers we have in this State are generally
courteous, proficient and professional in their task and they rake a high level of pride in their
work. From my experience one could judge them to be the most professional group of taxi
drivers in this nation. I also agree with the comment of the former member for Gascoyne that
the taxi drivers in this State provide a significant service to somewhat inaccessible places,
especially at times when normal public transport cannot serve those areas. The taxi industry
deserves the support of the community and I believe that it does enjoy that support.

A number of initiatives were taken following the democratic considerations of the elected
Taxi Control Board with regard to examiing the problems faced by the taxi industry. I will
run through them to make sure that the record is complete. The board was of the opinion that
a number of technical devices be fitted to the taxicabs. The board made it compulsory for
taxi drivers to fit a number of features to their cabs in order that they would be much safer
than they had been previously. On previous occasions I have said in this House that I am not
prepared to put on record exactly what those devices were. The former member for
Gascoyne spoke about them when he introduced this Bil, but it is clear that it does nothing
for the industry except reveal certain things to those people who are interested in making it
difficult for a night taxi driver. I am not prepared to cover that area, but I can assure the
House that those devices are most effective. In addition to the devices that had to be fitted to
the cabs on a compulsory basis, there were a range of non-compulsory devices which were
listed by the board. It is interesting that many drivers within the industry are fitting those
devices to their cabs. As a result of the board's decision the drivers are now much safer.

One of the most important elements in respect of driver safety was the question of driver
training; their ability to avoid situations where they would be placed at risk, due to
provocation or some other circumstance. Members may recall the two instances that were
highlighted vigorously in the Press regarding situations in which taxi drivers found
themselves. One related to an incident in which a driver left his cab and pursued two
passengers who refused to pay the fare. It led to a most unfortunate incident. The industry
does not encourage drivers to place themselves in this situation and it has sought advice from
criminologists and the Police Department on how to avoid such circumstances.

In addition to the technical devices that have been installed in cabs a series of training
programmes have been held to address the problem of driver safety. The training is available
to new drivers through the taxi driving school. There have been some amendments to the
course to make it more effective. The course also is available to those members who have
been in the industry for some time in order that they can be retrained. Another set of
arrangements were put in place as a result of the establishment of a special working party.
The working party comprised representatives from the Taxi Control Board, the Police
Department, the taxi radio companies, the taxi training school and the taxi drivers'
associations. The findings of the working party led to the Police Department paying
particular attention to the taxi industry's known trouble spots, to a review of the driver
training programme to which I have referred, and to a review of the radio company's
procedures in incidences of violence. In other words, the communication procedures on the
radio network were upgraded in view of the known situations in which drivers often found
themselves. Action has been taken to address the problem of violence within the taxi
industry.

Attention was directed to the non-payment of fares. Members may recall that the
Government amended the taxicar regulations which gave the Taxi Control Board increased
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powers to prosecute for non-payment of fares and this applied from January this year. The
processes of prosecution bad only been set in place at the time the incidents occurred.
Generally the processes have been most successful. However, in the initial findings of the
court one of the matters addressed by the magistrate was the inadequacy of the fins. They
were $40 for a first offence and $80 for subsequent offences. The fines are totally inadequate
and quite out of date. They were introduced by a Liberal Government when control of the.
taxi industry was removed from the Police Act in 1964. There is a need to upgrade those
fines and the Government has taken the necessary action to do that.

Members may be aware that there is a Bill on the Notice Paper which seeks to amend the
Taxi-car Control Act. It contains a provision for quite severe penalties with regard to the taxi
industry. It should complete the range of initiatives that have been advanced by the Taxi
Control Board.

This Bill argues that the role of the police is to seek out and mount prosecutions against those
people who have avoided paying their taxi fares. I am aware that the member for Mt Lawley
will be responding to this debate shortly as he is now shadow Minister for Transport and I
recall his making a statement that he felt police resources should be clearly directed towards
areas of crime. I find a level of inconsistency in what his party is suggesting in this
legislation and what he said in advancing the police role in the area of debt collection. It is
quite clear that taxis are an important element of the public transport service. We recognise
that as a Government and support the taxi industry fully. I believe the taxi industry
appreciates the Government's support. There is a parallel between the taxi industry and the
taxi operators in that they both contain business men and business women attempting to make
a living by providing a service. In that respect they are the same as the other 70 000
registered small businesses in this State.

A significant question relating to the Bill before us is whether the police should become
responsible for the collection of all bad debts. The former Opposition spokesman argued that
taxi drivers do not want people charged; they only want to be paid for their services. In his
second reading speech he said --

In many cases the amount involved is between $15 and $20 and the taxi drivers
believe that it is inappropriate to take civil action to recoup a fare of $20. After all, it
will cost them more than that plus the time that they would be off the road.

Members opposite may be pleased to hear that since the amendment of the taxi control
regulations, a large number of prosecutions pursued to date have recognised the costs
involved in bringing evidence to the point where prosecutions can be effectively made and
drivers have been compensated as a result. I highlight a case where in evading a fare of
$20.90, the defendant was fined $40, court costs of $50.20 were levied against him, and the
magistrate ordered the defendant to pay a further $28 for compensation for the time spent by
the driver trying to find the details of the fare evader. For evading a fare of $20.90, the
offender ended up paying $139.10. There has been a sitnilar pattern in other cases since that
time.

I do not think it is appropriate for the police, which relinquished control of taxis in 1964
under a Liberal-National Party coalition Government, to suddenly be responsible for
collecting bad debts in the taxi industry. I doubt whether the public would support such a
move, given the many other more serious matters on which the community looks for police
action.

I have addressed the problem of unpaid fares, as the former member for Gascoyne
acknowledged, by making an adjustment to the regulations. Quite clearly, it is not in the
driver's interest to worry about prosecutions for recovering unpaid fares. He wants the
money in his hand and is satisfied with that. Regarding the Taxi Control Board pursuing
these cases, since the regulations were changed more than half the cases have been settled
outside the court. A range of successful prosecutions have taken place although
unfortunately they do not always achieve the maximum attention of the media to give due
warning to the public, or to offenders. The concept of "taking a runner", as the fare evaders
are described, is not an attractive proposition any longer.

A range of effective deterrents have been put in place following advice by the Taxi Control
Board. Not only will those deterrents link with art effective level of fintes, covered by the
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Government's proposed Bill on die Notice Paper, but also we have an effective solution well
in hand. The fine for the non-payment of taxi fares was $40, which was obviously totally
inadequate. Our amendments will lift the general rate of penalty from $40 on a first offence
and $80 for second and subsequent offences, and for a general range of offences from $100
and $200 respectively. We have taken the opportunity to rake this fare-evading issue outside
these general penalties and, as members may be aware, $500 will be imposed for that. This is
a consistent and appropriate level for that kind of offence.
The former member for Gascoyne tended to overlook the role of the Taxi Control Board in
the industry. Since coming to office this Government has taken the significant step of
establishing a board which is controlled by elected representatives from the industry. That
board is working in a very effective way, but certainly there is still scope for further
refinement of its operation. It has come a long way, and the industry appreciates the
confidence the Government has in the board. I believe all the processes we have taken into
account are appropniate ones and will be further supported by our eml to amend the Taxi
Control Act. I urge the House to reject this private member's Bill.
MR COWAN (Merredin -- Leader of the National Party) [9.17 pm]: The Minister who has
just resumed his seat has outlined one area where the National Party had reservations about
the Bill; that is, that the Bill will place an increasing workload upon an already cverburdened
Police Force to carry a function which in many respects is not really its to perform -- to act as
a bad debt collection agency. That was the only reservation die National Party had about this
legislation.
The for-ner member for Cascoyne can be applauded for introducing into this place the
catalyst which galvanised the Government into action.

Mr Troy: What about the catalyst in January with the change to regulations, which he
acknowledged in his speech?
Mr COWAN: One would have to recognise that prior to this legislation coming before the
Parliament, the Government was not exactly winning friends among taxi drivers. The
Minister cannot deny that. Since that time there has been action by the Government in
conjunction with the Taxi Control Board and taxi drivers themselves to deal with this
problem of fare evasion and assault and inijury to the drivers of taxi cabs -- particularly those
who drive at night and earn most of their income at that time.

For that reason the National Party is prepared to support this eml to its end -- purely and
simply because it gives recognition to the former member for Gascoyne in that he definitely
wanted to see a speeding up of action which was really the responsibility of the Government,
in conjunction with the Taxi Control Board. Having achieved that it would not be
satisfactory to him to know that we now just pretend that nothing has happened or that this
Bill did not come before the House. As I say, we have only one reserwdtion about it, relating
to the extra work thrown upon the Police Force in performing tasks which really are not their
province. With that exception, the National Party supports this legislation. This Bill has
certainly spurred the Government on to doing things which it had taken some time to do.
That has now been partially achieved in what has already been accomplished. I have also
read the Government eml which deals with the issue of fare evasion and the protection of cab
drivers, and it seems to me to be a reasonable Bill. When it comes before Parliament it will
be supported by our party. Nevertheless, [ commend the member for Gascoyne for raising
this issue. It certainly has achieved results, and we will see it through to the finish by giving
it the full support of the National Party.

MR CASH (Mt Lawley) [9.21 pm]: We discovered a couple of weeks ago, when I rose to
respond to a matter that had been introduced by the former member for Gascoyne, Mr Ian
Laurance, that no right of reply existed in respect of any Bills that Mr Laurance had brought
before this Parliament. I accept that. Obviously it was a correct ruling by the Speaker.
However, on behalf of Mr Laurance, who is aware that this matter is being discussed tonight,
I thank both the Leader of the National Party and the Minister for Transport for their
contributions and comments in respect of this Bill. It is fair to say that Mr Laurance, like
myself, would probably be unable to accept all of the comments made by the Minister for
Transport. However, those that he raised in good faith are well recognised by me. The
Minister for Transport recognised that when Mr Laurance brought this eml into the House he
did so as an act of good faith to rectify a serious situation as he saw it at the time. That was
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five months ago. This House may recall that at chat rime members generally agreed with the
need for this legislation.

There is no doubt that members of the House will remember Mr Laurance not only for the
fact that he has brought before this House a number of private members' Bims to address the
problems within the community, but also for the fact that he was a man of action. If be saw
that there was something wrong in the community he would address it as soon as possible.
First he would raise the matter with the Government and invite it to take the appropriate
action. If the Government was lacking in a desire to act, or appeared to be slow off the mark,
Mr Laurance, as the former Deputy Leader of the Opposition, would be down at the Crown
Law Department to see that a eml was drafted to address the problem that he had
encountered. The Bill would be brought before this House for consideration. Tonight, in the
last two hours, the Opposition has lost two Bills which were introduced by private members
on this side of the House. This is a third Bill. Given the comments of the Minister, and the
fact that he represents a party with a majority membership in this House, it would seem
reasonable to believe that we are also likely to lose the debate on this third Bill. I find that
regrettable, and I am sure that members of the taxi industry will also find it regrettable, as
they were the ones who brought the problem to Mr Laurance's attention.

Mr Troy: Why will they find it regrettable?

Mr CASH: As I understand it, the taxi drivers also brought the problem before the Minister
for Transport. I repeat what I said a few seconds ago, that Mr Laurance was a man of action.
He did not wait around for people's heels to cool, he got on with the job. In this case, he got
on with the job of addressing the problem of the taxi drivers five months ago. It is all right
for the Minister for Transport to now say that he has introduced a Bill --

Mr Troy: Did he discuss it with the Taxi Control Board?

Mr CASH: I said before that I do not like to personalise things. I am trying to be
constructive towards the Minister. I have said that he has made some constmuctive comments
and it is only fair that I should now be allowed to address the Bim before the House in the
manner in which I see fit.

I believe that the taxi drivers also brought their problems to the Minister for Transport. The
reason I used the word "regrettable' was chat it has been communicated to me by members of
the taxi industry that they were disappointed that the member for Mundaring, both as a
Minister and a member of the Government, did not appear to take the points they raised
seriously enough to introduce legislation into this House until after Mr Laurance had
introduced his private member's eml. In fact, it took the Government five months longer
than Mr Laurance to introduce its Bill into this House. The Government is now able to say it
has introduced a Bill into this House which it believes wil address the problem of people not
paying taxi fares; that is, running away from a cab at the conclusion of their journey without
paying the driver. We faced that proposition some months ago when this Bill was drafted,
and we believed that the proper way to deal with it was to make an amendment to the Police
Act.

I will give some background information to the Minister as to why Mr Laurance chose the
Police Act as the appropriate Act to amend. The Minister wil be aware that at that time there
were all sorts of demonstrations by taxi drivers, and other interested people within the taxi
industry, about their problems. They suggested that simply to amend the regulations and
increase penalties would not be a sufficient deterrent to people refusing to pay fares. I
accepted that at the time. I was certainly prepared to support an amendment to the Police
Act, and police officers to whom I spoke believed that it would certainly assist thern in
dealing with the problem. Take the example of a taxi driver who takes a fare out on a Friday
night. The passenger refuses to pay. At the moment, as I understand it, the taxi driver has to
wait until Monday morning to make a complaint to the Taxi Control Board and ask it to
institute proceedings in respect of that unpaid fare. That is on the assumption that the taxi
driver knows where the person who refused to pay the fare will be at the time he reports it to
the board, to enable the board to launch a prosecution against him.

It was generally agreed that that was not good enough. I have a copy of a bulletin put out by
the Taxi Control Board dated May/August 1986 -- that is more than 12 months ago -- which
deals with the problem of unpaid taxi fares. It recommended various solutions and
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acknowledged that the board was aware of the situation and was dealing with it at that lime. I
am prepared to acknowledge that the board was doing its best, but the fact remains that the
proposal put forward by Mr Laurance is one where the police would become involved, It
seemed to me then, and it still seems to me, that that would probably be an effective and
efficient way of using police resources.

Mr Troy: Thatis not what you said some months ago.

Mr CASH: The Minister is quite wrong. I suggested at the time that the police should not be
required to go to people's houses to collect parking fines or parking debts. I stand by that.

The Minister was nor here the other day when I made a suggestion in this House, so perhaps I
could repeat it now to bring him up to dare. I suggested that rather than gaol people for non-
payment of parking fines, in view of the fact that it costs $100 a day to keep someone in
prison, it would be in the community's interests to find some other penalty. Perhaps a more
appropriate penalty could be a community service order or the suspension or cancellation of a
driver's licence. Apart from the cost of keeping people in prison, if they are married and
have dependants, the State is responsible for the upkeep of their wives and children while the
defaulter is in gaol. I made the point that in view of our overcrowded prison system there
was a need to address this problem, and the Opposition party was making some positive
comments. I am pleased to say that tonight, in the Legislative Council, the Minister for
Corrective Services read to that House a 23-page statement on the fact that the Governmnent
now recognised the problem of overcrowding in the prisons, and various measures needed to
be taken to address that problem. If I express any disappointment at all, it is about the fact
that again it was not the legislation itself that was introduced or read this afternoon but only a
combination or compilation of Press releases from this Government that we have heard about
before, which confirms that we have a Government that tends to legislate by Press release, as
has been said in recent weeks.

To get back to the Bill before the House, there are opportunities when police officers and
existing police resources can be used in an efficient and effective way. It is wrong for the
Minister for Transport to say that I have said in the past that I oppose police officers being
employed for this type of work; it was in respect of collecting parking debts rather than this
sort of work.

Mr Troy: It is afine line.

Mr CASH: It is not, because the parking debts that the police were going around to collect
on behalf of the local authority were already established to be debts that were owing. This
Bill provides for a police officer to launch a prosecution if the taxi driver is able to advise the
officer where the passenger is who refused to pay the fare, and it seemed to me that was not
an unwise way to approach this matter.

It has been suggested tonight by both the Leader of the National Party and the Minister for
Transport that they see this as perhaps not the most efficient way to handle the situation; and
while I do not agree, [ am prepared to listen to the view that they put forward. However, I
still believe that my proposition is an effective way of dealing with the problem and it is the
way that the taxi industry as a whole -- that is, the owner-drivers and other interested
people -- believes that it should be handled.

Mr Troy: That is not true.

Mr CASH: I spent some time on the telephone this afternoon talking to the taxi industry,
knowing that this Bill would come forward for discussion in the House tonight, and they
confirmed that they believed an amendment to this Act would be a more effective way of
dealing with the problem of unpaid fares rather than the Minister's proposition of amending
the Taxi-car Control Act.

Mr Troy: There are 2 000 drivers, and unquestionably there are a number who have that
view, but it is an elected body --

Mr CASH: Yes, but it would be wrong for the Mlinister to assumne that the people I spoke to
this afternoon were not representative of the industry.

Mr Troy: Perhaps I am suggesting that you did not canvass their views widely enough.

Mr CASH: I do not believe that is the case; I think the people I spoke to this afternoon were
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representative of the industry. I do not believe that the Minister is suggesting that I should
have phoned every one of those 2 000 drivers to seek their advice. We have discussed this
matter with them at length, and that is the reason why this proposition is before the House
today.

The taxi industry has generally expressed its support for the way the Opposition has handled
the particular matters that concern it; and obviously that pleases me as a member of the
Opposition because I know that the former shadow Minister for Transport, Mr Larance, was
held in high esteem by the industry because of the very positive action he was prepared to
take on their behalf. I hope that as the Opposition spokesman for transport I will be able to
offer to the industry the assistance that Mr Laurance offered to it in such an effective way for
a long time.

An amendment to the Police Act is not an unreasonable way to approach this situation. I
recognise that the Minister, because of the fact that we introduced this private member's Bill,
has a Bill of his own before the House, which basically seeks to do the same thing: To
increase the penalty up to $500 for the evasion of a fare. However, this will still require the
Taxi Control Board or the driver himself to launch the prosecution by way of a civil action to
claim the debt.

I do not agree that is the way to go, but if the Government decides that it is not prepared to
accept the amnendmnent we propose in respect of the Police Act, we will obviously be required
to reconsider our position. I say that because I want to act in a positive way on behalf of the
taxi industry and the transport industry generally, and if the Government refuses tonight to
accept our amendment, I will go back to the taxi industry and seek its advice in respect of the
Bill that the Minister now has before the House.

I make those points on behalf of Mr Laurance, who is no longer a member of this House, but
who asked me to pass on his thanks to all members who contributed to the debate tonight,
and I will see that Mr Laurance is given a copy of the statements that have been made
because I am sure he would believe them to be a general contribution to the taxi industry in
this State.

Mr Troy: Are you going to support the trust of --

Mr CASH: As I said to the Minister, if members are not prepared to support the amendment
to the Police Act that we have proposed, then as a responsible person I will go back to the
taxi industry and discuss with them the proposition that the Minister has before the House.
However, I believe that is a second-best option and that my option is better, but if that vote is
not carried, then obviously the Minister's proposal may become the law of the day. I do not
believe that the Minister's amendment is in any way superior or equal to the proposition that
is before the Rouse at the moment, but the Minister's actions in the next few minutes are
really going to detrnine what happens to his Bill.
Mr Troy: Quite clearly we are not supporting your amendment.

Mr CASH: The Minister has made that point, and when the division is taken I am sure that
will be reported in Hansard for the benefit of both the taxi industry and any other interested
parties.

Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (18)
Mr Blaikie Mr Cowan Mr Lightfoot Mr Tabby
My Bradshaw Mr Crane Mr Maslen Mr Wiese
Mr Cash Mr Grayden Mr Mensaros. Mr Watt (Teller)
Mr Clarko Mr Greig Mr Schell
Mr court Mr Has;eli Mr Stephens

Noes (24)
Dr Alexander Mr Evans Dr Lawrence Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Marlborough Mr Thomas
Mr Bryce Mr Grill Mr Pearce MrTroy
Mr Burkett Mrs Henderson Mr Read Mrs Watkins
Mr Carr Mr Gordon Kill Mr D.L. Smith Dr Watson
Mr Donovan Mr Hodge Mr PJ. Smith Mrs Buchanan (Teller)
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Pairs
Ayes Noes

My Rushton Mrs Beggs
Mr House Mr WiLson
MrTrenorden Mr Parker
Mr MacKinnon Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Wiiamns Mr Brian Burke

Question thus negatived

Bill defeated.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading
MR COWAN (Merredin -- Leader of the National Party) (9.42 pm]: I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

The purpose of this Bill is to provide for genuinely voluntary untionism. It does so by
broadening the scope of the Equal Opportunity Act so that discrimnination against a person on
the ground that he or she is or is not a member of a trade union or other industrial association
is recognised as an act of discrimination.

Members may recall a recent decision of the Victorian Equal Opportunity Board -- Rein vt
Jaques Ltd -- that has been cited by somec as proof that compulsory unionism is a breach of
the principle of equal employment opporturnity. For the benefit of members, I point out that
the finding of the Victorian Equal Opportunity Board was based on the fact that the union in
question has a significant involvement with the Australian Labor Party. The board found that
the compulsion to join the union meant, in effect, that the person could not avoid
participation in what could be classed as party political activities. The finding, if it were to be
applied universally, could have serious implications for the Labor Party.

Earlier this year my colleague, the member for Avon, wrote to the Premier seeking his
opinion of the relevance of the Victorian decision to the operation of the Equal Opportunities
Act in Western Australia. The Premier provided a comprehensive answer, which in pant says,
and I quote --

"In this State refusal to join a union would not automatically come under the terms of
the Act. Ain employee would have at least to establish that the refusal was based on
his or her political conviction; and this alone may not be enough."

That means that even if a person can establish that he or she has suffered discrimination on
the ground of non-membership of a trade union, it is unlikely that the Act provides any
redress against that discrimination. It appears that a person who is sacked or denied
employment or promotion for no reason other than his non-membership of a trade union has
no right of redress under the Act.

In order to further interest members in supporting this Bill1, I remind them that the
discrimination this Bill seeks to deal with is a two-way affair. It is almost certain that most
acts of discrimination on the ground of trade union membership are acts against those who
choose not to join. However, there are examples where the discrimination is against those
who elect to join, or indicate a wish to join, a union. Mr Speaker, you wil be aware, possibly
more than any other member of this House, that the staff at Parliament House have, until very
recently, been unable to exercise their right to join a union if that is their wish. That was a
disgrace, and this Bill will also address those work situations where a form of compulsory
non-unionism continues to exist.

I turn now to the Bill itself. Industrial associations are defined in such a way that the Bill
applies to trade unions, professional associations, and employer organisations. As those
members familiar with the Act will know, there are already parts of the Act dealing
specifically with discrimination on the grounds of sex, marital status and pregnancy, race, and
religious or political belief.

This Bill proposes the insertion of another part dealing specifically with discrimination on
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the pround of membership or non-membership of an industrial association. The new pant --
part IVA -- deals with that form of discrimination in the same format as the existing three
parts.

The Bill provides for immediate recognition of voluntary unionism as a right. However, the
Bill includes a six-month period of immunity from prosecution for both employers and
industrial associations so that they can make the necessary changes to their current practices.

The Bill also contains three important exemptions. Firstly, industrial associations themselves
may continue to employ and promote their own staff on a discriminatory basis. I hope they
do not use the exemption and that it may be practical to remove it at some fuiture stage.

The second exemption applies to social clubs that are established to provide benefits for
members of a specific industrial association. They may discriminate against persons who are
not members of the parent industrial association.

Thirdly, an industrial association that provides housing specifically for its own members may
continue to do so.

Members will be aware that section 135 of the Act gives the Equal Opportunities Tribunal
power to grant exemptions. The Bill provides for these powers to be extended so that the
tribunal can grant exemptions from this new part IVA. The National Party would be
disappointed if the tribunal were to grant exemptions, as the Bill already provides for certain
exemptions, but we recognise that in a few cases employers axe unwilling participants in a
closed-shop arrangement. Where an employer is being blackmailed into a closed shop theme
may be a good case for granting a temporary exemption from the new pant of the Bill,
provided it was subject to an enforceable agreement to remove the discriminatory practices
by a fixed date and provided that the agreement included substantial penalties for failure to
comply by the prescribed date.

I suppose it is fair to say that not all sections of the community are yet able to feel
comfortable with the concept of equal opportunity. Although these are the late 1980s and we
like to see ourselves as a civilised and responsible society, discrimination still exists on a
variety of grounds.
The National Party recognises; that equal opportunity is not a law. Equal opportnmity is a
state of mind -- a recognition that other people have the same rights as ourselves. What we
seek to achieve with this Bill is to set in motion the same process that was established in 1984
with respect to discrimination on the grounds of sex, marital status, pregnancy, race, religious
or political conviction, or involving sexual harassment.

I remind members of Article 20 of the International Bill of Human Rights, which states --

1.1. Everyone has the right to freedom of peaceful assembly and association.

"2. No-one may be compelled to belong to an association."

That was agreed to on our behalf by the Australian Government some 40 years ago. It is an
absolute disgrace that some Western Australians, in the late 1980s, are still unable to enjoy
those rights.

This Bill, by amending the Equal Opportunity Act rather than the Industrial Relations Act,
seeks to establish genuinely voluntary unionism as a human rights issue and to dispense with
the archaic notion that it is an industrial relations issue. The Government, the Parliament, the
Industrial Relations Commission, trade unions, and any other organisation have no role to
play in compelling individuals to join or not to join a trade union, professional association, or
employer organisation.

In conclusion, Mr Speaker, I place on record the National Party's appreciation of the
outstanding work done so far by the Commissioner for Equal Opportunity. Hers is not an
easy task and I imagine that it could be very fnistraring. This Bill will add to her already
awesome load and I amn prepared to commnit the National Party to supporting a reasonable
increase in the size of her staff, should this Bill be successful.

Mr Speaker, voluntary unionism is not a radical idea -- it already exists for the majority of
workers in this State. Further, it is not part of a long-term strategy by some clandestine,
anti-union secret society. Opinion polls have consistently shown that a majority of people
believe that union membership should be genuinely voluntary. Despite that, a fundamental
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individual right cannot be removed or limited by popular opinion. The issue at stake is not
whether people should join unions or not; the issue is whether individuals have the right to
make that decision for themselves. The National Party is adamant that they do.

I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mrs Henderson.

LOAN BILL
Message: Appropriations

Mess age from the Governor received and read recommending appropriations for the purposes
of the Bill.

BILLS (3): RETURNED

1. Bunbury Port Authority Amendment Bill.

2. Occupational Health, Safety and Welfare Amendment Bill (No 2).

3. Electoral Distribution Amendment Bill.

Bills returned from the Council without amendment.

SMALL CLAIMS TRIBUNALS AMENDMENT BILL

Second Reading: Defeated
Debate resumed from 27 May.

MR TAYLOR (Kalgoorlie -- Minister for Consumer Affairs) [9.55 pm]: The Bill
introduced by the member for Floreat is one in which I have some personal interest in that a
couple of years ago in this House I actually raised matters that seemed to cause him some
concern in a debate. Partly as a result of the raising of those matters, the House decided to
establish a Select Committee to inquire into the Small Claims Tribunal. That Select
Committee was chaired by the member for Mitchell, Mr D.L. Smith. It was therefore with
interest that I examined the B ill put forward by the member for Floreat and some of the
comments made by that member in his second reading speech.

I turn now to the Small Claims Tribunals Bill second reading speech given by the member for
South Perth, who was then the Minister for Labour and Industry, back in 1974. That second
reading speech sums up the nature of the Small Claims Tribunal and certainly the path down
which even that Government thought it should tread. The member for South Perth said at the
time --

This Government previously expressed its desire to set up a tribunal of this nature as
an inexpensive means of settling minor disputes and the Consumer Affairs Council of
Western Australia, which was requested to examine the position, has given its close
consideration and recommended the implementation of a tribunal based upon similar
legislation which has been operating successfully in other States.

He went on to say, looking at the Victorian situation at that stage, that an order of the
tribunal --

... must follow the rule of law with respect to the issue in dispute, and this has been
done. As in other States, an order made is final and binding on all parties and no
appeal shall lie therefrom.

In his speech the member for South Perth went on to say that the Government believed that it
was quite important that there be no right of appeal except in a matter of law, and that in such
cases the consumer may be required to take civil proceedings in cases where there are
complaints with a justifiable claim. His speech continued in part as foWows --

In such cases the consumer may be required to take civil proceedings but the thought
of doing so and the likely cost involved deters a person from continuing with the
complaint and, by not doing so, his case may not receive the justice it merits. Many
people, particularly those more elderly, have a fear of courts or a dislike of court
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atmosphere and are unwilling to prosecute claims by appearing in court to give sworn
evidence from a witness box. As an alternative method, the Bill will provide a cheap
and speedy method of settling small claims by the use of informal proceedings.

The speech also adds a point which I consider to be most important -- that is, that the tribunal
referees should be required to have legal qualifications in order to fill that office. The
member for South Perth also said -

The small claimns tribunal will not be a court of law in its proper context and its
proceedings will not be governed by normal rules of evidence.

In the proceedings negotiations and compromise will have their part and the referee
will act as a conciliator and an arbitrator.

The primary function of a referee is to attempt to bring the parties to a dispute to a
settlement acceptable to all parties. Where this appears impossible the referee can
make an order with respect to the issue or otherwise dismiss the claim. Where matters
connected with the claim involve such a complex point of law as to warrant direction
of the claim to another court -- for instance, the Local Court -- for hearing and
determination, the referee may do so. A party aggrieved by a decision of the other
court would also have a right of appeal.

That speech sums up the very nature of the Small Claims Tribunal. I believe the role of the
referee -- or referees, as is the case today -- in the Small Claims Tribunal's proceedings is
very difficult. I suppose it is sometimes in the nature of trying to decide disputes between
neighbours in relation to dividing fences and the like, in that it is a role that the referee seeks
to be a conciliator and an arbitrator but sometimes is unable to do that and therefore has to
make a decision which favours one party or the other.

Almost invariably the party who is aggrieved by that decision believes it to be the wrong
decision. Undoubtedly in a couple of cases raised by the member for Floreat in his second
reading speech and in a case I raised in 1985, the people involved felt aggrieved and
believed they had been hard done by as far as the tribunal was concerned. It was for those
sorts of reasons that this House decided to set up the Select Committee to inquire into the
Small Claims Tribunal, and one of the terms. of reference of that committee was the need or
otherwise for a system of appeal or review against the decision by the tribunal. That is very
much at the heart of the matter as far as this Bill is concerned.

In its report the Select Commuittee said --

In no State is provision made for an appeal to another forum on a question of law or
fact once the issue in dispute in a claim has been resolved by the Small Claims
Tribunal or its equivalent.

I note that in his speech the member for Florear said that that is not necessarily the case in
South Australia. The report went on to say -

In fact, the various States have provisions which intend that a Tribunal decision is
final and may not be challenged except on very limited grounds, relating mainly to the
manner of the hearing (such as a denial of natural justice) or the question of whether
or not the claim was within the jurisdiction of the tribunal or court.

It goes on to talk about the reasons for those sorts of claims and the law related to those
matters. The important point is that the three main problems which the committee envisaged
with an appeal system were as follows --

(1) any system of appeal would require some measure of expertise in the law
which, apart from the delays and expenses involved, would raise the question
of counsel representation for the parties concerned. Many respondents would
opt not to be represented on appeals or even not to attend the hearing of the
appeal personally. Giving a right of appeal to one party may thus result in an
injustice to the other party;

(2) the problem of ensuring that the appeal body was properly informed of the
evidence presented to the Tribunal as the Small Claims Tribunal is not a court
of record; and

(3) since matters dealt with by the Small Claims Tribunal are primarily the
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resolution of disputes of fact and are not dependent on interpretations of the
law, and most systems of appeal do not allow appeals on questions of fact,
most dissatisfied litigants would gain nothing from a normal system of appeal.

It is also interesting to note that in the evidence taken by the Select Committee the then
referees of the tribunal thought there should be no system of appeal. The report says Mr
Burton thought there should be no appeal; Mr O'Sullivan was also strongly against any
system of appeal: and the well-respected Mr A.G. Smith expressed his view as follows --

I th-ink it would be a backward move because the very idea of the Tribunal in the first
place was to make it a sunmary matter. You could get big firms which could take the
little fellow and ruin him... It is covered fairly adequately ... on the basis of lack of
jurisdiction or excess of jurisdiction and the breach of natural justice.

Mr L.C. Wood expressed himself in similar terms.

The comnmittee delilirared on this matter because in many ways it was the crux of the nature
of the committee's deliberations. In the end the committee said --

We do not favour any new form of appeal for these reasons. We do favour a right to
apply for a rehearing and deal with that in the next section.

The tribunal found it did not believe there should be any right of appeal other than in relation
to a rehearing of a particular case.

Mr Cowan interjected.

Mr TAYLOR: There is an appeal in relation to a breach of natural justice which can be taken
to the Supreme Court.

Mr Cowan: And you can appeal for a rehearing by the Small Claims Tribunal.

Mr TAYLOR: That is correct. Another matter raised by the member for Flareat in his
speech was the nature of the tribunal and a concern quite often expressed by those who lose
that the tribunal is heavily biased in favour of the consumer or the claimant, rather than the
respondent to the claim. If one takes the trouble to look at the statistical read-out produced
by the Select Committee one sees the commnittee said --

...it now becomes clear that there has been a relative decline in the number of claims
'Withdrawn', 'Settled' or 'Partially in Favour of Each'. However these figures
certainly do not support some suggestions that the referees over the last few years
have tended to favour claimants at the expense of respondents. They may reflect a
tendency to 'make a decision' rather than go for a half and half result.

Perhaps that is part of the nature of the problem referred to by the member for Flare ax that the
tribunal, while it always seeks to be the conciliator and arbitrator in these matters, quite often
finds that beyond it and therefore tends to decide one way or the other rather than pursue to
its end result any conciliation and arbitration process which would end up with their having,
as the saying goes, two bob each way.

For those reasons, and particularly for the reasons given in the first speech made in relation to
the Small Claims Tribunal in 1974 by the then Minister for Labour and Industry, and also for
the reasons set out by the Select Committee in its report to this House, I do not favour the
proposal put forward by the member for Floreat. I respect the fact that he has put this B ill
forward in good faith in order to overcome what he sees as a particularly difficult position as
far as respondents in Small Claims Tribunals are concerned, but I do not think it is an
appropriate path to tread.

I must say that as a member of Parliament and an individual in our society I think it is mast
important that we make every possible effort to keep the courts and lawyers out of our lives
as citizens. In most cases the courts and lawyers do no more than complicate processes and
add a very expensive approach to the resolution of disputes, and do not do it very well at all.
If I can grasp any opportunity in my time in this House to finid an approach to the resolution
of problems that involves other than courts and lawyers I will always favour that approach. I
certainly do not have a lot of time for that method of approach. It is also partly for that
reason that the Government and I do not think that this is an appropriate Bill and we will not
support it.
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MR COWAN (Merredin -- Leader of the National Party) [10.08 pm]: Perhaps at the outset I
should declare an interest in this legislation. Members might recall that I introduced in this
place a petition bearing one signature which caused some controversy at one time. If one
looked at the signature on that petition one would know that I have some knowledge of the
senior referee of the Small Claims Tribunal. I must confess that I have not raised this subject
with him, but have reached the conclusion I am about to state to the House in conjunction
with my colleague the member for Stirling.

I regret to advise the member for Floreat that the National Party does not support this
legislation. The Minister has outlined the reasons why. In the initial instance there is
recourse to the Supreme Court on the grounds of a breach of natural justice for any person
who feels aggrieved by a decision of the Small Claims Tribunal. There is also the provision
to keep the matter within the tribunal by asking for a rehearing of any particular case. For
those two reasons the National Party cannot support this measure. In addition to that, the
Small Claims Tribunal was one of the ver good things that camne from the Liberal-National
Country Party coalition Government. In my view, it has performed excellently since it was
established. There is no question that it has saved many people a lot of time, money, and
frustration. I believe that, since its establishment, the Small Claims Tribunal has definitely
become a part of the Western Australian way of seeking to have some form of redress on
consumer matters. Is does so very cheaply and quickly for the consumer and, when one
considers the number of complaints made to the tribunal for settlement which do not have
further spin-offs, one could say that the Small Claims Tribunal has been very successful in
achieving what it set our to do.

One other matter relating to the Small Claims Tribunal which concerns me is the general
attitude which members of Parliament have to it. In many instances, a person against whom a
decision is made by the tribunal complains to his member of Parliament about the decision. I
believe that members of Parliament very often do not recognise that the Small Claims
Tribunal has many of the powers of a court A member of Parliament or a member of the
public who approaches a member of the tribunal to express an opinion could be held to be in
contempt of court. That has some very serious implications. I have been very wary about
taking up matters with the Small Claims Tribunal because I know the senior referee very well
and I know he is very keen to give the tribunal some status and respect which I think it
deserves.

As I have said, there is in place an ability for a person who feels aggrieved by a decision of
the Small Claims Tribunal to appeal to the Supreme Court on the ground of a breach of
natural justice. The facility also exists for a person to ask for a rehearing by the tribunal. I
think those two provisions are satisfactory.

On the basis that the tribunal has worked extremely well and the number of complaints made
against it are far outweighed by the number of disputes that are settled, I suggest it would be
unwise of us to support this measure.

MR MENSAROS (Floreat) [10.15 pm]: I am sorry that the Government and the National
Party have given me no serious reasons for not supporting this proposition. I have failed to
be convinced by the arguments presented by them, with which I will try to deal.

The tribunal was established 13 years ago. At that time, the Minister who introduced the B ill
said that he did not want appeal provisions included in the Bill. That argument should not be
presented to oppose attempts to establish appeal provisions 13 years after the tribunal began
to operate. We should be prepared to examine the workings of the tribunal and to examine
whether appeal provisions are necessary.

Mfr Taylor: That was done by the Select Committee.

Mr MENSAROS: I know the Select Cornnee dealt with that matter to some extent, but it
was not quite rejected. As I pointed out in the second reading speech, the Select Committee
made a mistake when it said that no States allow appeals in respect of the tribunal's orders.
Formally that might have been right. However, in South Australia there is a judicial arn of
the Government which is almost equivalent to our Small Claims Tribunal. Its functions and
aims are the same as the Small Claims Tribunal but it allows for appeals at law.

The Minister also mentioned that an appeal at law might be considered. The Bill provides for
appeals at law only because proposed new section 19A states --

A party aggrieved by an order of a Small Claims Tribunal may, by leave of the
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District Court, appeal to that Court on a question of law ...
Already, in those words, there are two restrictions. The first is that the District Court will
have to grant leave to appeal. A person would not be able to appeal automatically, but would
have to obtain the consent of another body. It would be somewhat like an appeal to the High
Court; it can eventuate only by leave.

I raised three case histories in my second reading speech. I have been told by several
lawyers, including two QCs, chat the decisions made in those cases were patently wrong in
law, and thar some redress should have been sought against those decisions. I cannot think of
any better redress than going to a higher court, although not the highest, and saying, "I
consider the judgment against me was wrong and I seek leave to appeal." In the first
instance, it would be the District Court's decision whether an appeal should be allowed.

Not only have I received an opinion ftom lawyers who deal in this subject that in the three
cases the judgment was absolutely wrong, but also at a recent law convention in which I
participated I was at dinner with three members of the Law Reform Comm-ission who
congratulated me for introducing this private member's Bill. They suggested it should be
passed by this Parliament so that appeals at law are available against decisions of the Small
alaims Tribunal. That reinforced my belief that I had done the right thing.

The Bill has obvious merit. Itris obvious, also, that if we asked the referees of the Small
Claims Tribunal about the merits of the legislation, they would object to any provision for
appeals against their decisions. I therefore do not think that argument can be sustained or
taken seriously.
The Minister and the Leader of the National Parry spoke about moving away from legal
representation and overdoing Litigation, and I agree with those comments. First, having stated
that, it is illogical to say that the alternative, if justice has been violated, is an appeal to the
Supreme Court because that would require more lawyers and more representation. Secondly,
the proposition of having fewer lawyers and less legal representation should simply be
contrasted with the need of society that justice should be done and should be seen to be done.
I do not know what the Minister's view is, but I definitely submit that justice, properly done,
should prevail over the consideration that there should not be too many lawyers participating
in settling citizens' affairs. That is the reason [ believe the Bill is justified.

The SPEAKER: Before I put the question, there is a growing tendency among some
members during divisions simply to go to one side of the House or the other. There is a
requirement on members to take a seat if possible.
Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes ( 14)

Mrfilaikie MW Court Mr Hasse U Mr Tubby
Mr Bradsbaw Mr Crane Mr Lightfoot Mr Watt (Teller)
Mr Cash Mr Grayden Mr Maslen
Mr Claxko. Mr Greig Mr Mensaros

Noes (28)
Dr Alexander Mr Evans MW Marlborough Mr Taylor
Mr Bridge Dr Gallop Mr Pearce Mr Thomas
Mr Bryce Mr Grill Mr Read Mr Tray
Mr Burkett Mrs Henderson Mr Schell Mrs Watkins
Mr can Mr Gordon Hill Mr D.L. Smith Dr Watson
Mr Cowan Mr Badge Mr P.J. Smith Mr Wiese
Mr Donovan Dr Lawrence Mr Stephens Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Mr Rusbton Mrs Beggs
Mr House Mr Wilson
Mr Trenordea MrParker
Mr MacKinnon Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Wiliams Mr Brimn Burke
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Question thus negatived.

Bill defeated.

SEIZURE OF CONNECTED PROPERTY BILL

Second Reading: Defeated

Debate resumed from 3 June.

MR PEARCE (Armadale -- Leader of the House) [10.27 pm]: In the days when 1 was a
high school student at the Governor Stirling Senior High School I7 was a member of the
Stirling Amateur Athletic Club and on one occasion I received a trophy for consistency.
Someone asked me what the trophy was for and I said that it actually meant that I ran more
times with less success than anybody else in the club. The member far Floreat should receive
some sort of award for being the most consistent legislator in this Parliament generally, but
certainly in the Opposition, and he has not had a very big success rate. I regret to inform the
member that be is showing a great deal of consistency in terms of the success rate that he has
had when dealing with this eml.
It is one of those Bills which is superficially appealing when one first reads it, but the
Government would like to express certain reservations. The superficially appealing aspect of
the eml comes from the simple proposition that the member put forward when moving the
Bill; that is, that there are a number of people who are motivated to crime by greed. Their
greed is not deterred by the potential of prison sentences and the like because they are able to
keep the proceeds of their crimes -- there is no law to take those proceeds away from them
and, therefore, if we hadl a law which took the proceeds away from them they would be less
likely to commnit the crime in the first place. It is the sort of thing that I would have put up in
my debating days hoping that people would not think about it too much.

The Government is inclined not to be supportive of this proposition for a couple of reasons.
First, its approach to changes to criminal law is a careful approach and, in fact, follows on
from the previous Government's. An extensive review of the criminal law was undertaken
over many years fundamentally by Mr Michael Murray QC, and involving others. We have
been moving successively to implement the recommendations of that review of the criminal
law. The review has taken account of the range of views of a large number of people who are
involved in criminal law and from whose depth of experience it is possible to make
predictions about what the effective changes to criminal law might be.

In some instances, particularly with the laws relating to sexual assault, some unintended
consequences of the legislative changes are coming into force. One needs to be very careful
about the way in which the criminal law is amended. A high level of consultation is
necessary.

The issues raised in this private member's Bill have been examined by those people who
have been involved in the criminal law review. In fact the member conceded in his second
reading speech which he gave last June that they did not see fit to recommend the measures
which the member is putting before the House. There may be a number of reasons for that.
It may well be that they overlooked this point which is so clear to the member for Floreat.
One would think that their judgment is based a little differently; that is, a person cannot keep
the proceeds of his crimre. If he steals somebody's car chat car cannot be waiting outside the
prison when he is released. In many ways the proceeds of crime are recoverable under
existing law. In some areas the proceeds may not be directly recoverable, and that is where
we are two or three steps removed from the proceeds of a particular crime. For example.
suppose somebody were involved in stealing certain items which could not be recovered and
the person was caught and sent to gaol. The member for Floreat's Bill would allow that
person's bank account, for example, to be seized and restitution made from it. Even under
chose circumstances restitution can be ordered by courts under the law as it stands. The
member's Bill opens up areas which have in them the potential for abuse. I am not saying
that in a way derogatory of the thought that the member has given to this piece of legislation,
but in our view it is unlikely to be successful as the current law covers most areas that the
member seeks to address.

A fundamental aspect of the member's Bill -- and he is one of nature's optimidsts -- is that he
believes if we can make a further disincentive for people, such as taking away the proceeds
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of crime, then they would not commit the crimes in the first place. The Governmrent
disagrees. Strong penalties exist for the commission of crimes and for those caught and
convicted at the present time. However, this does not stop them committing crimes, and the
reason is that criminals seem to have a fundamental belief that they will not be caught.

People talk about hanging as a deterrent for murder, but capital punishment has existed for
most of the history of mankind and that has not deterred people from committing a whole
range of murders. When people commit murders or other crimes, they do not carry in their
minds the consequences of being caught; their fundamental belief in the commission of a
crime is that they will not be caught. Although the member for Floreat and others may feel
that taking away the indirect proceeds of a crime is the way to stop people commnitting
crimes, I personally think that the possibility of a gaol sentence and the deprivation of
personal liberty would be a much greater deterrent. Yet, manifestly, people are not deterred
from crime by this.

Although the member's Bill is superficially appealing, the Government does not believe that
it is likely that it will be as successful as the member believes. We have a fundamental belief
on this side that the way to go about reforming criminal law is not just from one person's
point of view. Much more extensive consideration needs to be given to what is entailed in
amendments to the criminal law to ensure, firstly, it is not accidentally made easier for
criminals to go unpunished, even though the aim is to make it harder, because of unintended
consequences of the legislation; secondly, individuals' rights should not be infringed upon
because one gets caught up in the criminal law processes.

The member himself points to that aspect and, in all fairness to him, not too many members
of Parliament have shown as much appreciation of civil liberties over time as the member for
Floreat. In his second reading speech he was somewhat critical of the Commonwealth
Government for taking approaches to this kind of law, mostly in the drugs area, which he
feels are draconian and which remove people's rights. Thfe Misuse of Drugs Act, which the
member voted for, really does that in Westemn Australia.

Although we are not saying that the approach that the member is seeking to take is not
without its merits and does have some superficial appeal, the Government believes to make
that kind of amendment to the Criminal Code would require the support of a group like Mr
Michael Murray, QC's review of the criminal law before we would be prepared to proceed.
We would not be prepared to simply accept the word of the member for Floreat in his
arguments for the proposition that criminals would be deterred by the fonn of this Bill which
he has put up this evening.

MR WIESE (Narrogi) 110.34 pm): Basically the National Party is generally in favour of
the thrust of the member for Floreat's Bill. We believe there is merit in what is being brought
forward.

As the member for Floreat said in his second reading speech, criminals comm-it crimes
basically for greed and profit. We believe in the interests of justice it should be seen that the
criminal does not ultimately profit from those crimes and does not retain those profits.

The Minister made the comment that the Bill is aimed at preventing crime. I strongly doubt
whether that is the basis of the Bill. The Bill will ensure that having committed a crime, and
having been convicted of that crime, a person will not retain the profits he has made.

I do have some reservations regarding this Bill, and the Minister has basically touched on
those- There is a need to ensure the criminal convicted of a crime is in fact the person who is
penalised by the seizure of assets -- not his family, wife, or children. We are drawing a fairly
fine line in this area, but it is the criminal who is convicted that we should be endeavouring to
penalise.

We believe the court should be able to make orders for restitution when persons are
convicted, and probably at the present moment it does not do so. The Minister touched on
that aspect when he said in fact the court is able to make orders for restitution in a lot of
cases. We should be pressing the need for more orders for restitution to be made to the
victims of crime.

Basically, the National Party is very much in favour of the general thrust of this Bill.

MR NIENSAROS (Floreat) [10.39 pm]: I not only thank the National Party for its support
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but I also genuinely thank the Minister for debating this matter, in stark contrast with the
Minister for Works and Services who refuses to debate any legal Bills which I deal with. We
had lengthy "debate" this afternoon, and I was not able to receive any logical answer from a
learned man; whereas the Leader of the House, not dealing with his prime discipline, has
taken the trouble to debate this matter. I appreciate this.
I do know that the Murray report did not recommend a seizure in this way. I painted that out
in my second reading speech. Despite that, there are two points I wish to make. The first,
which I have also already pointed out, is that on the Statue book in this State there is
legislation relating to the misuse of drugs, which contains exactly the same measures; in fact
it was from that legislation that I built up this Bill. There can be no argument against saying
that if that legislation is acceptable for drug-related offences it should be acceptable in
relation to offences generally. The second point, which perhaps outweighs the lack of a
recommendation in the Murray report, is that the Commonwealth has either recently
introduced a Bill, or announced that it is going to introduce a Bill to precisely that end. So
we have two recent factual events, contrasted with the lack of a recommendation in the
Murray report which, of course, is quite old. I am not detracting from the merits of that
report, which was a tremendous exercise.
It is true, as the Minister has said, that there are ways to recoup certain properties, but that is a
cumbersome way. One has to go trough several proceedings, and spend money and rime on
legal advice in order to tread that path. 'Ihis Bill proposes to simplify the mailer in two steps.
First -- and this could not be done with private litigation -- in cases where there is a strong
suspicion that an offence has been commnitted, the police may seize the property. It would not
be expropriated, it would be kept securely, and if the defendant is found guilty the property
derived from the commission of a crime -- this would be the second step -- would be
expropriated by an order of the court. Therefore, to some extent this would act as a deterrent.

That civil proceedings are not good enough is proved by the known fact that organised crime
does exist, and its organisers have a tremendous amount of assets. That is well known. That
is why the Crime Commission has been established. Where do those assets come from?
They come from the proceeds of crime. It is not as simple as the Minister made out in his
example. I appreciate that as a debating example it was probably not a bad one but it is not
directed to the point that someone cannot keep a car which they have stolen, when they are
released from prison. This is not just a question of stealing cars, it is a question of keeping
illegal earnings from prostitution, or stealing money from an employer, which is a common
offence. Once this money is convented into other assets it is lost track of, and restitution
orders cannot be made because nothing can be proved. That is where these provisions in this
Bill would be effective. That is why Acts concerned with the misuse of drugs have these
provisions. It is probably also the reason why, spurred on by the Costigan report and the
Crime Commission, that the Commonwealth has brought down this legislation. This
argument would naturally outweigh the arguments presented by the Minister.

I appreciate, as the Minister said, that to amend the criminal law is a complicated process. I
emphasise what I have said before; namely, that a private member does not have the facilities
which the Government has. What we are flying to do generally, not only with this Bill but
also with the rest of the Opposition's endeavours, is show that the Government is either not
doing what is required by the community at large or, if it is intending to do something, it is
very tardy in executing that. To fill this gap is the purpose of the Opposition in general.
Perhaps it is not a 100 per cent solution; perhaps it could be improved. I would be the last to
deny that it could be improved. As the member for Mt Lawley said in another debate a few
moments ago, the proper thing for the Government to do would be to sit down, study the
matter and say, "Yes, it should be improved. We have the resources to do that, therefore we
can come in with an amendment, or discuss the matter with the member who introduced the
Bill. We can tell him that we would like to adjourn and come back with extensive
amendments at a later stage."

The last private member's Bill which I introduced, to amend the Small Claims Tribunials Bill,
which was rejected by the Government, was the only Bill where the Government has not said
that it will do the same thing in one way or another. I appreciate that it is a difference of
opinion that even if the Small Claims Tribunal makes a mistake in law, it should be left as it
is, or it should be left to the very involved, cumbersome process, involving more lawyers
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going to the Supreme Court. That is the Government's view. That has been announced. We
have a difference of opinion on it. EI all other cases the Government has announced, or
undertaken in one way or another, that it is going to do the same thing as has been suggested
by the Opposition. That is of some satisfaction to the Opposition and I predict that even in
this case -- the Minister, of course, is not handling that field within his portfolio -- a
Government proposition similar to this Bill will eventuate because the example of the
Commonwealth, and the example of the existing legislation, and public demand generally,
wrnl make the Government do so.

Question put and a division taken with the following result --

Ayes (18)
Mr Cowan
Mr Crane
Mr Grayden
Mr Greag
Mr Hassell

Dr Gallop
Mr Grill
Mrs Henderson
Mr Gordon Hill
Mr Hodge
Dr Lawrence

Mr Lighitfoot
Mr Maslen
Mr Mensaros
Mr Schell
Mr Stephens

Noes (23)
Mr Marlborough
Mr Pearce
Mr Read
Mr D.L. Smith
Mr P.J. Smith
Mr Taylor

Mr Tubby
Mr Virese
Mr Watt (Teller)

Mr Thomas
Mr Troy
Mrs Watkins
Dr Watson
Mrs Buchanan (Teller)

pairs
Ayes

Mr Rusbton
Mr House
Mr Trenorden
Mr MacKinnon
Mr Williams

Question thus negatived.

eml defeated.

Noes

Mrs Beggs
Mr Wilson
Mr Parker
Mr Peter Dowding
Mr Brian Burke

House adjourned a: 10.51 pm

Mr Blaikie
Mr Bradshaw
Mr Cash
Mr Clarke
Mr Court

Dr Alexander
Mr Bridge
Mr Bryce
Mr Carr
Mr Donovan
Mr Evans
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY
Expenditure

2133. Mr TRENORDEN, to the Mintister for The South West:
Could he advise the cost of running the South West Development Authority
in terms of --
(a) wages and salaries;
(b) office expenses;
(c) motor vehicle expenses;
(d) any other related expenses of administration?

Mr GRILL replied:
(a) $493 170;
(c) $15 873;
(b)-(d)

$201 197.
TEACHERS CREDIT SOCIETY

Management Contract
2165. Mr MacK13hINON, to the Treasurer:

(1) Referring to question 1946 of 1987 concerning a management contract held
by the R & I Bank, what are the terms of the contract?

(2) Did he approve the contract?
(3) If so, when?
Mr BRIAN BUL.KE replied:
(1) The terms of the arrangement between the R & I Bank and the Teachers

Credit Society are commercially confidential.
(2) No. As required by the Act, the contract was approved by the registrar.
(3) Not applicable.

ACTS AMENDMENT (BUILDING SOCIETIES AND
CREDIT UNIONS) BILL

Introduction
21[74. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

Why was the Acts Amendment (Building Societies and Credit Unions) Bill
introduced in the Legislative Council when the control of building societies
and credit unions is under his responsibility?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
Aspects of the legislation were linked to the Trustee Companies Bill, which
was within the portfolio responsibility of the Attorney General.
Accordingly, both Bins were introduced into the same House to enable
members to be aware of their relationship.

HOME BUILDING SOCIETY
Swan Building Society: Losses

2178. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:
Has the Government given any written indemnity to the Home Building
Society over losses it may inherit related to the activities of the Swan
Building Society prior to Home Building Society taking it over?
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Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

As explained in the answer to question without notice 270, in conjunction
with the industry, guarantees have been given to meet the losses on
amalgamation.

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Government Investments

2180. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

When the Government is to put funds into the Swan Building Society or the
Teachers Credit Society, is an appropriation required through Parliament?

Mr BRIAN BURKE re-plied-.

In the first instance any payments will be in the form of the Treasurer's
advance. Should funds be required in the following year, nonnal
appropriation procedures will be followed.

FACTORS WA PMT LTD
Joyand Operation: Sale

2188. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

(1) Did he see an article in The West Australian of 14 October 1987, stating
that the Factors Western Australia Pty Ltd operation of Jayand has been
sold for $1.3 million resulting in losses of millions of dollars for the Swan
Building Society?

(2) What obligation does the Government have to fund that loss, and other
losses associated with the Swan Building Society?

(3) From what source will the Government find the necessary funds?

(4) Will he explain to Parliament the financial arrangements that will be made
to assist in meeting losses associated with the Swan Building Society's
activities?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1) Yes.

(2)-(4)
As explained in the answer to question without notice 270, in conjunction
with the industry, guarantees have been given to meet the losses on
anialgarnation. For fturther details, see the answer to question 2180.

COMMUNIT SERVICES
Morhercraft Course: NgaI-A Morhercraft

Home and Training Centre

2255. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing the Minister for Community Services:

(1) Is he aware that despite the Government decision not to continue binding
the mothercraft course at Ngal-A, there continues to be a dearth of
inquiries regarding the entry requirements for the course?

(2) Is he aware that more than 1 000 students actively sought information on
this course at the Careers Expo in June 1987?

(3) What procedures did his department use to assess the usefulness of the
expo?

(4) Has he received any queries from the public regarding the need for training
courses in the child care field for students who do not have tertiary
admission levels and are attracted, for a variety of reasons, to
apprenticeship-style training courses?

(5) What advice has been given to these inquirers?
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Mr WILSON replied:

(1) No.

(2) No.

(3) By sample survey of participants, parents contributions, and
educationalists.

(4)-(5)
As the Miniister responsible, my office receives several inquiries about
training prospects for a variety of occupations. I am also aware of a
circular letter with respect to child care training. These letters have been
forwarded to the Minister for Community Services.

Ngal-A MOTH ERCRAFf HOME AND TRAINTNG CENTRE
Family Residential Unit

2262. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing the Minister for Community Services:

Does he view the Ngal-A family residential unit as a health promotion
facility for families in this State?

Mr WILSON replied:

Ngal-A is primarily a family support service, not a health service.

Ngal-A MOTHERCRAFT HOME AND TRAINING CENTRE
Structural Changes

2269. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing the Minister for Community Services:

In June 1987 the Minister outlined proposed changes to Ngal-A's structure,
detailing a community-based model of care. How will services to families
experiencing breast feeding, sleeping, and extremes of dietary behaviour
problems be affected by the proposed changes and the relative decrease in
14gM-A funding?

Mr WTLSON replied:

The proposed changes to Ngal-A's structure will result in services to
families beconming more flexible in response to individual and family
needs. The community-based services will improve support and care in the
home and family-type settings.

Ngal-A MOTHERCRAFT HOME AND TRAINING CENTRE
Services: Review

2270. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing the Minister for Community Services:

(1) Will the Government make public the review of Ngal-A services as
requested by the Mozhercraft Action Group in July this year?

(2) If not, why not?

Mr WILSON replied:

(1) No.

(2) The Review of Ngal-A was discussed with Ngal-A in May 1987, and in
accordance with the wish of Ngal-A it will not be made public.

COMMUNiTY SERVICES
Child Care Regulations: Consultative Committee

2271. Mr CASH, to the Minister representing the Minister for Community Services

(1) Will: the Government table the report of the consultative committee
reviewing the child care regulations?

(2) If not, why not?
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Mr WiLSON replied:
(1) No.
(2) The Minister for Community Services has made public her response, which

sumnmarises the major issues raised in the report of the child care
regulations review consultative committee.

COMMUNICATIONS: RADIO STATION
Government Purchase

2272. Mr COURT, to the Minister for Tourism:
(1) Why has the Government purchased a commercial radio station when the

Federal Government already operates three in the metropolitan area,
subsidises two others, and the industry is well catered for by a highly
competitive private sector of six radio stations?

(2) Will the Government undertake to the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal
that it will not interfere in or attempt to influence in any way the
management of radio station 6PR?

(3) Is the Government's decision to purchase a radio station the forerunner of
moves to expand its influence in the media?

(4) Did the Government seek purchasers from the private sector for 6PR?
(5) If yes to (4), what efforts were made in trying to find a private sector

purchaser?
(6) Will the Government subsidise any losses the station incurs under

Government ownership?
(7) Were the Minister for Communications arid his department involved in this

decision?
Mrs BEGGS replied:
(1) The Government has not purchased a comnmercial radio station. The TAB

will acquire a controlling interest in Radio 6PR to ensure a reliable
ongoing broadcast service to the racing industry. Had the Western
Australian Trotting Association sold its interest to the private sector, a
comprehensive racing broadcast service could not have been guaranteed.

(2) There is no avenue for the Government to influence the management of
Radio 6PR.

(3) Not applicable -- see (1).
(4) See (l).

(5) Not applicable.

(6) No.
(7) Not applicable -- see (1).

HOUSING: RENTA-L
Purchase: Criteria

2282. Mr LEWIS, to the Minister for Housing:
(1) With reference to question 2170 of 1987, what are the criteria of

requirement to qualify for the special scheme available to Homeswest
tenants of five years or more to purchase their current house?

(2) What date was this special scheme introduced?
Mr WILSON replied:
(1) To be eligible for the scheme, a tenant needs to --

(a) have occupied the current rental property for five years or longer:
(h) be paying full cost rent;
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(c) not have received previous Government loan assistance;

(d) the tenant and/or spouse or partner is not to own vacant residential
land or a residential property.

(2) The scheme was approved by the board of commissioners on 10 September
1986.

HEALTH
Psychiatric Hostels: Working Party Report

2288. Mr BRADSHAW, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Has the working party investigating psychiatric hostels presented its report?

(2) If yes, is this a public document?

(3) If no to (2), why not?
(4) Does he intend to take action on the recommendations of the report?

Mr TAYLOR replied:

(1) Yes.

(2) No.

(3) The report is being examined by the department.

(4) Dependent upon advice from the executive of the Health Department.

CHEMICALS: TITANIUM DIOXIDE PLANT
Chloride Process: EPA Recommendations

2289. Mr BRADSIHAW, to the Minister for Environment:

(1) Did he or the Government say that the recommendations of the
Environmental Protection Authority with regard to the proposed chloride
process titanium dioxide plant at Kemerton have to be carried out if the
operation were to proceed?

(2) Why has he now amended recommendation 22 of that report to allow the
existing sulphuric acid plant and the associated sulphate process plant to
continue after 30 June 1990?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) 1 did not. The responsibility for setting environmental conditions for
proposals assessed uinder the provisions of the Environmental Protection
Act rests with myself, following consideration of the Environmental
Protection Authority's report on proposals, and the determination of any
appeals lodged on the EPA's report and consultation with relevant
decision-making authorities.

(2) SCM Chemicals Ltd exercised its right of appeal uinder the Environmental
Protection Act with respect to a number of recommendations in the
Environmental Protection Authority's report. The appeal was upheld in
part, and conditions reflecting that decision were set following
consultation with other Ministers-

HEALTH: DISABLED PERSONS
Pyrton Training Centre: Alternative Facilities

2290. Mr CASH, to the Minister for Health:

(1) Does the Government intend to- require the handicapped people currently
using the Pyrton Training Centre at Eden Hill to find alternative facilities?

(2) If so, will he advise the current situation and the Government's. intentions?

(3) If no to (1), does the Government have any plans to change the current use
of the facilities, and if so will he advise the likely effect on the users of
Pyrton?
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Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) No decision has been made as tothe future of the Pyuton Training Centre.

The Government has not at this stage received any proposal requiring a
decision.

(2) The Authority for Intellectually Handicapped Persons is evaluating
residential services currently provided through the Pyrton Training Centre
and other institutions of a hostel nature, with a view to examining the
efficacy of providing alternative accommodation of a less institutional
nature.

(3) The authority intends to provide the Government with the results of its
investigations in March 1988. It may recomnmend devolution of some or
all of its institutional services, following which decisions will be made.
However, the residents of Pyrton Training Centre will continue to be
accommodated in suitable accommodation, determined in consultation
with parents. The authority's objective in undertaking this review is that
the quality of its residential programme should be improved.

MOTOR VEHICLES: SECOND-HAND
Brokers: Operations

2291. Mr WATT, to the Minister for Consumer Affairs:
(1) Is he aware of the operation of motor vehicle brokens in selling used

vehicles?
(2) Are vehicles sold by brokers subject to the same conditions of warranty as

those sold by licensed motor vehicle dealers?
(3) Are vehicles sold by brokers subject to the provisions of the Sale of Goods

Act?
(4) Is the Government planning to introduce legislation to bring motor vehicle

brokers under the, provis ions of the Motor Vehicle Dealers Act?
Mr TAYLOR replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) There are conflicting legal opinions on this matter.
(3) Brokers who merely arrange a sale of a vehicle would not be subject to the

Sale of Goods Act.
(4) Yes. I have already advised industry representatives that legislation will be

introduced to ensure brokers of motor vehicles are licensed under the
Motor Vehicle Dealers Act.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT RATES
Agricultural: Grain Production

2292. Mr TUBBY, to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) The current formula used by the Western Australian Local Governiment

Grants Commission to determine the agricultural rate capacity of a shire
places a value on grain production which is 226 times higher than the
value placed on the production of wool. Will this anomaly be rectified to
reflect in the 1987-88 grants allocations?

(2) If no, why was a formula introduced which contains serious anomalies?
Mr CARR replied:
(1) The final grant determinations for 1987-88 were made without any

alterations to the assessment of rate revenue capacity for the agricultural
sector.

(2) The formula adopted by the commission does not contain serious
anomalies. With respect to assessing the rate capacity of the agricultural
sector, the commission was unable to use the net value of agricultural
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production, as such data is currently unavailable. The gross value of
production was used as a reliable proxy in calculating a standard rate.
Value of production data, according to commodity type, is supplied by the
ABS, indexed and averaged for the years 1980-81 to 1984-85.

The commission is currently investigating means of deriving a net value of
rural production. If such a value can be successfuly calculated, it will be
used in future grant determinations. Such changes represent the continuous
review and refinement of the formula, which is superior to the old method,
allowing for a more equitable distribution of funds than previously was the
case.

EDUCATION: MUSIC PROGRAMME
Departmental Responsibility

2294. Mr MacKJNNON, to the Minister for Education:

(1) Which officer within the Ministry of Education is responsible for the
conduct of the music programme in schools?

(2) How many teachers or ministerial officers are directly employed in this
programme?

Mr PEARCE replied:
(1) There are two separate components of the music programme. Each

component has a coordinating officer.

Ci) The instrumental programme -- Mr C. Boon;

(ii) the class music programme -- Mr W. Powell.

(2) Instrumental teachers --
Attached to Music Branch 53
Secondary music teachers EFT 70
Primary specialists EFT' 159
Education officers 6
Advisory officer 1

ABORIGINAL ADVANCEMENT COUNCIL
Problems: Action

2297. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) What action has the Government taken to defuse the situation at the
Aboriginal Advancement Council in Beaufort Street, Perth?

(2) Would he give detail of the Government's actions to date and the results
and responses achieved?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

As the Aboriginal Advancement Council is federally funded, the primary
responsibility for attending to this matter has rested with the
Commonwealth Department of Aboriginal Affairs. The member should
address his question to that department. However, I have been kept
advised of the situation by departmental officers.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS: MARRIBANK FAMILY CEN4TRE
.Departmental Involvement

2298. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

What involvement has his department had with the Mat-ribank Family
Centre, and will he provide detail of the centre's objectives and progress to
date?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

The Marribank Family Care Centre deals with family crisis - that is,
eviction, marital problems, and emergency care for neglected children.
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The centre also attempts to assist the unemployment situation of Aborigines
in rnning various training schemes through its farming operations.

The arts and crafts centre at Manribank was opened during National
Aboriginal Week in 1985. Its main objective is to provide employment and
to create community awareness of well-known and up and coming south
west Aboriginal artists.

The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority has recently been involved with
two issues affecting Marribank. They are --

(a) loss of the contract for the school bus rum;

(b) the water supply.

The Aboriginal Affairs Planning Authority is continuing to assist
Marribank with these issues.

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT: FREMANTLE
Residential Area: Opposition

2299. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Local Government:

Following Press reports in relation to the Fremantle City Council's
approval of a "wildflower souvenir embedded in polyester business" in a
residential area, has he received a petition opposing the project, and what
action does either he or the Government propose?

Mr CARR replied:
I have received a petition signed by 16 residents of North Fremantle
requesting an investigation of the manner in which the City of Fremantle
has dealt with the application to develop this business. Inquiries have been
made with the council, and I am presently awaiting a report from my
department on the matter.

Unless it is shown that the council has failed to observe the proper
procedure in dealing with the application, I do not intend to intervene.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Bungle Bungle National Park: Control

2300. Mlr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) Has he seen reports that Aboriginal control of the Bungle Bungle National
Park is being sought with the assistance of Federal Aboriginal Affairs
Minister, Gerry Hand?

(2) Did Mr Hand discuss the question of Aboriginal control of the Bungle
Bungles, either before or after his visit to Western Australia, and would he
detail?

(3) Does he support full Aboriginal control of the Bungle Bungle National
Park?

(4) If yes to (3), what action does he propose to negate any moves by his
Federal colleagues to impose 'full control" as is the case at Ayers Rock?

Mr HODGE replied:
(1) 1 have seen newspaper reports of Mr Hand's visit to the park.

(2) Not with me.

(3) No.

(4) Not applicable.
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ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Bungle Bungle National Park: Control

2301. Mr BLAIKIE, to die Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) Has he seen reports that Aboriginal control of the Bungle Bungle National
Park is being sought with the assistance of Federal Aboriginal Affairs
Minister, Gerry Hand?

(2) Did M-& Hand discuss the question of Aboriginal control of the Bungle
Bungles, either before or after his visit to Western Australia, and would he
detail?

(3) Does he support full Aboriginal control of the Bungle Bungle National
Park?

(4) If yes to (3), what action does he propose to negate any moves by his
Federal colleagues to impose "full control" as is the case at Ayers Rock?

Mr BRIDGE replied:
(1) 1 have seen newspaper reports of Mr Hand's visit to the park.

(2) Matters of Mr Hand's discussions should be addressed to him.
(3) The decision of the State Government to provide meaningful input for

Aboriginal people is considered appropriate.

(4) Not applicable.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Rudall River National Park: Exclusive Use

2302. Mr BLAEKIE, to the Minister for Aboriginal Affairs:

(1) What guarantee has he given members of the Western Deserts Land
Council, and in particular the Aborigines living at Cotton Creek, that they
would have exclusive use of a substantial portion of the Rudall River
National Park?

(2) Does his commitment have the full approval of his colleagues, including
the Minister for Environment, and Conservation and Land Management?

(3) On what date was the "exclusive use" approval agreed to by his colleagues?

Mr BRIDGE replied:

I draw the member's attention to my answer to a question without notice
from the member for Pilbara reported in Hansard on 20 October 1987,
page 4777.

ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS
Rudall River National Park: Exclusive Use

2303. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) Can he say whether the exclusive use by Aboriginal people of a substantial
area of Rudall River National Park will require approval by this
Parliament?

(2) If not, how will'"exclusive use" approval be arranged?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) The Government is prepared to enter into negotiations with the Aboriginal
residents of Punmu and Pangurr in the Rudall River National Park on the
question of the lease of living areas. The area of the leases will be
addressed by the management plan to be prepared in accordance with the
Conservation and Land Management Act.

(2) Not applicable.
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MIINERAL SANDS
Minninup

2304. Mr BLAIKIE, to the Minister for Conservation and Land Management:

(1) What has been his response to the proposal to mine the beach at Minninup?

(2) Following the public meetings held in Bunbury prior to the 1983 State
Election and the opposition expressed by vignerons, has the South West
Development Authority made any contact with his office either in support
of or in opposition to the proposal?

(3) Have any members of Parliament, Government or Opposition, raised with
him the proposal, and if so, when and on what dates?

(4) When does he expect the Environmental Protection Authority will review
the proposal, and when does he expect this report will be available for
public scrutiny?

Mr HODGE replied:

(1) The proposal has been referred to the Environmental Protection Authority,
which has required the proponent to prepare an environmental review and
management programme.

(2) No.

(3) The Minister for Minerals and Energy, on 21 May 1987.

(4) 1 am advised that it is likely that the environmental review and management
programme will be released for public review within the next two months.
The EPA will report following the conclusion of the public review period.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

ROTH4WELLS LTD
Government Action: Federal Government Endorsement

363. Mr MacKl1NNON, to the Premier:

(1) Is he aware that the Federal Labor Government has failed to endorse his
actions in relation to Rothwells Ltd?

(2) Is this not a monumental vote of no confidence for his actions?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1)-(2)
Once again the Leader of the Opposition appears to be unable to tell the
truth, because not only is his question implicitly an allegation that is
untrue, but also he must be aware that in response to, and published as a
result of, that response to a question, the Prime Minister has said publicly
that his view is that the move was sensible. On what basis does the Leader
of the Opposition claim that the Prime Minister has not made that
comment? Here is a transcript of his remarks, and I will also try to obtain
the newspaper report so that the Leader of the Opposition can see The
Sydney Morning Herald article. Here is the transcript of one of the
comments the Prime Minister had to say --

I can understand that you wouldn't want a situation in Western
Australia where a significant merchant bank had its viability in
question. The decision is one that is properly in the hands of the
Western Australian Government.

The Prime Minister has said that he understands that the decision is
appropriately ours.

Mr MacKinnon: Correct.
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: He also understands that we would riot want the collapse of
a particular merchant bank. If that is not an endorsement of our action, I
do not know what is.

Mr Williams: Of course it isn't.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Prime Minister said that he considered the move to be
sensible. But just on the basis of thai transcript, once again the Leader of
the Opposition appears unable to comprehend that if the Prime Minister
believes the decision is appropriately ours and can understand the meason
why we made the decision, it seems to be quite clear that the Leader of the
Opposition, in the absence of any contradiction from the Prime Minister,
has no right to make the claim he has made. I ask the Leader of the
Opposition: What is your reference for the Prime Mfiister's apparent
claim, the one on which your question was based, that he disagrees with
the action taken?

Government members: Silence!
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Leader of the Opposition has said that the Prime

Minister disagrees with the action taken. On what basis does he make that
claimn?

Mr MacKinnon: And I am right.
Mr BRIAN BUJRKE: Now he says, "And now I am right." He may be right; all

he need do to prove that he is right is to produce the quote from the Prime
Minister. Where is it?

Mr MacKinnon: I am asking you the question. It is up to you to produce it.
WOMEN'S INTERESTS

Health Care
364C Mrs BUCHANAN, to the Minister for Health:

Can the Minister please inform the House of recent developments in
women's health care in Western Australia?

Mr TAYLOR replied:
Yes, I am very pleased to inform the House of recent developments in
women's health care in Western Australia, and I am glad the member for
Pilbara has asked the question because I know she has a very real interest in
this matter. In the last few months I have been able to announce some very
important developments that I am sure will improve quite significantly
women's health care and the access of women to health care services in this
State.
First, I am very pleased to be able to inform members that a women's
health policy unit has been established in the Health Department of
Western Australia. The establishment of this unit was the major
recommendation of the report "Women's Health and Well Being" that I
launched late last year. The unit will ensure that continuing attention is
given to women's health needs, and it will provide a focus for women's
views to be considered as part of the health planning process. The unit will
be very consultative in style, and a regular programme of women's health
forums is planned. I have already mtended one of these forums, where in
excess of 100 women participated and expressed their views about health
services and what they want from those services.
One of the major concerns women regularly raise with me relates to cancer
screening services, in particular cervical cancer screening and
mammography screening. I have recently announced two initiatives
relating to cancer screening for women. In conjunction with the
Commonwealth Government, we plan to introduce a rural women's health
team to improve the access that country women have to cervical screening
services. The service will be provided in cooperation with local general
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practitioners and wil have as its major feature the use of female
practitioners. There is a lot of evidence to suggest that groups of women
who may have been reluctant to participate in a regular screening
programme may be more willing to do so when that programmne is provided
by women. In relation to breast cancer screening, I have announced today
that this State will proceed with a pilot mammography screening
programnme. This programme was recommended in a report prepared by a
working party chaired by Professor Bruce Armstrong, and I have released
that report today for public comment. The working parry was in fact a very
successful one. I have talked to the Federal Minister for Health, Neil
Blewent, about this matter. He considers the report of the working party in
this State is the best report on mammography screening to have been
produced in Australia. I am pleased to say that I expect the Federal
Government to give us support when we set up our trial programnme or pilot
programme early next year.

[ am also pleased to say that this Government will continue its commnitment
to improve the interests of women. We also seek to enhance the status of
women as far as health care is concerned in Western Australia.

WESTERN CONTINENTAL CORPORATION LTD
Government Assistance

365. Mr MacKINNON, to the Premier:

(1) Is the Premier aware the Perth Stock Exchange this morning received a
letter from Western Continental Corporation Ltd asking them to suspend
trading in the shares of chat company and stating that the company is
seeking independent advice and is at present reviewing its financial
position in the light of current unfavourable market conditions?

(2) If yes, under what conditions will the Government move to help the
company should it be necessary?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:

(1)-(2)
I am not aware of any letter sent to the Perth Stock Exchange from
Western Continental Corporation Ltd or from anyone else. That is the
answer to the question, because the second part of the questio 'n does not
apply. I suspect there would be no happier person in this State, should
there be a major crisis of confidence on the Stock Exchange, than the
Leader of the Opposition.

Mr Cash: You are sick; there is something wrong with you.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It has become abundantly clear that the Opposition puts its
political interests, as it so wrongly perceives them from time to time, in
advance of the State's and the nation's interests. As I said last evening, if
the Opposition wants to turn matters such as the financial difficulties of the
stock market into political footballs and the cases of individual people into
matters of political controversy, nothing will destroy confidence as surely
as that. It is an the head of the Leader of the Opposition.

I can understand the personalities involved; I can understand some of the
difficulties members on the Opposition benches have in accepting that the
business community, which for so long supported it, no longer thlinks the
Opposition is worthy of support. That is essentially up to the Opposition.
My commnent is simply directed at the Opposition's proclivity to the
creation of a lack of confidence which will damage the State. I urge the
Opposition to be a little more constructive.

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES
Credit Rating

366, Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:

Will the issuing of Government guarantees to the Teachers Credit Society
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and Rochwells Ltd affect the credit rating of both the State and Federal
Governments, as deternined by Moody's Investors' Service and Standard
and Poor's?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. I suppose I should ask the member
where he obtained the impression or the information that the Government
has extended a guaranteed credit to Teachers Credit Society. Where has
that been conveyed to die member?

Mr Court: You have publicly said the Government is behind Teachers Credit
Society. That is an open-ended guarantee.

Mr Clarko: Even if its costs $20 million; that is what you said on TV.
Mr Pearce: That goes to show that no knowledge is even worse than a little

knowledge.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I suppose it is hopeless to try to convince the Deputy

Leader of the Opposition that die question he has asked is wrongly based,
and his efforts to determnine the basis on which he has framed it do not
justify the question he has asked. In respect to what appears to be the
thrust of the question, I cannot answer it without reference to Treasury,
which would be the appropriate department for some advice.

We could guarantee every senior business person in this State for
$ 100 million each and still not imperil the State's creditworthiness to the
degree that the people who decided to guarantee the pipeline and the
inventory of cash associated with the North West Shelf imperiled this
State's creditworthiness. So before members try to make political mileage
out of the extension of guarantees in these instances, they should look at
their own backyard.

Mr Pearce: What about the contingency for liability under the superannuation
fund?

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It was left to us to introduce a new superannuation fund.
But having said those things, the question still does not make sense.

GOVERNMENT GUARANTEES
Loon Council Restrictions

367. Mr COURT, to the Treasurer:
What restrictions does the Loan Council put on State Government guarantees it

issues?
Mr BRIALN BURKE replied:

I am not aware of any restrictions imposed by the Loan Council. Is the
member aware of some restriction?

Mr Court: Does the Loan Council put on any restrictions?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not aware of any, but if the member has any

knowledge --

Mr MacKinnon. You are the Treasurer; that is why we are asking the question.
Mr Burkett: You are not asking the question.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I can appreciate the Opposition's joint efforts to frame one

sensible question, but I are not aware of any restrictions.
Mr Lewis: You are really struggling tonight, Premier.
Several members interjected.
Mr Crane: Does that suggest that you midght have given the Government

guarantees without knowing you were eligible to do so?
Mr BRLALN BURKE: That is really something which might occur to the

Opposition because it is so nonsensical.
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Mr Crane: If there were a restriction, that would be the situation. I do not know
whether there is one, and obviously you do not.

Mr BRIALN BURKE: The Treasury has informed me, if that is the question; but I
suspect that is not the question. The member is probably trying to get at
some restriction on the raising of capital under the agreement in respect of
global borrowing, and whether the extension of a guarantee cakes us
beyond the global borrowing limit.

That is the most sensible construction. It may be that what he is trying to
get at is that there is no legal basis for offering the indenity, and that is
why I said I do not know of any restriction, because I was seriously trying
to help him with the knowledge. The member for Mt Lawley then chipped
in with his usual bucket of nasties and cried to turn things around.
If anyone can tell me the area in which members opposite are trying to
elicit the information, I will answer it; but I do not know of any restrictions
on Government guarantees as a result of Loan Council decisions. It may
well be true that tonight I may be struggling, but everyone has his ups and
downs. Since I turned 40 I suppose I have had more downs than ups, but a
little kindness and generosity on the side of the Opposition would not go
astray.

GRAIN FREIGHT RATES
Determinations

368. Mr COWAN, to the Minister for Transport:
(1) Has the department determined or finalised the rail grain freight charges

for this year?
(2) If so, would he please provide me with a copy?
Mr TROY replied:

I was advised earlier this week that the matter had been finalised. There is
one other formality involved, and it involves fuirther discussions with the
strategy committee. [ am expecting that to occur in the next day or so and
I will gladly send the information to the member as soon as it is received.

STATE FINANCE: BUDGET
Adjustments: Financial Crisis

369. Mr MacKJINNON, to the Treasurer:
What readjustments, if any, is the Government making to its Budget plans
for 1987-88 in light of the current financial crisis in this State?

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
As the Treasurer of a Government which has, I think, for two successive
years, for the first time in 40 years or so, been able to budget for a surplus,
something of which it is very proud, and as a Government which has been
able to compensate significantly for the deficit which was left it by the last
Liberal Government --

Mr Clarko: Nonsense.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Did not the member for Karrinyup hear his leader say shh?
Mr Clarko: [ said nonsense.
Mr BRLAN BURKE: Yes, but did you not hear your leader say shh?
Mr Clarko: I will not repeat it again.
Several members interjected.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Anyway, as the privileged person to be leader of the

Government which has picked up this deficit left it by the last Liberal
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Government, I am pleased to confirm what is in the minds of members
opposite; than is, the Government is absolutely on top of the present
situation. As far as the financial circumstances of the State are concerned,
I am pleased to say than the Budget has been cast to accommodate the
continued growth of the economy, through good times and bad, the
provision of more jobs than members of the Opposition thought possible
combined with lower tax rates designed to stimulate the private sector,
properly targeted welfare packages that will assist people in need, a
successful fight against inflation --

Several members interjected.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: What is wrong with members opposite? They should

rejoice in the happiness of a State doing well.
Mr Williams: You are ripping off the public with rates and taxes.
Several members interjected.
Mr BRIAN B URKE. I have been a friend of the member for Clontarf.
Mr Williams: I know, and so you should be, but I am telling you the truth.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The Government is successfully fighting inflation to create

an environment in which the private sector can use its initiative to expand
the economy.

Mr Williams interjected.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member for Clontarf's business is not doing too badly,

I hear.
Mr Williams: Is that a fact?
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Does the member deny it?
Mr Williams: I'm not saying a word.
Several members interjected.
Mr Williams: Let me say that it is none of your business.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: One of the people who has benefited from the economic

policies followed by this Government in terms of his business interests -- I
am pleased with and proud of him -- is the member for Clontarf.

Mr Williams: Do you reckon than the fringe benefits tax is good? From 46 per
cent to 49 per cent. It is ruining small business.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The member for Clonrarf's belly is not up against his
backbone.

Mr Williams: The unions do not have to pay the fringe benefits tax. What a rip-
off that is.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: The next time the member for Clontarf goes with~out three
square meals in a day will be the first.

Mr Williams: You are ripping off the public.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: They tell me that the member for Clontarf has put on extra

staff.
Mr Williams: Have I?
Several members interjected.
Mr Williams: You arc ripping off small business, and the unions do not have to

pay a cent. What a disgrace it is!
Mr BRIAN BURKE: Bond, Dernpster, Connell formerly, Coppin, and

Williams --

Mr Williams: So!
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Mr BRIAN BURKE: We are proud of the member for Clantarf.
Mrt Williams: So you should be.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: In answer to the question, the Government is constandly on

top of the problems that the Opposition is so keen to draw to its attention.
I would like to assure the Opposition that in its name, too, the Government
will continue to work to realise the full potential of the greatest State in the
greatest country anywhere in the world.

ROTI-WELLS LTD
Government Action: Editorial Comment

370. Mr HASSELL, to the Treasurer:
(1) Has the Treasurer read today's front page editorial of The Australian

Financial Review which states --

the West Australian Government should never have allowed itself
to be drawn into the so-called rescue operation mounted in support
of the Rothwells merchant bank. It sets an oversized precedent .-.

(2) If yes, can the Treasurer answer a question posed in the editorial which
asks of the Government --

how it justifies committing such large resources to helping an
entrepreneurial merchant bank at a time when it is obvious that
Australian government at all levels is going to need every financial
resource that can be mustered --

Despite taking the advice of the Minister for Health I have not been able to
get rid of my throat problem.

Mr Brian Burke: Why do you think you have not been able to get rid of it?
Mr HASSELL: I tried it out in good faith. It was a wise old remedy which he

offered, but unfortunately it did not work. The only time I went to the
doctor he gave me some medicine which actually did make me il.

The editorial continues --

*... to avoid much more far-reaching disasters?
Several members interjected.
Mr HASSELL: If members want to treat these questions flippantly, they can, but

thai is the question posed by The Australian Financial Review in its
editorial today, and I ask the Treasurer for his response.

Mr BRIAN BURKE replied:
(0-(2)

I have been a trifle busy, and I really cannot give a considered response to
that pant of the editorial which the member has quoted. If he puts the
question on the Notice Paper, I will answer it.

We have had a long quotation interrupted by a short treatise on the
member's throat, which leaves me struck dumnb. So that I do not waste the
member's question, [ have found the story I was looking for in The Sydney
Morning Herald. The member for Cottesloc heard the Leader of the
Opposition -- and he is a senior member in this place -- a former Minister
for police etc., a former Leader of the Opposition, some would say future
Leader of fth Opposition --

An Opposition member: You are stirring.
Mr BRIAN BURKE: I am not. I amn desperately trying to inject some life into

one of those most boring parts of my day.
All members, including the new members who must be devastated, heard
the Leader of the Opposition say that he knew that the Prime Minister
disagreed with what I had to say and he asked me what I had to say about
the matter. I asked him from where he obtained his reference, and then he
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criticised me when I gave a reference which contradicted him. I have the
reference, and it quotes the Prime Minister as saying --

In Adelaide, the Prime Minister, on his return from a 17-day
overseas tour. described the move as "sensible".

"I can see that they don't want to see a significant financial
institution in a position of default and that seenms to be an
arrangement which was amicably and effectively worked out," Mr
Hawke said.

That seems to make sense. I ask the Leader of the Opposition again: On
what comment of the Prime Minister's did he base his claim that the Prime
Minister opposed what the CGoverment in this State did.?

Mr Bryce: MacKinnon makes it up.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Did the Leader of the Opposition make it up.

Several members interjected.
Mr Court: You refuse to answer the question.

Mr Hassell: About a key subject on which he was supposed to have been working
for a week.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: It is a serious matter. Thie Leader of the Opposition asked a
question and said that the Prime Minister opposed the Western Australian
Government's decision.

Mr MacKinnon: I never mentioned the Prime Minister.

Mr BRIAN BURKE: Where is the Leader of the Opposition's reference? If the
Leader of the Opposition keeps on the way he is going it will not be
members on this side who will remove him, it will be the members sitting
behind him who today have been knotted in the corridor discussing his and
their future.
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